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Ullfil IlOW Researcher exploring the world of female miner: 
, An occasional 
: series about 
· the work of 
:-·· Kentucky. 
· educators 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
MOREHEAD - When 
· : Suzanne Tallichet told one of 
' her professors that she wanted 
I to study female coal miners for 
, her doctoral dissertation, the 
· woman's answer nearly floored 
l ·her. 
· ''You can't do that," the pro-
fessor told her. · "There aren't 
any." 
Tallichet knew better. She 
had become fascinated with the 
subject after reading articles 
about the first women to work 
in the mines of Pennsylvania 
· .,---:- especially the publicity after 
. one female miner was killed in 
.an accident 
Now, 15 years later, Tal-








. by. the lives 
... of female 
coal miners - who make up 
.. ol)iy about l percent of all min-
·ers .nationally. · , 
· Tallichet, who teaches soci-
ology, is gearing tip for another 
summer- of interviewing both · 
··men and women-miners about · 
: their. jobs .. and .experiences 
working together. , 
She's also working on a 
. book she plans to write about 
female. coal miners . .She plans 
to call it Daughters of the 
Mountain. · · · 
"This research is just a pact 
of me now," said Tallichet, who 
started teaching at Morehead in 
· 1993. "People around here tell , 
me I'm a frustrated coal miner, 
and ·1 think they're partially 
right." I 
Tallichet's research began 
in earnest when she was a doc-
toral student -at Pennsylvania 
· State University. Now, she's , 
. primarily investigating whether 
women advance to better jobs 
after starting in entry-level po-
sitions. 
·She attended a national con-
·vention for female coal miners 
and heard about a mine in 
southern West Virginia that 
had more than 20 women work-
ing there. She ·managed to per- · 
. suade the company to let her 
- visit - but they would allow 
her access only if she agreed 
not to divulge. the company's 
name. 
Overcoming fears 
Tallichet, who first visited 
the mine for five weeks in 1990, 
said she was worried at first 
about whether the women 
would accept her - partly be-
cause of class differences, part-
ly because she·was perceived 
as a Northerner. 
"I fully expected to go 
down there and have these 
women say, 'Oh, go back to 
your ivory tower, go back to 
your university,' " she said. 
She dressed in an old, faded 
Army jacket, flannel shirts, 
jeans and boots to try to make 
the women feel more at ease. 
But even then, she encountered 
some resistance. Four women, 
in fact, flatly refused to talk to 
her .. 
Even those who did talk took 
some coaxing. Some were afraid 
they might lose their jobs if they 
spoke freely. 
"A lot of them said to me, 'You 
say you're a graduate student 
working on your dissertation, but 
are you really with the company? 
Are you really with the union?' " 
Tallichet said. "There was a lot of 
suspicion out there." 
But Tallichet said she also felt 
more accepted after she spent a 
shift underground, watching the 
miners work. 
"There · was an appreciation 
that I wasn't afraid to do it, like it 
was a rite :of passage," she said. ; 
"But what kind of pansy would I , 
· be, not to go underground when 1 
these women have been doing it for , 
years?" I 
Attitudes like that are why Tai- 1 
lichet. was accepted by the women . 
·shemterviewed, said Cosby Totten, . 
co-founder of the Coal Employment 
Project, a group for female coal 
miners. 
· "She just seems like one of us;" 
said Totten, who worked as a min-
er from 1976 to 1982. "We think 
Sue's a fantastic person." 
Totten said she also thinks the 
miners wanted to talk to Tallichet 1 
because they appreciated her inter-
est in what's often an overlooked 
subject. 
"Without people writing about 
women coal miners, a lot of people 
wouldn't know we exist." she said. 
Facing sexism in mines 
Tallichet plans to visit the West 
Virginia mine this summer, her 
first trip there in a year. She has re-
ceived two internal research grants 
from Morehead; one for $2,200 and 
another for $500 to pay expenses. 
This time, she said, she hopes 
to talk to more men who work in 
the mines, and possibly their wives, 
about their attitudes toward the fe-
male miners. 
Many female miners have expe-
rienced sexual harassment, Tal-
.lichet said. But some of that ap-
pears to be decreasing, she said. 
Some male managers, however, 
· still resist the idea of women per-
forming more skilled mining work 
that pays better, she said. 
"I talked to a superintendent 
who told me that women just aren't 
naturally as mechanically minded," 
she said. "It's still there." 
But Tallichet said that one of 
the most rewarding parts of hei: re-
search has been watching some. of 
the women she interviewed grow in 
confidence and skills. • 
Fifteen of the 17 :women she 
first talked to are still at the mine, 
she said. Many have moved up and 
become certified for higher-ranking 
jobs. 
"What I've seen over five years 
was that they blossomed," she said. 
"It's a lot of fun, .being able to go 
'back and getting to know these 
women." 
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Drive to. streamline state government begins 
By TOM LOFTUS 
Staff Writer EMPOWER Keµtµcky's gqaj: S~w $50 wW-fon a year !unity that will be seriously painful." Emma Tillman, a supervisor who 
has worked in purchasing for the Fi' 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - No ordinmy title, issue a permit for a surface mine 
person would have given more than a or serve a meal to an inmate. • 
passing glance to the brown-paper The charts were the first visible 
flowcharts stretching along the walls sign of EMPOWER Kentucky - the 
of the Capitol Annex last Thursday. governor's effort to streamline the 
But Margaret Greene, the secretmy state's bureaucracy. Patton hopes to 
of Gov. Paul Patton's Executive Cabi- use the anticipated savings for higher 
net, pored over them with the "gee- education and juvenile justice. 
whiz"·• expression of a 12-year-old Greene was excited because the 
looking at the two-headed calf .at the charts were dotted with red flags, 
county fair. . each indicating an opportunity to 
Among other things, they showed eliminate duplication or waste. 
the 59 steps required for a state agen The charts resulted from something 
cy to buy new desk chairs. And what called "process mapping" - which ii-
the state goes through to issue a car lustrates the tasks of state govern-
ment and tries to identify opportuni-
ties to save money. · 
EMPOWER Kentucky was Patton's 
sole major initiative during the 1996 
General Assembly session. His pros-
pects for a second term might hinge 
on its success or failure. 
1'is soon as the legislative session 
ended, Gree!)•,· wh~· is• lea'.ifiiig,tlje 
.program', awarded a $35,0oo·contract 
to Gemini Consulting of Morristown, 
N.J., to train about 80 state employees 
throughout government to do the pro-
cess maps. Their work was completed 
this month and displayed at last 
week's "process-mapping fair." nance Cabinet for 23 years, says she 
"Almost every.corporation that bas has seen programs to strealnline.state 
gone through any major re-engineer- government come and go. But, she 
ing has started with process map- said last week, there are differences 
ping," Greene said last week. with EMPOWER. 
The savings could come about by ''We've never looked at what we do 
eliminating -duplication or baiting in this much depth before," she said, 
work that' produces· reports no· one "And the big difference with this is 
reads. ' · ,.,, , .. : ' ,i that this time the governo~ and the 
Since the work began, Greene said, · legislature have put up the money to 
she has become more confident about buy the technology tliat can make this 
achieving the goal of saving $50 mil- work." 
lion a year.· 
"There's a lot of opportunity out 
there," she said, "and it's not oppor-
• 
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With nam_e_intact, -Lees joins 
{CJK-~.community college system 
By GARDINER HARRIS 
Staff Writer 
. LEES COLLEGE 
JACKSON;e Ky. - Ten years ago, 
Dolll)ll Fugate. faced a bleak future. 
But Lees College, which yesterday 
ended a 113-year history as a private 
institution, offered her a way out of 
lifelong poverty. 
Founded: 1883, Jackson, Ky. 
Enrollment: 472 this spring 
Employees: 26 faculty, 30 
staff members 
Tuition: Was $2,400 per 
semester; now $500 per 
semester 
Fugate had recently divorced, was 
caring for a 2-year-old son and had · 
only a high school education. Her job 
as a "."aitress was leading nowhere, so 
she signed up for a full load of classes Lees will continue to offer housing 
at •!f:oiy lived a mile away, so I was. , \o a~out JOO students ea~h year, mak-
able to work full time and go· 10 1 mg 1I the only community college m school full time," Fugate said , ·th~ state to house students. Hughes 
Fugate eventually landed a good said he l_lXJ)ects dem_and for the rooms 
job at a-coal company because of the · 10 r~mam strong. . . , . , 
computer and clerical skills she , Like many of the nation s colleges, 
learned .at Lees, a place that has , · Lees was foundll!i by a preacher. The 
helped thousands of Eastern Ken- : Rev. Jo_hn Jay Di~key_ ha~ planned t_o 
tuckians to a better life. ; start his school m P!kevtlle. But l,\s 
. But while the college's mission was · horse b~e !(!Ille m Jackson, and 
pure· its finances have always been 1 _he took ii as a &gn from God that he 
shaky. And yesterday, after a long !' :sh~~ stay. By January 1883, l)ickey 
battle to stay independent, the school was offering ·the first classes of the 
officially joined the University of Ken- • Jackson, Academy; in .. the · Jackson 
tucky's community college system. I Courthouse. · ... 
Lees College became a·branch of The school·has•since.changed its 
Hazard Community College, and it J name and sponsor several times, 
will be·run-by Ed Hughes, Hazard's I largely for financial.reasons. Dickey's 
president. ·But: the campus will be I original benefactor, a railroad mag-
knownas the Lees College.Campus·of I nate, .went .bankrupt' .Much of his 
Hazard Community College, a point ·1 flock.turned ·Presbyterian, so .Dickey, 
several Lees trustees were at pains to a Methodist, offered the school to the 
make yesterday during a signing cere- Presbyterians. ·· 
moni !? the c_o!l~ libl"lley. . The college was named Lees after 
'"UK was polite enough to keepthe·1 Susan P. Lees, a generous benefactor. 
name," said J; Phil Smith, a Lees ' It became independent in 1927. Since 
trustee for 40 years. . 1 1935, Nancy Josephine, Bach .. 'has 
UK President Charles Wethington I watchll!i the sch(!0l operate from her 
· handed Lees President Charles Der- i house JUst op]lOSlle the campus. 
rickson a. check :for $1 after they · Bach, 91, said her husband, a for-
.signed th.e official papers. UK will I mer state senator from the region and 
lease the·campus for $1 a year for up I a Lees. graduate, suggested in the 
to 10 years. • · · I 1950s that Lees form an alliance with 
Lees' board of trustees will still pre- I UK. But he was rebuffed at the time. 
side over the college's $3 million en- I !"ow that his suggestion is finally be-
dowment and-will technically own the I mg followed, Bach said she's a little 
college's buildings and land. It will I saddened. "But I think it will be good 
use endowment earnings for scholar- .. for .us." · 
ships. Eventually, the board is expect- i ' 
ed to sign evetything over to UK as- a ' 
debt-free.gift• .The college's $1.6 mil- . 
lion· debt, -•which threatened its ac-
creditation,-was an obstacle to an im-
mediate transfer to UK. 
The changed· status of the college 
seems to:have ·pleased almost every- . 
one attached tol.ees. Most of the fac-
. ulty will get.the higher salaries paid 
teachers in the iJK system, and the-
school's almost 500 students will see 
tuition expenses,drop from $2,400 to 
$500 a semester.. . 
"It's going•.to:be a large savings to 
me, ana · my son still gets to go to 
Lees,'' said Bill Back, 54, of Jackson, 
. But there · are some losers. The 
men's· baseball and women's softball 
programs have ended, -and the two 
full-time coaches haven't been re-
hired. The ·men's and women's bas-
ketball teams are intact and part-time 
coaches were hired for them. But 
many of the athletes have left. 
Ryan Brown, 20, said most of his 
friends have scattered to other 
schools. Brown played on the school's 
baseball team and now plans to attend 
Morehead State University next year. 
"I would have preferred to stay be-
cause I made a lot of friends here," 
said Brown, who lived in a dorm on 
campus .. "But none of my friends are 
· commg back, so,there's no use in me 
· coming back." 
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Centre to get bulk of $L6 million estate 
DANVILLE, Ky. - After E. Golladay LaMotte enrolled at Centre 
College as a freshman in 1925, classmates dubbed him "Squire" be-
cause he came to· the _Danville campus from a Christian County fann. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ TUESDAY, JULY 2, 1996 
■ HOPKINSVILLE 
The name clung to him until his death in February, but it won't be 
forgotten by the college, which is getting the built of his estimated 
$1.6-million estate. 
Most of the gift will be placed in an endowment fund to generate 
scholarships· for Christian County students to attend the private, lib-
eral-arts college, said Richard Trollinger, vice president for college 
relations. In its 177-year·history, Centre College has received only 10 
other gifts of at least $1 million, Trollinger said. 
Asmall portion will be used for improvements to a campus dormi-
tory that was named for LaMotte last fall. 
Trollinger. said the LaMotte scholarships will be based on need. 
Currently, about 58 percent of the school's 975 students receive need-
based scholarships. Tuition for students living on campus is $18,600 
.for· one year. . 
LaMotte earned his bachelor's degree in history and English at 
Centre in 1929 and studied architecture for two years at'Yale Univer-
.sity. He retumedto Christian County in 1932 and fanned for 51 years. 
LaMotte served on the Centre board of trustees and was chairman for 
two yel\l'S. in the 1970s. 
Centre College to receive $1.6 mllllon gift: 
After E. Golladay LaMotte enrolled at Centre College as 
a freshman in 1925, classmates dubbed him "Squire" 
· because he came to the Danville campus from a Christ-
ian County farm. The name clung to him until his · 
death this year, but it won't be forgotten by the college; 
\ which is getting the bulk of his estimated $1.6 million 
estate. Most of the gift will be placed in an endowment 
fund to generate scholarships for Christian County stu-
dents to attend the private, liberal arts college, said 
, Richard Trollinger, vice president for college relations. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ TUESDAY, JULY 2, 1996 
(Two dbrmltorles to be smoke-f_rei:: Tv.:o of 
Campbellsville University's four dorm1tones will be 
smoke-free when students return to campus in the fall, 
the school announced yesterday. Academic buildings at 
the private Baptist college have been sm~ke-fr~ for 
several years. One men's and one_ women ~ re~1dence 
hall· will be designated non-smoking dorm1tones. Dean 
of Student Development Sylvia Morris said a poll of 
-students at'Campbellsville showed a majority wanted 
ihe option of living in smoke-free dorms. 
-:)l-'-lj 3, I Y 'f(Q M '"'."L l_nsc;,,ue1-A-R-c1-H
11,rv-Es1~1 
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Woman's_job could cost her 
custody of daughter :;1 
Her overnight shift 
as nurse may help 
father win court fight 
Associated. Press 
WHITESB~G, Ky. -,- . Elizabeth 
. Roberts says her evening hours as a 
· nurse and the four semesters she 
spent working on her college degree 
were cited by a court officiaf who rec-
·ommendedthat her husband be given 
custody of the couple's daughter. • 
"You niight as well tell mothers 
don't work or get an education be-
-cause they'll take your kids," said 
Roberts, of Whitesburg. . .. 
Daniel Dotson, Letcher County do-
mestic · relations commissioner, said 
he took all" factors into account when 
he, gave custody of 3-year-old Cortney . _,_ . --· - - . ' 
Elise to her father, Charles Roberts, 
including those not related to . the 
mother's work as a nurse. In Dotson's 
recommendation, he said that Charles 
Roberts works flexible hours as a 
salesman .for Grogan's H~althcare 
Supply· Inc. and that Elizabeth Rob-· 
erts ·schedule keeps her away from 
her daughter until 1 a.m. . 
. "This-would •.. require (Elizabeth 
Roberts) to. sleep during the-waking 
hours of the.child and would not be in 
the best. interest of the child," Dot-
. son's recommendation said. 
· Eli,.abeth Roberts contends that her 
schedule would allow her to wake up 
when·the,child did and that her four-
day workweek would give her more 
time to spend with the girl than her 
husband"s five-day work week. 
Leslie Bishop,- executive assistant 
for the state 'Commission on Women, 
said the recommendation sets a pre-
cedent that could create more barriers 
for women trying to help themselves 
and their families through education, 
"Here's a woman trying to help her 
family by working hard and_educating 
herself," Bishop said. "Everyone com-
plains about women on welfare, · but 
look at the message we"re sendlnJ!!." 
The case will be heard before 
Letcher Circuit Judge Samuel Wright 
on July 24, said Jeanne Channel; the 
lawyer for Elizabeth Roberts •• •. . .- · 
· Wright can accept Dotson's recom-
mendation or make his own,---· ... 
Elizabeth Roberts, a nurse at Pike-
ville Methodist Hospital, commuted 
240 miles round mp· to Morehead 
State University so she colild com-
plete her nursing degree in May 1994. 
The course load and distance made it 
necessary for her to .spend. some 
weeknights at Morehead. ·· '. -,. · · · 
She said she completed her home-
·work.at school so that she could 
spend he! time at home carmi: ~r.her 
daughter. The couple had agreed .that 
she would continue her education at 
Morehead because it was In the best • 
interests of the family in the long run, , '. 
Elizabeth Roberts said. • · .. . : 
But in .court records, ·charles Rob- •· · · 
erts insists he cared for Cortney for · · ~ ~ 
!he bulk of time while his wife fin. ., 
JShed school and that when she was · · 
home, she slept. His court . records : ' . 
said Elizabeth declined · to enroll In •· 
the nursing program at Hazard Com- ".' • 
munity College, which would•,,have ;~-~ 
been closer to their home: ,, · · · · · . 
Elizabeth Roberts said that trans: . . 
ferring would have caused her to lose '-· 
credits and delay her degree.· ... · ·•• 
Th~ father's lawyer, Jamesw.·craft :•.: 
II, thinks Dotson came to the best ·••·· 
conclusion. "The issue is real.simole, :r:· 
'What's in best interest of the child?' "1" 
And that issue has been resolved,- af ~ 
least it has been in the recommenda- '.:" 
lion," Craft said. " 
,v,su 
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·state makes $67.6 nilllion more. 
than expected: While total receipts were within a mere statistical whisker of the 
predictions - about 1.3 percent -
the taxes that go into the General 
Fund swung wildly this last year. 
million more than predicted, an in-
crease of 11,4 percent. The coal sev-
erance tax also failed to meet ex-
pectations. _ ': · STAFF, WIRE REPORTS 
FRANKFORT - Gov. Paul 
Patton's plan to automate state 
government arid build several state 
projects got a boost yesterday with 
news that the state treasury took in 
more money than expected. · 
. The actual balance of the state's 
account as of the close of business 
3une 30 will not be known for sev-
·eral weeks as spending figures be-
:Come available.· But the revenue 
:side was strong. · 
· Total receipts for the fiscal year 
amounted to $5;336,883,824, or 3.5 
percent more than the previous 
year. The official revenue .estimate 
was for 2,2 percent growth. 
Th~ result is $67.6 million more 
than.expected.• 
. The budget enacted by the Gen-
eral Assembly for the 1997 fiscal 
-year that began July-1 divides sur-
plus funds evenly between Patton's 
EMPOWER Kentucky program 
andaTist'-cif21 constructionpro-
jects. ·. . 
. In order to pay for all the pro-
jects and ·Patton'.s program, the 
state is going to have to come up 
with an additi,onal $73 million. 
Patton said he was optimistic 
the final figures will reach that to-
tal. 
"Various cabinets have worked 
on saving money during the budget 
year, .and we're optimistic we'll be 
-able to save eiiough to fully· funci 
these projects and EMPOWER Ken'. 
tucky," Patton said in a statement. 
At the top. of the construction 
list are two secure juvenile deten-
tion centers. They. are to be built in 
Northern and Wes tern Kentucky, 
although sites .still have not been · 
chosen. The centers are scheduled ' 
to cost $4.3 million each. 1 
Several community . college 
buildings;i:i.ijnpr<ivements to the 
Un1versity.,\-0f ·Kentucky research 
farm, a,health,research building for 
the'University:ofKentucky and a • 
, long list'"of state park improve-
. ments are on the construction list: 
Finance Secretary John McCar-
ty attributed .the increase in rev-
enue receipts· to stronger-than-ex-
pected growthjn _the state•~ ec9no.:. 
my and improved tax collection ef. 
forts. 
Corporate ·. income taxes were 
9.1 percent less 'than expected -
$28.4 million.' The· Kentucky . Lot -
tery Corp, came through with $15 
The Road Fund did better than 
predicted. The· total receipts of 
$939.9 million· were $12.1 million 
more than. expected. 
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The projects an~'how nin.¢!1 
th~y will,: cost the state 
' '· 
, . Construction projects 
authorized-if state surplus 
·exists: 
■ Northern Kentucky juve-
nile detention facility. -
$4.3 million. 
■ Western Kentucky juve-
nile detention facility; 
: . . $4.3 million. , ■\iopkinsville Community 
' 'Collllge technical cen-
ter; ,$11.4 million. 
■ Ashland Community Co~-
1 lege classroom build-
. ing, $5.5 million. 
· ii i.Jnivdrsir/,'6fi..bui~Viil~' 
health science building, 
$14 -million:,'-·-·'.,,. __ ·; ·_ 
■ University 'o(K~~focliy '· 
Pin Oak Farm, $12.5;, 
: million. 
II Prestonsburg Community 
' College classroom c--
, , buiiaing, $5.5 million. 
■ Pike County technical 
school, $8.2· million. 
■ Northern Kentucky con- -
· vention center, $3 mil-
lion.· · 
■ Western Kentucky Uni: 
-_--- versTty~ ecimomii: ileve~ 
• 1 opment Institute, $4 · 
. :. million. . · · 
· ■ Eastern Kentucky Univer-
. 'I sity· classroom building, 
. • ·,$4 mllllon·. 1 -
■ Madisonville Community 
College parking,· 
. $800,000 ... '
■ Hazard Communlty.CQ~ 
lege .classroom. build-
ing, $5.5 m~l!onc·. 
■ Yatesville La~e ",larina, 
$1.2 millio~.'.!.:'.2.: . 
■ My Old Kentucky·Home 
Visitors center, $1_.:3 I 
- million. ··•·-·· ~-~:-tXV · · 
■ Pine Mountain Lake, . 
$2.9 million.-,;,-,i_ .... i, · : 
■ J~fferson Da◊l~--Monli- . 
ment, $650,000.:-'-,: . 
' i ;c..~!, "' 
■ Taylorsville Lake c11m1> 
ground, $2.1 mimon;, 
■ Yatesville Lake cain1r 
· ground; $2.2Jn!lliori.: 
■ Cumberland Falls Inter-
• ♦. • ~~\-,":., ••• ,. 
pret1ve cenLer,:~:;:•.',-t. ,_ 
$636,000. "'"-;g;~,;;·. 
, ii General Butler cor\fef.' . 
ence center, $2;2·mil-
lion. · - '°""· ,::"";;i,~ · 
■ Kentucky H~rse Parjt-
, ·stalls, $550,000:- · · 
■ Buckhorn Lake .. confer-
ence center, $1':2 mi~ 
lion. '- ;-;,;:\ 
· ,■ Lake Barkley covered 
pool, $1.4 mliilq·n: .. 
■ Lake Cumberland)ark-
ing, $968,000:.;'. 
■ Blue Licks guest house,. 
$1.5 million'.:,:::', ,, 
. · •■ Dale Hollow _take lodge, 
, • $1.5-milliori.\':,r 
TOTAL: $103.3 million. 
-- -... : >-I-
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College 
milestone 
Woman chosen to head 
school's trustees board 
BY LANCE WIWAMS 
HERALD-l.EADER STAFF WRITER 
Mira Ball said she never used to think about the status of women in the 
workplace. . 
After · all, she _ helped run a 
family-owned home construction 
business, .and she didn't worry 
about the "glass ceiling." 
All that changed in .1991 
when she was named the first 
chairwoman of the Lexington 
Chamber of Ccmmerce, because it 
gave people a new respect for her 
work and it pro-
vided her a new 
understandi_ng 
of the issues 
women face in 
the workplace. 
"It was a 
real turning 
.point in my life. I never thought 
at the time I took it that it would 
be, but it was," Ball said. "I'm 
probably more perceived as an 
equal partner in this (construc-
tion) company than I used to be." 
Now she is getting more in-
volved in the community and try-
ing to show women how to com-
pete in the marketplace. She said 
that desire was a factor in her re-
cent acceptance of the position as 
chairwoman of the Midway Col-
lege board of trustees. 
And Midway, a four-year pri-
vate women's college,js a good 
· piace for Ball to show women 
how to break new ground. She •be-
came the first woman to head_ the 
board in the school's 149-year his-
tory. 
Robert T. Botkin, president of 
the school, said he was "red-
faced" that the college was just 
reachingthat milestone. 
"We've been making a con-
certed effort to bring· more women 
on the board," he said: He added 
quickly, however, that Ball's abili-
ties earned her the job. "Mira was 
not elected because she was a 
woman, but because she was the 
best candidate for the job." 
Ball, 62, said she had always 
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saw1her perform as chief financial 
. officer for Ball Homes, which she 
runs with her husband, Don. 
But there were seeds of doubt 
in some people's minds about her 
status in the company because of 
her gender, Ball said. . 
Working hard and keeping a 
_good attitude are her suggestions 
for !combating negative percep-
• I 
tions. · 
Her work with the chamber 
was evident, and it carried over to 
Midway when she came on the 
board about five years ago. 
:"She's just a very strong 
leader," Botkin said. "That's when 
I began to notice the abilities that 
everybody sees in her now." 
Leading by example 
Lyle Wolf, a Midway Ccllege 
board member for the last 11 
years, said he is glad Ball will be 
the chairwoman. 
"I think she exudes leadership 
and shows . calm when there 
might be disorder," Wolf said. 
He said that in addition to her 
work on. tne board, she will be a 
good example for students. 
"I think when you bring some-
one with Mira's success," Wolf 
said, "that.:_sliows our students 
can do what:they set out to do." 
Ball said she wants to show 
students that keeping a good atti- -
!1Jde can g<>, iJ.long way in chang-
mg people's perceptions. 
. "Y ou'v~ got to have a positive 
attitude, that's the most important 
thing ... ," Ball said. "That's more 
important iii Ji iot of ways than 
how smart !lOmebody is." 
Fighting.for Midway 
Because'of-her perspective on 
women in · the workplace, Ball 
s_aid slie liopes Midway can con-
t!nue to offer the type of educa-
l!on at which a same-sex school 
can excel. · · 
"You .ruive more of a feeling of 
self-worth at an all-female 
school," Ball said. 
She said Midway will face ·a 
number of challenges in the next 
couple of years; including trying 
to mcr:ea~e fund-raising efforts 
and.fimshmg a new library. 
"I'd also like to see us expand 
the athletic activities for. women • 
Ball said, "because it's something 
that gives them a feeling of suc-
cess and-some notoriety." 
She said the more she gets in-
volved, the more it drives her to 
help. 
"I feel like this community has 
done a lot for me: ... I don't know 
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Years after his 
· UK,·playing _days, 
atlilete gets ~egree 
· By MARK COOMES 
Staff Writer 
LEXINGTON; Ky. -After lz.fine 
autumns of football, Steve Hricenak 
played his-last down and heard his 
last cheer on Nov. 21, 1981. 
He was the starting center on a 3-
8 University. of Kentucky team that 
day. The W1ldcats had entered their. 
season finale- with a whimper but 
ended it with a redeeming bang. 
The final score - UK 21, Tennes-
see 10 - was a 'last hurrah that 
rang in Hricenak's ears for a long 
time. Until the following May, at 
least, when it was time to take a 
sobering inventocy of his college ca-
. reer: . 
"Two varsity letters. 
"One·.game ball. 
" One broken right hand. 
-·i, One broken left forearm. 
·, "Scads of priceless memories. 
·" And a 1.90 grade-point aver-
age.. . ... · . 
. After five years on athletic schol-
. arship, Hricenak was still 14 hours 
·short of a liberal arts degree that he 
·didn't much want in the first place. 
, ·. "l was into,partying and working 
and didn't ·really care about finish-
ing.my degree,"-he said. "I had no 
real desire for anything but football 
at that time. I know there's more to 
life nowA 
There's a wife, .Pam, and an 18-
month-old son, Alexander. And 
there's a desire to become, of all 
things, a teacher. But back in.1977, 
when Hricenak signed with UK, 
there were mostly good times to 
have and gridirons to conquer - a 
not uncommon game plan for hard-
nosed, broad-shouldered boys from 
Rust Belt burgs such as Clarks 
Summitt,, Pa. 
Back then, college was merely a 
way for Hricenak (pronounced 
Huh-RISH-nack) to extend his foot-
ball career. It took nearly 20 years 
for him to reverse that equation and 
turn football into a means finally to 
receive a college degree. J • 
Hricenak reenrolled in ·1994, and 
as a self-employed electrician with 
a young family, he needed a full 
ride worse than ever. The Cawood 
Ledford Scholarship Fund for for-
mer athletes came: to the .rescue, 
providing tuition,. books and a mod-
est allowance· for 2½ years .. ; · 
Hricenak graduated cum laude in 
May with a degree fa education, his 
GPA a sparkling 3;57, . 
"I was scared about going back, 
but I actually had ftin in the class-
room this time," h!3 said. . / 
The 5-year-okf ·'endowment has 
helped 13 other ex•W'ddcats get their 
degrees, includiljgJ:former" football 
stars such as Sonw:'Collins IUld Dal· 
las Owens and basketball"luminaries 
James Blackmon and.Richie. Farmer. 
"I'm stunned when any_ of them 
walk back in, but .it!s really a good 
feeling," said Bob Bradley, UK's as-
sistant athletic director for academics. 
"This is a great,·:great program. Do-
nating to the Ledford Fund. is a way 
for people to get involved and really 
help student-afhletes who have given 
a lot to the university." 
Llke many football players, Hri-
cenak surrendered a ·few body parts 
for the greater glocy of victocy on a 
Saturday afternoon. His · hand and 
arm sport lumps from the broken 
bones, and his left elbow still lodges 
painful protests from time to time. 
"I don't know if I'd-recommend it 
for evecybody,'' Hricenak said, "but 
as far as a life ~rience, I wouldn't 
trade it for- anything." 
Hricenak played •on coach Fran 
Curci's last five teams, a tumultuous 
time that encompassed an NCAA pro-
bation, several off-the-field embar• 
rassments, a glittering 10-1 season 
and a pair of ;J;s duds. 
. Hricenak's tenure . was just as hit 
and' miss. As a freshman in '77, he 
went home as a. COl\quering hero, a 
member of the 'teamithat. tieat Penn 
State 24-20. The next-year, however, 
was scuttled by a.knee·lnjliry. 
He was off to. a ·gooc1 start in '79 
before breaking his hand in the first 
quarter against ?,Jississippi. Proving 
his steel-town· ·.mettle, Hricenak. 
played the entire' -game and took 
home a game ball friim the 14-3 win . 
The next year he broke his arm in 
the last s~cof.preseason-prac-
tice, which cost film ret another year. 
It wasn't until 1981 that he played a 
full season, though· he'd spent five 
years working fulf.time in the weight 
room, mat room and film room. 
Hricenak admits that the classroom 
was well down on his list of priorities. 
''When I was -in school the first 
time, all I did was r,ractice and plar. 
football," he said. ' It's a job, and 11 
just takes too much.out of you." 
The NCAA forbids current players 
to spend more than 20 -hours a week 
on their sport, but the extra time isn't 
always applied to the books. As a con-
dition of his Ledford scholarshiJ?, Hri-
cenak helped run study halls m the 
Center for Academic and Tutorial 
Services. . · · . 
"I could see myself in their atti-
tudes. Some just- didn't care," Hri-
cenak said. "I talked with some of 
them, but I don't know if I've done 
any good. People talked to me when I 
was there, ana it didn't do any good 
either. It went in one ear- and out the 
other." • . ~· <~• •:'" 
Perhaps those 'players will learn the 
same belated lesson that Hricenak 
did. He remembers admiring his old 
teammates who, managed to juggle 
·the demands of major-college football 
with the desire to take advantage of a 
free chance at a college degree. 
"Through football, they were• get-
ting that education," Hricenak said. 
"It took me a while, but I ended up, 
through football, getting mine, too." 
-. ·-
:fuly 27 t19t,, 
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Lady Colonels have f.00%· 
graduation rate over i:~ 
BY RICK BAILEY fo:iner and current players re- percentai;' Ia~t year, 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER cetved degr~. E~U's-'. Inman says he, his 
It might be a surprise when the In the 95 survey, 47 of 69 coachmg.~taff:and academic coun-
Eastem Kentucky Lqdy Colonels women over a four-year period selor J~' ,Ho.pkins and her staff 
hear basketball coach Larry _Inman , graduated - 68.1 . percent. This emphas · education. 
tell them: · year, the percentage ts 76.5 with b~ "We•.- ake a conscientious ef-
"You think the greatest thing I : graduates ~ong_ 8l athletes. fort to get''efu graduated," Inman 
·want-from you is to win a basket- : T_he Umvel:lity _of .Kentucky· said .. "I fjgure they can't play 
ball game. The greatest.thing is to 
I 
also ·improved, Jumpmg from 46.2 basketball the rest of their lives." 
see you walk across that stage and i pe:cent to 60 perce~t. One current But several former Lady Colo-
receive your diploma. Then I know i - WIidcat , graduated,_ . two former nels are, .. pursuing high-school 
you can do something with your : players also got t~e1r degr~s- coaching careers: 
life." - · _ . . . Kentucky, which remams last : :,,;0 ',' · 
Inman, the Eastern coach since in graduation rates, was joined by Other graduates excel in differ-
1988-89, has been rewarded by his Western i):entucky with three grad- ent fields after successful academic 
players. The 11 seniors who have uates · since the last survey. The careers at'"-Eastem. Angie Cox· 
completed their eligibility at East- . Lady Hilltoppers raised their per- (cla~ of-'.92)~imd Kim Mays (class 
em in the last five years have . centage from 60 to 75. of 95) were;.chosen occupational 
received their-degrees. Morehead missed the 100 per- therapy' stud,ents o_f the year at 
Even though Eastern had only cent mark by one student. Jeni . EaStem, It t\kes a high grade-point 
one senior on last season's roster, Meadows _ is attending summer ave~ge (.a1. , .  t.' 3.7) _ to get in the 
Samantha Young, three former school and could graduate in De- program::: ·;;fl. -_ 
teammates have joined her in re- ' cember. ' . "We falif'.a Jot· about educa-
ceiving -degrees since the Herald- That continues a trend of play- tion," lnrruiii'-:'said. "We monitor 
Leader's survey' last summer. ers, like non-athletes, n~ding more their grade.:3, on a daily, weekly, 
· - In fact, it's been a good aca- than four years )o obtam a degree.. monthly .an<j-,yearly basis: If they 
demic year for women basketball Four of 12 semors (33.3 percent) need tutoring •we get them help. 
players at the state's Division l who completed their eligibility this They have to meet a certain stan-
schools. Although only a dozen past season received degrees in dard. We won't let them be vegeta-
seni_ors competed this _-winter; 15 May. But that's better than the 18.8 hies or.}1g_g;erg!!t.f.tive people." 
DIVISION I BASKETBALL GRADS MOREHEAD STA'll;i•<, . -1992··1~~'."-~•·: 
GraduatiOrl rates of players who compieted their_ basketball 
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Note: Some student-athletes might earn degrees when summer -
sessions are completed and grades_ are pos~. 
Shannon Litton .......•••• B.A. in:h881th.and .physical 
. - educa,tion..May~:93 
Juhe Magrane ........... B.A., Mjit.:92_ ... . 
Beth Ousley ............• B.B.A., August,~91;· master's, May '83 · 
• 19S1·-·-;-;l'.•':.•:,,.,,.•~,.- . •-
Bev Smith ............... B.A. lr(~;~ij'~;nt and health 
. 0ecember;,"S3·fit2- · · • 
Sond: Eden ...... _ .••.••• B.B.A., May'•g:j•··•' · ·. -
Brenda English .......••• B.A. in ~~~iony. a~d journali~m. May '93 
1994:!'.I&~Ps;:, .. . 
Stacey Spake ....•..•..•• 8.8.A;; M~y_;!94\'.r . 
1995,-. ·,i;1?.it¼t,'i· 
Sherita Joplin .....••..••• B.A: ·In · edUcailon, May '96 · 
1995··,!,t,~!(!' •;_l; 
Megan Hupfer ..•...••••• B.B.A.~ :·tJ1f,£Mf· · 
Jeni Meadows .........••• Has not graduated 
. -~--•-~-- . 
MOREHEAD_ S'l'AlE 
. : ··1992 ~~:.~jn 
P.J. Nichols ............ B.A. in his\ofy; Mcly '92 
B~ett Roberts ........•.. Has not graduated 
Mitch Sowards ..•....•. 8.8.A. ir:i finance, August '92 
Pat Tubbs ...........•• Has not gi-8.duated 
Greg Wheeler .-........• 8.8.A., May '92 . 
1993 , : 
Dou_g Bentz : .........•• B.B.A. in fi~Mce, December '92 
David Deroz1er ......... B.B.A. in _finance, May '93 .. 
Tray Lee Thomas ....... B.A. in educiltion, May '95 
Don Tyndall ....•....... B.B.A. in education, May '93 
1994 _ -. 
Keith Kinzler ...... : •... B.8.A. in firiaiite, May '95 
1995 _ 
Tyrone Boardley , ....... Has not graduatE!d 
Kelly ~ell~ : ........... B.B.A. in finance, May ·'95 
Johnme Williams ....... B.A: in radio/television, May '95 
1996 ... · 
Marty Cline ....•....... B.A. "in edUcatiOrl, May· t96 
Ivan Colbert ...........• B.B.A .• May)96. 
Mark Kin_~aird .......... Has not graduated 
Mark Ma11ck ........... B.B.A., May"-!£16 · · 
Marlon Witherspoon ....• Has not gr~~uated , 
LEXINGTof,{HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON; KY. ■ SUNDAY, JULY 7, 1996 
~!!ffll,Y grad_ rate scraping bo~§pl 
Coach-.of 'new era' ;vows back-to-books effort -" 
BY RICK BAILEY 
HERALD-LEADER ·SrAFf WRITER 
Murray State won the Ohio 
Valley Conference regular-season 
basketball championship for the 
seventh time in eight years last 
winter. The Racers had their 
sixth OVC Player of the Year in 
nine years, Marcus Brown. 
Yet, says Athletics Director 
Mike Strickland, "There is no 
way I can. defenci" our record. We 
have not done a good job." 
On the court, sure.. In the 
classroom, no. 
Based primarily on the record 
of athletes recruited by former 
· coach Scott Edgar, Murray main-
tains its dismal graduation rate 
amoµg the state's Division I· bas-
ketball teams.· Murray officials 
are. hoping second-year coach 
Mark Gottfried is changing Racer 
basketball's approach to academ-
ics. 
None of the seven seniors on 
Murray's latest OVC title team 
· received .a degree this spring. 
That includes Brown, twice the 
OVC's best player and a second-
round selection of the Portland 
Trail Blazers .in the recent NBA 
Draft.' ., ' ' 
- . That leaves Murray with- a 
graduation rate·of 13.6 (three of 22) 
· in the. five years of a Herald-Leader 
survey. Only · Michael James has 
·graduated from the last three sen-
ior classes. 
The situation is reversed on. the ' 
other end of the scale. Morehead 
State was last in the OVC last 
winter. but continues to be first in 
graduation rate. Thirteen of 18 
Eagle seniors (72.2 percent) have 
earned degrees . in -the last· five 
years; three , of five from this 
spring. ' . 
Eastern Kentucky remains sec-
ond (57.9 percent). The University 
of Kentucky is at 55.5 percent with 
Louisville next at 46.7 percent. 
Western Kentucky is at 31.6 per-
cent, up from 20 percent a year ago 
when the Hilltoppers were near the 
bottom with Murray. 
· The men's overall percentage is. 
45.0, up from 42.9 · percent a year 
!'go. Louisville had three graduates 
m the last year - and raised its 
rate 1 o· percentage points. 
From the cellar Murray contin-
ues to gaze up at everyone else. But 
Gottfried intends to improve his 
players' performance in the class-
room . 
. "We're, not proud of the past, 
but a new era is just starting with 
us,"· Gottfried said .. "There's not a 
lot I can do when I walk in at the 
11th hour, but at one point we'll be 
held accouniable." 
An increased emphasis on 
graj~_!ion must begin when the 
coach recruits a prospect, accord-
ing to Gottfried. 
"If that course is set from day 
one, you have a much better chance 
for the athlete tci graduate," he 
said. "We try to eliminate kids 
talking ·about what's necessary to 
be eligible and think about what's 
necessary to stay on course for a 
degree." 
Gottfried is working with Mar-
garet Simmons, assistant athletic 
director for compliance and aca-
demics. 
"Mark is approachable," Sim-
mons said. "We have a lot more 
input on what they (the coaches) 
do, and they take advantage of our 
services." 
It wasn't that way with Edgar, 
who left after the '95 season to 
coach at Duquesne. "Basketball 
coaches· are possessive of their 
individuals. They want more 'con-
trol, and they're a bit afraid to let 
other people have something to do 
with them (their players)." 
The school ran into trouble 
with the NCAA during the Edgar 
regime concerning junior-co)lege 
transfers. "They had degrees," 'Sim-
mons said, "but they were getting 
•them from a lot of different places. 
"Starting this fall, before a 
player signs, we must have a copy 
of his junior,college transcript. The 
faculty representative and I have to 
evaluate that before a coach can 
sign him. We do a little 'gut check.' 
This is not just for basketball. 
·Starting next year the NCAA will 
_have some stricter rules for junior 
~-~ ,. . ' 
colleges, too." ,,",'i,'JIE~ 
Murray officials .are optimistic 
that several players from the Edgar 
era eventually will earn their de-
grees. ·-.;;tr"~~ 
' .,,'j~, ; 
Simmons .said'Brown's adviser 
talked to her about arranging for 
the player to take:,some courses in 
Portland. "He's not'that far (from 
graduating) ancl should try to fin-
ish.'' Simmons · ~id: ... "His instruc-
tors enjoy him, 0and-.he· does his 
work." , -~~:.1fr•r:-..: 
?."'f:':';.•. 
Other state· schools have been 
much more succ~. 
Morehead seniors Mark Majick, 
Ivan Colbert and ·Marty Cline re-
ceived degrees itf'May. (Cline was 
unable to play hiiflastyear because 
of injuries and,served-as a student 
coach.) - .·'le'"": · .. ·,~,,, 
That· enabled·'the Eagles to 
maintain a comfortable lead over 
the other state,schools. 
Eastern is -'second, thanks in 
part to center· 'Curtis · Fincher; a 
junior-college, !J:ansfer who com-
pleted degree r~uirements in two 
years at ~KU;:r~f 
Lou1sv_11!~ ~~![is. best year in 
the classroom ··smce · the Herald-
Leader began )ts · survey. Brian 
Kiser, Jimmy l:)lGng. and Robby 
~me receivei}tf~fgl'ees in May; 
Tick Rogers .,was- .ilie only senior 
who didn't r~i~e a diploma. 
_Western ~!ld)i:20 percent grad-
uation rate .-m:-:~\. year's survey, 
but the Topperinmproved when 
Derek Flowers,·and Steve Holley 
from the '95 dass :earned degrees in 
the last yp:ir~'.;;.ii,,'f;,.;,,. 
-~~ ... ~~"'-· 
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NCM should borrow n,otes 
from NAIA scholarshii> plan 
BY MARK WHICKER 
ORANGE COUNTY REGtSTER 
The players change, but the 
Final Four remains the same. 
T imeouts consume five minutes 
and the basketball coaches stage -a 
news conference to beg for more 
scholarships. 
They only have 13. The women 
have 15. Never mind that most of 
the men's teams use only 11. This, 
they claim, is tyranny taken to a 
level unseen since Tiananmen 
Sqµare. 
The basketball coaches have 
never actually proposed a solution 
to this alleged problem, since Title 
IX happens to be the law, and they 
dare not ruffle the football coaches, 
most of whom eventually become 
athletic directors. 
However, a solution has pushed 
its way through the cracks and into 
the sunlight. 
It comes from the National 
Association of Intercollegiate Ath-
letics, the 338 small institutions 
that scrape through life beneath 
camera range. . 
Back on May 6, the NAIA's . 
Council of Presidents announced a 
new financial aid policy for ath-
letes. 
If one of your players posts a 
"What it does is give coaches 
an incentive to promote the 
academic performance of 
their athletes." 
DR. SHEIIA STEARNS, 
president of Western Montana College. 
on the NAIA plan 
3.6 grade-point average on a 4.0 
scale, you get more than a hand-
shake from the dean. 
You do not have to count that 
player's scholarship against your 
limit. 
If the player scores 3.30 to 3.59. 
you only count ha lf his scholarship. 
If an incoming player turns in a 
yet-to-be-determined score on his 
Scholastic Aptitude Test, his schol-
arship won't count either. 
"We think this sends out all the 
right messages," said Dr. Sheila 
Stearns, president of Western Mon-
tana College, and the chair-elect oi 
the Council of Presidents. 
"What it does is give coaches 
an incentive to promote the aca-
demic performance of their ath-
letes." 
Obviously, there are caveats. ln 
the NAIA, men's basketball schol-
arships would still rise no higher 
than 15 per team. Football could go 
up to 38, baseball to 18. If the 
NCAA adopted this plan and 
pushed its men's basketball limit 
from 13 to 15, coaches might only 
be concerned with the grades of the 
two Rhodes scholars, down by the 
water cooler. 
Enforcement problems also 
come to mind. "We don't want a 
school to put all their athletes into 
basket-weaving," Dr. Stearns said, 
"to get the proper grade-point aver-
ages." Theoretically, that is why 
we have college presidents, to pre-
side over their colleges. 
But doesn't this make sense? 
Instead of keeping the players 
at minimum eligibility, coaches 
would have to ask for excellence. 
Instead of recruiting players 
who finally pass the SAT on their 
seventh try and still don't know 
Archimedes from an Arch Deluxe, 
coaches would have to look 
through the layers of sleaze that 
comprise high school basketball 
today. 
Instead of committing them-
selves to play in the Great Eight on 
a late-November Tuesday and 
Wednesday night in Auburn Hills, 
Mich., smack in the middle of exam 
review, coaches might have to con-
fine their December play to week-
ends, and to overnight trips. 
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EKU police recruiters seek blacks 
Law enforcement program aims at enrolling minorities 
BY M IKE EMBRY 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
RICHMOND - The problem can be 
told in numbers: Minorities make up 8.3 
percent of Kentucky's population but only 
4 percent of the Kentucky State Police 
force .. 
The picture isn't much different at the 
state's main training school for police, 
Eastern Kentucky University's College of 
Law Enforcement. Enrollment there last 
year was 1,700, of which 4 percent were 
minorities. 
But EKU is trying to raise the percent-
age of blacks and other minorities in the 
region's police forces with a new African 
American Recruitment Program.• 
After unveiling the program to the 
state police and the Lexington police de-
partment last year, EKU officials have 
talked with middle school and high school 
counselors and met with students in the 
Central Kentucky area. 
"We just see that there is a need for 
more cultura l diversity in our programs 
as does the various agencies we're work-
ing with," said Sandra Moody. director of 
the recruiting project. 
Lexington's 410-member department 
recently reported having 37 minorities in 
uniform. That's about 9 percent. But 
blacks account for 13 percent of Lexing-
ton's population. 
Sgt. Omer Cowherd. Lexington's po-
lice recruiting commander, is optimistic 
about diversity efforts. 
"We've had good responses fi:om the 
students we've talked to.'' Cowherd said. 
Also, Lexington's most recent police 
training class had five minority trainees, 
the highest number in several years. 
The s tate police also are beefing up ef-
forts to diversify. 
"We're exploring new ways to interest 
minorities and women into a field that 
they don't normally think of as a field for 
them," said Lt. Linda Smith, a 17-year vet-
eran who works in the recruitment office. 
A national survey of agencies with 
100 or more full-time police officers 
showed blacks accounted for 11.3 percent 
of the people in uniform, according to fed-
eral Justice Department statistics in 1993. 
That was an increase from 10.5 percent in 
1990 and 9.3 percent in 1987. 
Still, Moody said, police face a tough 
sell to recruit blacks in particular. Re-
cruiters must combat negative portrayals 
of police in cases such as Rodney King's 
and O.]. Simpson's in Los Angeles. 
"Because of the negative publicity, 
people tend to look at all law enforcement 
as ·negative and that's certainly not true," 
Moody said. "We provide a service in law 
-enforcement." 
Cowherd, who is black, said many 
young blacks don't,consider law enforce-
ment a long-term career. 
Among the other obstacles for recruit-
ing, .Moody said, are a lack of knowledge 
about opportunities within the field, the 
need for scholarships and few mentors for 
young adults to model themselves after. 
"We're hoping with our program that 
as we start attracting more African-Amer-
ican young men and women into the pro-
gram that we can start the cycle,'' she 
said. 







program in 1950 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The honorary 
doctoral degree awarded recently to 
Kentucky State University' Vice Presi-
dent Gus T. Ridgel by the University 
of Missouri may be only a footnote in 
Missouri's history. 
But the reason behind it is far more 
historic. 
When Missouri Chancellor Charles 
A. Kiesler made the presentation on 
May,18, ~'he said something to the ef-
fect that 'This time, Gus, you don't 
have to sue,us for.a.degree,' " Ridgel 
recalled recently, . 
Now 70 and KSU's vice president 
for finani:e,and-admlnistration;Ridgel 
broke the · color line at Missouri in 
1950 when he became the first Afri. 
can·Americail to enroll after winning 
a ,lawsuit that required the university 
to desegregate its graduate program. 
-Until then, African Americans were 
forced to attend all-black Lincoln Uni-
versity,· where Ridgel had earned his 
undergraduate degree rilagna cum 
laude. 
"I !mew what the pclicy was at that 
time, When .I submitted my applica-
tion there, it was returned an<! they 
had drawn a circle around where yoti 
designated race, saying as a Negro 
you needed to apply at Lincolil," Rid-
gel recalled in a recent interview, 
Although he had received fellow-
ships to attend Harvard University 
and the University of Pennsylvania 
for wmk, on his master's degree· in 
economics, Ridgel said he enrolled at 
Missouri because he felt "a strong 
moral obligation" to supporters who 
raised the money for him to attend his 
home state university if he could get 
accepted. - · 
"I was also made aware by a num-
ber of people that a lot was riding on 
my shoulders," Ridgel said. 
Reminiscing about those days of 46 
years ago, Ri<lgel said he faced few 
problems once he enrolled. Any on-
campus problems were allayed, he 
said,• by, a ,student government l,lOll 
showing that an overwhelming maior-
it_y of -students supported· his admis-
Sion. "I could go anywhere I wanted 
to on campus, but if I crossed the 
street to a coffee shop, or any of the 
small restaurants, I would not be 
served," he said.-
Ridgel earned. his master's degree 
in economics in two semesters and 
went on to the University of Wiscon-
sin, where he-earned a Ph.D., also in 
economics, in 1957. He joined KSU's 
faculty three years later and has been 
a professor, department head, dean 
and vice president at the historically 
black university over much of the past 
31> decades. 
He became an out5J?Oken advocate 
of faculty rights; was instrumental in 
getting a faculty senate started and 
aid not hesitate to challenge adminis-
trators on va."ious faculty-related .is-
sues. "He would just stand up for 
what he. thought was right. And it 
wasn't .always !)Opular with adminis-
trators at that time," said Carl Smith, 
a ·KSu music professor now in semi-
retirement. · 
Smith and KSU President Mary 
Smith, who joined the school's educa-
tion faculty in· 1970, said Ridgel's 
standing among faculty members led 
to his election in 1968 as the school's 
first faculty regent. 
, "People respected him because he 
gathered his facts before he confront-
ed an issue or a person," Mary Smith 
said:"He was very vocal on behalf of 
faculty and students. He was never 
bashful about that." 
Ridgel came out of semiretirement 
in 1990 to become an acting vice 
president. Mary Smith, who cites his 
lengthy experience at the school, ap-
pointed him to his current post two 
years ago. 
"It's easy to find someone who can 
do the calculations for budgets,· but 
'it's much· more difficult to find some-
:one who can. do .that, plus other 
things in terms of understanding the 
,needs of faculty, staff and students. 
He's the best person for the position," 
she said. 
· Ridgel; whose wife, Gertrude, is a 
retired KSU professor and dean, was 
an ·unsuccessful finalist for KSU's 
presidency in the mid-1970s. 
Except for his student days at Mis-
souri and Wisconsin and postdoctoral 
work at Duke University, Indiana 
University and the University of Chi-
cago; Ridgel's career has been spent • 
at bistorically black schools. 
During a· 50-year career in higher 
education, he has watched the transi-
tion of American· colleges and univer-
sities from legalized segregation to in-
tegration. And -while he says overt 
segregation has ended, he still be-
lieves .that .full integration has not yet 
been achieved. 
! "History has. shown that it takes 
more than mere court decisions, or 
, even legislation .itself," Ridgel said. 
' "There has been a degree of inte-
gration," he said, noting that histori-
cally white universities no longer pro-
' hibit admission of black students. 
'!But I'm ·saying that if you look at the 
, states where there are still questions 
I raised about the percentage of Afri-can-American students, the percent-
[
. age of African-American faculty and 
African-American administrators, it's 
quite apparent that throughout the 
I
' country ... integration has not been 
achieved."-
1 
Ridgel's honorary degree is not the 
first honor bestowed upon him by 
' Missouri. In 1988 · the school named 
its prestigious graduate minority fel-
. lowship program for him. Since then, 
188 students have been awarded Rid-
gel fellowships. Sixty-five of these 
. students have earned master's de-
grees and 22 have received doctoral 
degrees. 
DR;.GUS T, RIDGEL 
-Blrthplace~Poplar Bluff, Mo. 
flge:_70 
Title: KSU's vice president for : 
finance and administration. • 
Education: Lincoln University, · 
University of Missouri and 
University of Wisconsin. 
Postdoctoral study at several 
other universities. 
Experience: Business 
department head, Fort Valley 
(Ga.) State College, 1951-58; 
dean of administration, Wiley 
College in Texas, 1958-60; 
professor and head of 
department of business and 
e<:<?nomics, Kentucky State 
Umvers1ty, 1960'73; vice 
president for academic affairs, 
Central State University in Ohio, 
1973-75; Kentucky State 
business school dean, 1978-84· 
system vice president for ' 
academic affairs, Southern 
Uni'!e.rsity and A & M College in 
Lou1s1ana, 1985-89; executive 
vice president and interim 
president, Barber-Scotia 
College in North Carolina, 1989-
90; acting vice president for 
business affairs, special 
assistant to the president, vice 
president for administrative 
affairs, acting director for policy 
and management, and vice . · 
president for finance and -
administration, KSU, 1990-
. present. 
Personal: Wife, Gertrude· C. 
· Ridgel, KSU professor-
emilritus; 
Darrin Thornton, a Ridgel Fellow 
who· is now the Missouri graduate 
school's assistant coordinator for re-
cruitment, said his fellowship enabled 
~ to focu~ on his master's degree 
without havmg to hold a job. • 
_ Thornton, who met Ridgel only re-
cently, called Ridgel's 1950 enroll-
~ent inspirational. "His legend con-
tinues, .and he"s kind of a pivotal fig-
ure in the history of the school, and 
that's important." Today, about 9 per-
-cent of the 4,448 students in Missou-
ri's graduate school are minorities 
Thornton said. ' 
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_on the map 
Leon Boothe 
happy in new job 
as fund-raiser 
Associated Press 
HIGHLAND HE;IGHTS, Ky. - Leon 
Boothe began a new job as fund-rais-
er for Northern Kentucky University 
last week after lullilling a mission 
that he accepted when he became 
school president 13 years ago: He put 
Northern on the map. 
Boothe, 58, is _credited with taking 
a. young umvers1ty whose only mis-
s10n was _to s~rve Northern Kentucky 
an~ le~ving _11 a respected regional 
umvers1ty with strong rnternational 
exposure. _ · 
''We wanted him to get out and sell 
this university, not only in the Greater 
Ci!1cinnati area but to this country," 
said John Brooking, a founding NKU 
regent who was on the board that 
hiied Boothe. "He did it," he said. 
"That's his legacy. He was an out-
standing president." 
. Under Boothe, buildings went up 
enrollment increased and school; 
were accredited. He also spent a lot of 
time in Frankfort, talking to legisla-
tors and governors about Nert.hem's 
need for more state funding. 
Boothe has been to nearly every 
state on behalf of the university. as 
well as to Japan, Russia, Canada, Bel-
gium, Egypt, Spain, India, Saudi Ara-
bia, Mexico, Korea, Hong Kong and 
Thailand. 
But his focus was on the students 
back home. 
He was ·an old-fashioned college 
president who could call many stu-
dents by their names. He attended 
basketball games, always wearing the 
school colors of black and gold. 
Boothe took care of students' prob-
lems, too. When he found that a sen-
ior who didn't have enough money to 
pay for housing was sleeping in a 
park, Boothe found a room for him in 
a dorm. "He was a good student. and 
nobody should have to live like that." 
Boothe said. "I just thought, well. we 
had a little room in the dorms: let him 
stay there." 
The student graduated. 
11That1s the only reason I'm in this 
business, is to help empower people 
to realize their dreams," he said. 
"That's why we are here. Any univer-
sity not student-centered is a universi-
ty not doing its job." 
Boothe also is credited with hiring 
more women and minorities for ke~ 
positions. 
He has said his job was no longer 
enjoyable after the university received 
cut after cut in state funding - espe-
cially since• the financial _challenges 
came at a time when hts wife, Nancy. 
was ill. She has battled multiple scle-
rosis for several years. 
. "Nancy and I have kept things pre,-
!}'. balanced. If I had my druthers. I'd 
like to win the lottery so I could take 
care of her properly and be with her," 
Boothe said. The Boothes have been 
married for nearly 36 years. 
For the past three years, Boothe 
has put in more hours at work. HIS 
family didn't like it and encouraged 
him to leave. 
His daughter, Diana Boothe 
Kroeger, 29, said her father's hard 
work wasn't appreciated. 
"He just hasn't gotten the support 
he's needed,11 she said. "He was al-
ways on the go. It was kind of lrus· 
trating. I told mm life was too short." 
Boothe:·has been hospitalized for 
exhaustion; ·But he said neither his 
health nor his wife's was a factor in 
his leaving. He is being succeeded 
during the coming year at least by in-
terim.President Jack Moreland. 
"I tell you one thing, I haven't 
looked back once," Boothe said. "I 
made the right decision. People tell 
me I look 10 years younger. I feel 
good. I'm happy. I wish the school 
well. But I'm ready to go on." 
_ ..... ,. 
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A new role~ir: 
. :;ur-=-f'-
Ken tuCky· Appalachian Comn.:ifs~ion 
in position to coordinate activities 
. . t'. 
The first task of Ewell Ball- ·' .. : 
trip, the first executive direc-
tor of the Kentucky Ap-
palachian Commission, will 
be to define 
1
the mission of 
the infant organization he 
heads. ' 
We have ·a suggestion of 
just what that miss~on 
should be: Coordinate the ac-
tivites of the various organi- · 
zations working on economic 
development, tourism and 
other projects aimed at pri:J- · 
moting growth and solving 
problems in Kentucky's 
mountain region. 
Former Gov. .Brereton 
Jones created the Kentucky 
Appalachian Commission, 
but little was done toward 
making it a viable organiza-
tion until Gov. Paul Patton, a 
former Pike County judge-
exe cli ti ve, announced in 
April that he was giving the 
commission a staff and an of-
fice in Hazard. 
Patton appointed Balltrip, 
a former editor and pub-
lisher of the Harlan Daily 
Enterprise, as the executive 
director, The Harlan native 
has been involved in ·various 
economic development ac-
tivities in eastern Kentucky. 
There is no· shortage of or-
ganizations working for the 
advancement of eastern Ken-
tucky, including Forward in 
the Fifth,. the . Appalachian 
There is no shortage of 
organizations working for 
the advancemeiitof f-~.,.;·,i:-·t,::· 
eastern Kentucky: ... 
However, theri(seems to be 
little coordina'.ti~fr of their 
activities, and that may be 
the role for which the new 
commission is best suited. 
,; 
' 
Regional Commission, East 
Kentucky Development 
Corp., the Kenhii:ky High-
lanlis Investment Corp., the 
Mountain Association for 
Community Economic Devel-
opment, East Kentucky Lead-
ership Foundaticii'i., ·and vari-
ous. county and~cify organi-
zat\.ons. However, there 
seems to be little coordina-
tion of their:ac:Hvities, and 
that may . be· .the. role for 
which the ·niW"'commission 
is best suited. ·. , 
Political cliY.isions and 
petty jealousies.::i:hat once 
separated the communities of 
eastern Kentuclcy,; have been 
crumbling. _ Balltijp:; is in an 
ideal position·tl)tcapitalize on 
that spirit of cooperation and 
bring meaningfµl growth and 
development to. the state's 
poorest region. W1i"-wish him 
well in this formidable task. 
1,1 J,\'olc:::I. - L.J- 1 K-:l j 
'July lo2 t9'it. MSU ARCHIVES 
MSU Clip t:J11eet. 
A sampla of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University 
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. ,. ······· ... •· . 
BY R.F. SHARP 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
'The Appalachian CuJturaJ;Heritage Project has 
· documented 467 buildings in 33 Eastern Kentucky 
counties. Project coordinator Lynn David:and archi-
tectural historian Christa Smith are working to doc-
ument dwellings, workplaces and other b?ildin~ 
. used by. previous g'71-era~ons of Appala1;hian: resi-
dents.· Although their ma1il efforts are drrecte~ tD-
. wa.d buildings. that would probably go =.ottced 
· by the casual observer, -a·few do_ stand out . 
. • :A:w~iv.i!Watlog barn _m Carter ~unty IS 
. a: good'exampleiThe barn contains graffiti from the 
• · c-,-~--~•"· , C"rt>it War era, and David and Smith 
• think the carvings were put there by 
a group of soldiers passing through 
· the area.· "It's an interesting struc-
ture," David said, "and the owner 
has taken: quite good care of it" 
· ■ ·in-Haldeman, a building that 
was the headquarters of the Ken-
tucky Fire Brick Company from the 
early- 1920s for two decades now 
. serves as tlie· 1oca1 post office. The 
building was part of a large factory 
complex in- Rowan County that in-
cluded the factory, recreation facili-
·. ties, and0• even a company house 
where visitors would·stay. Many of 
the buildings are now in ruins, ~-
ing it easy to forget the thrivmg 
: business;that.flourished there. . 
· · "I dim'! t1link that a lot of Pf!?Ple 
would ever slispect that these things 
· were oncelthere," said David. 
.. . ■ Scattered across Eastern !{en-
'tticky are sev~l buildings con-
' structed by the·Works Progress Ad-
ministration from 1933 until th_e be-
ginning,of World Wai:~- T~e WPA 
spen,f :about' $162 i;mlhon m Ken-
tucky; employed thousands of Ken-
tuckians and built more than 9,000 
public i)uildings and 14,000 ~l~ of 
·highways. Among these bmldmgs 
were · numerous schools and voting 
. - houses, built of ·native stone, and 
·many of them are still used for their original. pur-
pose: . • . . . . ' 
■ The project ti'a:~ also surveyed the Hazel 
Green home of former stati! Sen. William 0. Mize. 
The .two-story brick house is ·"a beautiful home," 
David said. "He was fuiluential in-the Senate, and 
he also gave a lot of dorurtions to the Hazel Green 
School." . . 
■ The Norman Wells residence in Morehead is 
an excellent·example of prairie style architecture 
coupled with other.stylistic infliiences. The hoJ:?e, 
built in 1918, was visited by Alben Barkley, vice 
president under Harry.Truman. The beautifully re-
stored building now ser::ves as a law office. . 
·Butthose biiildingsiare·0the exceptional ones. 
David,and Smith stress'that their work concen-
trates more on the arclnfectiire of the common marl 
-As-Smith 'Said,.,.~Oli'.the usual.•- - . 
. . '' ---~- ...... 
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SUIVey looJ{s at everyday 
architectural· 1andmarks 
BY R.F. SHARP volvement "You get so much infor-
CoNTRrBunNG WRITER mation just sitting down and talking 
MOREHEAD - .They are the with people," she said. buildings that make a town . The sites range from warehouses - houses qnd post offices, and barns· to homes and schools. 
gas stations and schools - what.is Some have been beautifully restored 
known as vernacular architecture. and maintained,· and others are on 
· They are part of the local landscape, the verge of collapse. All are at least 
like the roads, the rivers and .the 50 years old. · 
mountains. Having located the sites, David 
'They are the kinds of buildings arid Smith then set out ~o record_ as 
that you probably ~on't give a sec- . much mformation 
and thought - in fact you probably_ . about them as 
don~t even notice the~ until they're.,,. . possible. This doc-
gone; . umentation in-
.: Now, a team from Morehead · eludes measure-
Stilfe University's Center for Com- ments, construc-
munity and Economic Development tion I?ethods .aD:d 
is working to ensure that these im- materials, stylistic 
portant landmarks are docume11ted iajluences and 
and preserved. ·· many other ~s-
The Appalachian Cultural Her- Smith ~. _along wtth 
itage Project works to locate, docu- photographs of the buildmgs. If pos-
ment and register historic sites in 33 sible, they will also sketch out floor 
counties· in Eastern Kentucky. This plans. 
survey. will then be used to help ere- · 
ate re-use and redevelopment strate- On the road 
gies for these counties, including· . Much of the project's work is 
preservation, tourism and education done in the field, across the width 
efforts. The project has been fi: and breadth of.Eastern Kentucky. 
nanced by grants from the· Ap-- Smith and David work separately to 
palachian Regional Commission and · · cover as much territory as possible. 
the Kentucky Heritage Council. · "Trav~ is a big issue," Smith said. 
·"If the weather is good, we will stay 
Local Input out in the field as long as we carL" 
Working with local residents, the . Traveling the back roads of Ken-
project first tries to identify cultural- tucky has its own peculiar require-
ly historic buildings - that is, ments. In addition to cameras and 
buildings that may not be architec- other documentation tools, David 
turally significant, but which are ini- typically carries a first aid kit and 
portant to the culture of a town or bug spray with her on her surveys, 
county. . . along with an extensive collection of 
"We work with people in the maps. 
community," said Lynn David, the· "We haven't had any problems, 
project's coordinator. "After all, it's though,'' David said, "I've only seen 
not my. community, it's theirs .. one snake, ·thank goodness, and it 
They've bee absolutely marvelous, wasn't even poisonous." 
very suppo ve of our work. · The experience gaindd through 
"People ve been great," David · their field work also gives them an 
said. "An they can do to help insight into the region's past, Smith 
us, they do. In Breathitt County, .a said. "After you've been in the field 
young gent! took two days off for a while, you·can tell a town's his-
from work t help me. We drove the tory just by looking around." 
roads toge er looking for build- To complement their work in the 
ings." ' field, David and Smith also do exten-
Christa Smith, architec.tural his- sive archival searches to find news-
torian for the project, also stresses paper stories, deeds, transfers or any 
the importance of community in- other documents that deal with the 
site. "Oui'goaf is tci place"tli(sfte~fu 
its location lx.)t)1 geog!j!phically.and 
culturally'tIYavid:sfild.~e-wantto 
show how -illlPQi1ant these buildings 
are iri the' ci.tl.fufirofa town" . 
Sparki~~ Pt~servatlon 
The hope is that this documenta-
tion will help keep many of these 
historic buildings from being lost in 
the grand sweep of-time. because of 
their prosaic origins. David said 
that, to date, the project !,as, docu-
mented 467 historic sites, with the 
eventual goal of surveying about 
550 sites. Some of these sites will 
then be nominated for placement in 
the National Register of Historic 
Places. 
. The project ~\so works with lo-
cal governments and individuals 
to spark preservation efforts. "Un-
fortunately, all we are doing is 
documentation," Smith said. "But 
we do try to tell the towns where 
there might be grant money." The 
project also develops economic re-
development plans for the sites, 
for downtown revitalizatio.n, 
tourism and new businesses. 
David said the project serves 
as an important addition to previ-
ous documentation and preser-va-
tion efforts. "Previously, the focus 
was on fine old homes and your 
more· imposing public buildings," 
she said. "An "im:erest in vernacu- -
lar buildings came later." 
As Smith noted, many previ- . 
ous preservation efforts were di-
rected at the buildings where im-
portant or famous people lived 
and worked. Only·recently has at-
tention-shifted to the role of archi-
tecture_ in social patterns and so-
cial history. · . 
· One important aspect of this 
shift is that it helps people to ex-
amine their environments in a new 
way, to realize that history is all 
around them. · · 
"Other people look at the river 
- we look at the banks," David 
said. 
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$ I .million ljequeathed 
to UK busi!ie$s college 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
After working more than 30 
years in the University of Ken-
tucky's college of business. Profes-
sor Charles Haywood didn't have to 
think twice about what school he'd 
give $1 million to if he could. 
Fortunately for UK. it was more 
than a hypothetical question for 
Haywood. 
Haywood, a former dean and 
professor of finance. announced 
yesterday that he has designated 
UK's Gatton College of Business to 
receive a $1 million insurance poli-
cy upon his death. 
Charles F. Haywood 
Currently the National City Bank Pro-
fessor of Finance at UK's Gatton Col-
lege of Business; served as dean of 
the college from 1965 to 1975 and 
director of the Center for Business and 
Economic Research from 1990 to 
1993. Has held several positions in 
Kentucky state government. Native of 
Ludlow. 
Judith MIiburn Haywood 
Currently the college's administrative 
staff officer in Dean Richard Furst's 
office. Graduated from the college in 
January 1963. and has worked there 
full-lime ever since. Native of Washing-
ton County. Tlie money will be used for an 
endowment for undergraduate stu-
dent scholarships for Kentucky res- boards to urge those companies to 
idents majoring in business. adopt similar programs. 
The scholarship fund also will "I .had hoped it would be re-
honor Haywood's wife. Judith Mil- garded as symbolic of my confi-
burn Haywood. She graduated dence in the col-
from UK's College of Business in lege and the Uni-
1963 and has worked there full- . versity of Ken-
time since then. tucky," he said. 
"It was a wonderful feeling that "I've invested a 
someone like Chuck thought lot of my career 
enough of the college to do this" at the university, 
said Richard ·Furst, the college:s and I think it's in 
dean. "But it didn't surprise me be- a stronger posi-
. cause Chuck has a history of giv- tion than I've 
ing." Haywood ever seen it." 
The insurance policy came Haywood said 
from a program established by the he wanted the 
Pittston Co. for its board of direc- scholarships to support Kentucky 
tors. Haywood has served on the students because he and his wife 
board since 1980. are both Kentucky natives. He is 
The company -- the parent from Ludlow, and his wife is from 
company of Brinks, Brinks Home Washington County. 
Security, Burlington Air Express· He also stipulated that some of 
and Pittston Minerals - insures the money should be reserved for 
each member of the board of direc- students transferring from commu-
tors for $1.1 million. nity colleges because he was one of 
When the person dies, the five consultants hired by then-Gov. 
Pittston Foundation receives · Bert T. Combs to help set up the 
$100,000. The other $1 million is system in the 1960s. 
donated to the educational or chari- But Haywood said his overrid-
table institution of the director's ing concern was making sure his 
- choi_ce in 10 annual installments. bequest focused on students. 
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$1 •II• • ~ UKgesture would encourage other UK ti~n as the primary mission," he ~ ml IOD g11.t to professors who sit on corporate said. 
to aid business students 
Associated Press 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Charles 
Haywood, a professor of finance and 
former dean of the University of 
Kentucky's Gatton College of Busi-
ness and Economics, has donated $1 
million to establish a scholarship 
program for business students. 
"l think the University of Ken-
tucky is doing more than any other 
educational institution in Kentucky 
to provide education opponunities to 
all socio-economic sectors of our 
population," said Haywood, who an-
nounced yesterday that he estab- · 
lished the program with his wife, 
Judy. 
The program is for undergraduate 
Kentucky residents majoring in busi-
ness pro!lffllDS. A portion of the 
scholarships will be reserved for 
business students in UK's communi-
ty-college system who transfer t<i"the 
Gatton college. 
Haywood was dean of UK's busi-
!1essL c?pege ~~ 1965 1?=1_9~5 and 
ships since 1989. He also has held 
several state government positions. 
The gift comes in the form of a 
bequest funded from a program, es-
tablished by the Pittston Co. for its 
board of directors, of which 
Haywood serves. 
The company insures each direc-
tor for $1.1 million, with $100.000 
earmarked to the Pittston Founda-
tion upon the director's death. The 
remaining $1 million is paid to edu-
cational and charitable institutions 
of the director's choice. 
Haywood, a Ludlow, Ky., native, 
has served on Pittston's board since 
1980. Pittston is the parent company 
of Brinks, Brinks Home Security, 
Burlington Air Express and Pittston 
!'1inerals, which operates coal mines 
10 Kentucky, Virginia and West Vir-
ginia. 
Haywood said he included his wife 
in the scholarship's name to honor 
her both as wife and best friend, and 
also as a UK alumna and long-term 
S!:'ff me!"b~r 9f the_ business c_ollege, 
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• . ,. :::--::-::..,.. ·., " ■· The U.S. O_lyml!i~.baseball 
IJj~eamm team;with the Umvers1ty of Ke~-. . _.L' . tucky's Chad Green a~d, :bejllnS 
·--·-, , .. ,.»:d,1 ,.,.,c, .,. . Atlanta play July 20 agamst N1ca-
on lieach ra~ Those skillful ;;:;~v~tite 
.:...._ valleyball players in Thailand, 
C::- neyb· ·.' . all) hav.ing such trouble with·discrimi-Y.O · nati9'1. ought to try the National --: ·: . Basketball Association of the Unit-
blank t ed:States. f>: warmer reception e would await. ·--For instance, one NBA fran-
-·Notes,calm, before Olympic 
storm: 
■ Word has leaked there is a 
team going around claiming the 
name "Dream Team/' which is un-
fortunate. There is no Dream Team 
playing basketball in 1996. There 
was only one Dream Team; on it 
were Magic Johnson, Michael Jor-
dan; Larry Bird. Everything else is 
"Dream Team II" or ''Dream Team 





right to let the 
NBA players 
· play the Olym-
: pies, so the world 
.gets a true mea-
sure of the talent 
in this country. 
The rest of the 
world climbs the 
·hill against the 
HERALD-LEADER best. Time being, 
SPORTS COLUMNIST though, let them 
just go about 
their business, play their games, 
enjoy their gold medals and return 
to their lives. There is no need to 
pay them attention any further 
tha11 ·a profuse thank-you in any 
.foreseeable Olympiad. For one 
. thing, they cannot lose unless 
there's a sudden surge of referees 
out of Munich. · 
The-origina!Dream Team of 
1992 couldn't lose either, but that 
=:a sterling experiment worthy 
of fascination.- Fresh. Beautiful. 
~-This now is just filler. 
::■ David Robinson said of the 
co~~atis' failure to.get g~ld in · 
Seoul--inl1988, "It was a disgrace. 
Wi shamed our country." 
:Another example of a loss of 
perspective by those deeply into 
something. 
Eunny, I noticed Wall Street 
opened the next day, precious 
grey;l·continued on. Any country 
shamed by insufficient shooting 
peiuntage wouldn't be much of a 
country at all. 
·:■ Janet "Evans· won three gold 
medals at Seoul, including the 400 
individual medley. Why is she no 
)oiiger a factor in that event? Easy. 
Nature. The medley requires each 
of the strokes, and natural growth 
wreaks havoc upon a human's 
breaststroke speed. That's why the 
breaststroke, the event in which 
Lexingtonian Megan Kleine went 
all the way to the 1992 Barcelona 
Games, is hard to read Olympiad-
to-Olympiad. 
■ Human nature will get a test 
at the Atlanta Games when the 
market of indoor- volleyball gets 
some competition from beach vol-
leyball, in which the clothing is 
scantier. 
. ....a..The.battle fac..tbe gold med-
al in ozone depletion is considered 
toe cl(?8e to call . 
chise, in Chicago, has demonstrat-
ed great success with the employ-
ment ofa cross-dresser. Thailand 
seems just behind the times. 
■ Independence Day? The sus-
pension of disbelief in movies is 
one thing, but.to think these aliens 
would come down with enough 
ability to dismantle New York, 
Washington .and Los Angeles, then 
sit around and wait a couple days 
for the world to figure out some-
thing, and then lose the war by 
computer virus because the aliens' 
machines turned out to be IBM 
compatible, well, that's a lot much. 
. ■ Note this for later: The Yan-
kees-have beaten the Indians nine 
times in 12 opportunities this year. 
I know it's gloomy, the thought of 
the:Yankees having.World Series 
potential, but it's true, and we must 
deal in the truth. 
Maybe George Steinbrenner 
can intervene and foil ·them. 
-Well, it's worked before. 
■ Roger Maris hit 61 home 
runs in 1961 to break the single-
season record, albeit miii an aster-
isk. What if, following the passage 
of 35 seasons and the careers of · 
F"raiik Robinson and Reggie Jack-
son.and so on, that record finally 
feltto ... 
:;. : . Brady Anderson? 
"■ News item: Tammy Faye 
Messner (formerly Bakker) appears 
at California Angels games, sits in 
fr<int row. 
--Reaction: There should always 
oe space in the front row for people 
who would not be injured by a line 
drive in the cheekbone. 
(Makeup might splatter, but 
that's easily fixed.) 
■ Alongside the worst base-
ball story of the year (Marge 
$1;!1.9tt) the Reds also have pro-
dueed one of the most pleasant 
(Enc Davis' resurgence). 
■ What a weird Wimbledon: 
On-Friday, it became clear the 
men's title would have to go to 
eithH Richard Krajicek, Jason Stol-
tenberg,-MaliVai Washington or 
Th!!d Martin. As NBC locked 
ahead to a star-less Sunday, just ·· 
wondering, do you think somebody 
in ,one of those meetings said, 
"What if we sent in a streaker, just 
before the final? Would that help 
the ratings?" 
■ Men's tennis has held three 
Grand Slam tournaments this year: 
none has been won by Pete Sam-
pras or Andre Agassi. 
■ The man of the week .last 
week was Germany's Alexander 
Radelescu, who in the fifth set of a 
quarterfinal match with Washing-
ton ovetruled an erroneous call to 
give Washington a pivotal point 
previously awarded to Radelescu. 
who thus turned out to be just as 
much a champion as Krajicek. 
■ ·The state's best basketball 
program: Kentucky. The most im-
portant: Morehead State, which 
continues to lead the way in gradu-
ation rate. 
■ California conspiracy theo-
rists - and California leads the 
nation in conspiracy theorists be-
cause it leads the nation in popula-
tion - think Cigar's injury wasn't 
legitimate enough to cause his 
skipping of the June 30 Hollywood 
Gold Cup for the makeshift race in 
Illinois. They think trainer Bill 
Mott just didn't want to deal with 
the 131 pounds. Well, I called up to 
get the real story from the only 
being who knows for sure - the 
horse himself - and he couldn't 
tell me. So ... who ... knows ... ? 
■ Peek ahead to the NFL as 
.camps open this month: The AFC 
East ought to be a world of enter-
tainment, with Jimmy Johnson 
bucking in there, the Bills ready to 
give it another real push to the 
Super Bowl, Indianapolis coming 
off its near-miss of a Super Bowl 
. berth, New England a reasonable 
threat after a lean year and the -
oh my goodness, can't believe this 
- J-j-j-jets actually having built a 
decent off-season. 
■ Let's see, Sports Illustrated 
ran an enormous personal ad for 
unmarried Dallas Cowboy Troy 
Aikman last winter. then added an 
enormous personal ad for unmar-
ried Dallas Cowboy Emmitt Smith 
this summer. Wonder who is next. 
Locks as if the Michael Irvin 
version could be·tricky. 
■ The Tour de France is sup-
posed to be this test of will, of 
strength, of endurance, of mettle. 
And then comes some 62-mph 
wind, plus 6 inches of snow, and 
everybody stops for the day. The 
rest of the ninth stage is called off. 
Unbelievable. 
That's when they should start 
·the thing. 
• W~0tiE$D%Y, Jl!Ll .w. ieer;; JIii w<INSll"Qr\ tt~llAl-lr~WJFij.,l#l/'IG.0/'l, t\r .• • .csi1-11>1~~1l"'i .7. 
Wom@Jl-· app,ointed asso_~late: 
dean :-Of engineering colllige 
BY LEON STAFFORD 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER 
m Ward Anderson has 
een appointed associate 
ean of administration and 
undergraduate studies in the_Upi-
versity of Kentucky's College of 
Engineering. 
The promotion will mean that 
Anderson, an 
associate profes-
sor of chemical 
epgineering, will 
become the first , 
woman associ-
ate dean in the , 
college. Ander- · 
son was also the 
college's first , 
Anderson women profes-
sor when she 
joined the faculty in 1987. I 
In addition to her teaching I 
skills, Anderson has been a force 
in attracting more female students ' 
to the college. Since 1987, the en-
1
. 
rollment of women students has 
grown from 138 to 329, thanks 
largely to Anderson's recruiting 
efforts. Anderson also has worked 
hard to recruit minority students. 
UK 
Kentucky Supreme Court Chief 
Justice Robert F. Stephens was in-
ducted recently into UK's College 
of Law's Alum- _ _ _ 








in 1979. He be-
came chief jus- ·Stephens 
tice in 1982. 
Stephens formerly held the po-
sition of state attorney general, 
Fayette County judge and adjunct 
instructor at UK's law college. 
Allison I. Connelly, who be-
came the first woman public advo-
cate for the state in 1992, has re-
ceived the law college's Hepry R. 
Heyburn Alumni Public Service, 
award. Connelly now administers 
the state's public defender pro-
gram and oversees the delivery of 
legal services to more than 100,000 
needy people accused or convicted 
of crimes. 
Heyburn was a Louisville at-
torney and father of U.S. District 
Judge John G. Heyburn II. ••• 
_ University of Evansville music 
department chairman Alan L. 
Solomon is coming to UK to delve 
into budget and personnel matters. 
Solomon has been chosen as 
an American Council of Education 
Fellow and will spend the year 
working with UK' Lexington cam-
pus chancellor Elisabeth Zinser on 
budgetary matters.. 
Solomon has been a professor 
and chairman of Evansville's mu-
sic department for 10 years. He 
also has chaired committees, in-
cluding fiscal affairs, promotion 
and tenure, curriculwn and under-
graduate research. · 
••• Richard Green, associate prin-
cipal of Lexington Traditional 
Magnet School, and Gary Phillips, 
associate commissioner at the U.S. 
Department of Education's Educa-
tional Assessment Division of the 
National Center for Education Sta-
tistics, have been elected to the UK 
Education College's Alumni Hall 
of Fame. 
The college has also _given dis-
tinguished emeritus faculty 
awards to Maurice Clay, Ernst 
Joki, J. Robert Ogletree and C. Le-
land Smith. 
Clay served as coordinator of 
undergraduate professional physi-
cal education from 1942 until his 
retirement in 197(3. Joki was a 
. member of the school's physical 
education faculty from 1954 to 
1974. Ogletree was a member of 
the administration and supervi-
sion faculty from 1956-1990. Smith 
was a member of the curriculum 
and instruction faculty from 1960 
to 1990. 
BEREA COLLEGE 
John Auxier, Roland Goode 
and Constance Willard received 
distinguished alumnus awards 
from Berea College · during the 
school's recent summer reunion 
activities. 
Auxier, of Knoxville, Tenn., 
class of 1951, is a health physicist. 
The Paintsville native is a member 
of Berea College's Founders' Club. 
Goode, of Rapidan, Va., class 
of 1946, is a real estate developer 
and investor. The retired dentist 
was co-chairman of the Berea Vi-
sion capital campaign. 
Willard, of Belmont, Mass., 
class of 1956, is a professor and 
social worker. The Charleston, 
W .Va., native helps those with low 
income overcome social and gov-
ernmental obstacles. 
Kathryn Dick Christopher of 
Berea received the Alumni Associ-
ation's Loyalty Award. The 1928 
.graduate was a secretary in the 
registrar's office from 1964 to 
1974. 
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PRIVATE COLLEGES CRITICAL IN 'BIG PICTURE' 
BY FRED MULLINAX 
The writer le president of the Aesocl- universities play a vital role in the cation is often left out of the loop 
atlon of Independent Kentucky Col- state's · hi(lher education system. when educational decisions are made 
loges end Universities. These institutions receive no direct in Frankfort. True, government can-
D ANVlllE G P ul 
state funding, yet they educate more not and should not play a substantial 
- ov. a th 2 000 I 'Patton•-has a unique op- an 2 , students a year, emp oy role in how private colleges are gov-
portunity to make history. more than 3,000 people, and pump erned or funded. But increasingly, 
The Governor's Task · · moni. than $250 million a year into decisions made at the federal and 
Force on Post Secondary Education Kentucky's econ~~Y· state levels have affected private 
hill/ the challenge over the next year If Kentucky's private folleges and higher education's ability to meet stu-
to radically reshape higher education universities closed tomorrow, it dents' needs. • 
In 'Ki!ntucky and ·malie It more re- . w01!1~ cost Ken.~cky taxpayers~an ..:;_ For example, Frankfort's diminlsh-
sponslve to the commonwealth's additi~nal $9~ !'"Ilion 1111!1ually- not ·1ng commitment to financial aid fQr 
needs: counting additional capital expend!- low-Income students, the rapid ex-
But that will only be possible if the ~s for expanded classrooms and pansion of public university and com-
task force listens to all voices in high- residence, halls - 1~ educate these munity college satellite campuses, 
er education - private as well as students m the pubhc system. and increasing regulation of aca-
public. Seventy-five percent of students at demic programs, are a few of the is-
This is not the first time that Ken- these colleges are from Ken"!cky, sues affecting private colleges 
lucky has tackled the "higher educa- and more than 80 percent remam m · 
lion issue." Countless commissions, the state after graduation. The Task Force on Post Secondary 
studies, blue-ribbon panels and task Last year, private colleges in Ken-
forces have been set up . over the lucky used more than $40 million of 
years to recommend ways to increase their own resources to provide finan-
efficiency, improve quality and re- cial aid for lower-Income students, 
· duce waste and duplication among proof that these institutions are com-
Kentucky's colleges and universities. mitted to being exceptional without 
Despite the best of intentions, being exclusive. 
these efforts have resulted in little Despite comprising only 12 per-
change for a system that is In need of cent of Kentucky's overall enroll-
substantial reform. men!, students at private colleges 
But what appears to make this earn more than 20 percent of the bac-
task force different from its predeces- calaureate degrees · awarded each 
sors is Patton. He repeatedly has said year in the commonwealth. · 
that real higher education reform is But Kentucky's private colleges 
possible only if policymakers consid- represent much more than numbers 
er the value and contributions made and statistics. They represent an edu-
by all of the state's higher education cation alternative that is absolutely 
resources. vital if Kentucky is to have a strong, 
A few facts about Kentucky's pri- vibrant and competitive system of 
vale colleges and universities: higher education. · 
Kentucky's private colleges and Unfortunately, private higher edu-
Education has an important and po-
tentially controversial Job ahead. Its 
members will be asked to see the big 
picture. They will have to make. some 
tough decisions, and as former North 
Carolina Gov. Robert Scott said in his 
remar!<s before the group, they may 
have to sacrifice a few of higher edu-
cation's sacred cows in order to im-
prove the system. 
But if the task force takes a com-
prehensive view of higher education 
and sees the relevant role that all of 
Kentucky's colleges and universities 
play in the commonwealth's econom-
ic well-being, it can help set this state 
on a course to meet the challenges of 
the 21st Century. 
Special to TIie Courlor-Joumal 
• 
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~k.plans to keep having 
despite likely finale at Morehefld 
Expect the Dick Fick era at 
Morehead State to end after next 
season. 
Fick is in the last year of his 
contract as basketball coach, and 
the school probably won't renew it 
or extend ·it.---··· -
"We'll make that decision 
(about Fick's contract) some time 
during the season," Athletic Direc• 
tor Steve Hl;llllilton said. "We'll 
try to do it in- enough time and not . 
run it down·to the-wire." 
Fick said; "You only get so 
n\any years in this business. We've· 
done the best with what we have." 
Two seasons ago, Fick shared 
the Ohio" Valley Clinference Coach 
of the Year-award with Tennessee 
State's Frankie Allen. The Ea-
gles finished"the regular season 
one game out of first place behind 
TSU and Murray State. 
· But last season Morehead fell 
to 7-20, winning only two of 16 
regular-season games in the OVC 
arid finishing-last. Rumors concern-
ing Fick's status swirled during 
and after the season, especially 
that Morehead would buy out the 
last year of.his contract. But that 
wasn't in line with school policy. 
"A lot of speculation was going 
.on," Hamilton said. "Dick had ap-
plieil"for another job (at Midc!le . 
Tennessee) with my blessing. (Mid-
dle hired Randy Wiel.) But Dick 
is the coach, and I never said 
anything _other than that There 
was never a question. He had a 
contract." 
. Fick said, "I plan to honor my 
contract. It would.have been nice to 
have had it extended two or three 
years. Obviously Morehead State, 
especially in. these days, is a very 
difficult job. Money makes money, 
and we don't· have any." 
Fick doesn't approach the com-
ing season as a lame duck year. 
"We're all day to day as they 
say on ESPN," said Fick, referring 
to the network that turned him into 
a celebrity several years ago. Fick 
had reacted to an official's call 
during a game against Kentucky 
by stretching out on the Rupp 
Arena floor. Jim Valvano, the late 
ESPN analyst and former coach, 
created the Dick Fick Award for · 
coaches who were "into" the game: 
"I didn't plan that TV stuff," · 
State notebook 
Rick Bailey covers 
state schools and 






Fick said. "It just happened. I 
didn't ask for it." 
Fick's animated sideline style 
hasn't wavered, from tossing his 
suit coat into the stands, loosening 
his tie till it almost seems to touch 
the "floor, never sitting down and 
constantly chattering with fans be-
. hind the Eagle bench. 
Once he was caught in a pose 
holding his tie like a hangman's 
noose. It decorated posters with the 
Eagles' schedule. 
So has Fick worn out his wel-
come at Morehead? 
. Fick laughed. ''Like Rick (Pi-
tino, the Kentucky coach) said, 
'Familiarity breeds contempt.' You 
never know. When I was coach of 
the year, I was smart, a genius, 
only the third one in Morehead 
history (with Jack Schalow and 
Wayne Martin). This year I got 
dumber. Hopefully next year I'll 
· get smarter. You've seen it ... the 
ups and downs, the good and the 
bad. Have I worn out my welcome? 
I don't know. 
''But I'm going to have fun 
again (this year). I'll try to win and 
teach my kids the lessons of life." 
Fick attained his goal of be-
coming one of about 300 Division I 
coaches. 
"I'm at that level, and'"l:have~ · 
another year to coach inf liids 1iiid 
coach with my son (Jeff, a'.stuiieiit 
assistant). I'm going to ,do that}·· 
"You don't have to•filid:a'hltl'· 
den agenda. I just like coaching:_·_ 
I've got really wonderfulliids,'kids 
who need me, kids who neea!an 
opportunity. I'm lookirig forward to 
, it. And nobody can say,w~,t!on•t· 
· compete. · · :'Y.t ~·:·f..~;F1'. ~ 
"I came here to stay'here:11f'• 
they don't warit me that's.'life. If 
they want someone else;tli.efll=' 
move on. So will Dick Fifl?'\>' · .. 
. ~,p,~ .. 
, Automatic bid ,;.:c.\'. :; 
· •1•~'-i~-:J,i)d: ~-:-.:. 
The OVC is back in.the-NCAA 
baseball tournament -"aiitoinati-
cally . ·r;.;.,h .. 
The league had beerl'.%%p~ 
as an automatic qualifier'ii1991. 
But the bid was restoredJor.nexf" 
season because the OVC"jiu±iped 
from 24th to 18th in the'RPI.riirik-
ing used by the NCAA'.:' ' ').'.' -
,J{fi,S,.j.;; • -
"The automatic bid is, year ;10 
year, so we could lose it"agaiil,~ . 
OVC spokesman Rob Washburn 
said. "But we're excited· about get-
ting it back." .. -·:,.fiH~t,,:1-: 
League champions.Middle .. T-en-
nessee (1995) and Austin.J;',iiay; ('!1.5) 
made the NCAA field \>Y;,\finniIJg-
"play-in" tournaments.i'lt-will,lle' 
nice not to mess with iha,.(jiext • 
season," \Vashburn said)~t~"ir_, .; ~ 
- ,71 .. ·r~th{ 
Pre-season honor '*111;, :r;..·,, .• • 
Tony McCombs, senior line:-· 
backer at Eastern Kenttii:ky;·was 
selected Division I-AA Nationak 
Defensive Player of the Year in ., 
1996 by Bob Griese's College Foot-
ball Yearbook. He earned fust-team 
All-America honors irt '9S;fi.l~•/ _ . 
11-.n,~ ,-:, ': 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ THURSDAY, JULY 11, 1996 
ji\RC budget wins appro~al by House panel: / 
'The Appalachian Regional Commission's $155.3 millio! 
budg~t for 1997 cleared its first hurdle yesterday by 
wmmng approval from a House subcommittee said 
U.S. Rep. Hal Rogers._ The budget will be used 'to help I 
the comm1ss10n provide clean water, better roads and 
economic developmem throughout the region. Rogers, 
R-Somerset, helped write the bill that must now be con-
sidered by the Appropriations Committee and the 
House of Representatives. .;•,; 
. ~E-COURIEFWOURNA!;- ~ , NATION,••0THUFJSDAY, JULY 11, 1996 
. 'RESTRUCTURING' .HIGHER .EDUCATION'/'--~,, ' .. 
'., 
· '/4.'a ~ed Tar Heel, I was 
·dismayed to fearn that Gov. Paul Pat-
ton has- seeri fitto consult with for-
mer Gov. Robert W. Scott of .North 
Carolina· 01Lihe subject of higher 
education. As chief executive, Scott 
was much th!! same sort of bombastic 
bungler as John Y. Brown and Wal-
lace Wilkinson. · · -- · 
What Scott actually tried - and 
failed - to do in the early 1970s was 
to abolish North Carolina's consoli-
dated university system. That system, 
in the _1930s, had .largely eliminated 
program duplications at UNC and NC 
State and had continued to serve as 
· an important buffer,. which shielded 
the state's principal ·campuses from 
undue political interference. In place 
of the consol_idated university, Scott 
proposed to bring its five units. along 
with the remaining 11 state colleges, 
under the control of a political bu-
reaucracy. 
The outcome of the protracted leg-
islative battle was a cumbersome 
compromise. The UNC system sur-
vived but was required to add the 
other colleges, The teachers' college 
and historically black · institutions 
have benefited inuch more from the 
arrangement than the fiagship cam-
pus at Chapel Hill. 
Nor did legislative rivalries cease 
with restructuring, In a notorious 
power play, East Carolina University 
defeated the central administration 
. and got its own redundant medical 
school. , . . 
na story and its relevance:to )1igher 
education in Kentucky. An exceflent 
place for him to start ·is William A 
Link's William Friday: Power, Pur-
pose, and American Higher Educa-
tion. If North Carolina's experience is 
any guide, Gov. Patton and the other 
Kentucky politicians are undoubtedly 
·right to believe that this state's cur-
rent "system" (such as it is) of over-
seeing higher education is deeply 
flawed. But they are naive to believe 
that any politically attainable restruc-
turing of that system will bring an 
end to political bickering or to waste-
ful duplication in such costly fields as 
medicine, dentistry, law, and engi-
neering, 
I urge staff writer Mark Schaver to 
investigate further the North Caroli-
RICHARD G. STONE 
Bow!ina Green. Kv, 42103 




· DIVISION I GRADUATION~RATES 
· · • .. :,.nr • 
(For all schDlarshlp athletes enrolled lull-time. Numbers reflect per-
centage DI athletes In each Incoming class who graduated within six 
years. Students transferring out from where they lnltlally,enrolled 
count against a school's graduation rates.) , . ,,, , - . 
1986-8~ 1987-88 198~. _'"'1999-90 ·: 
Indiana 62.0 62.0 65.0 ·_ ; '65.Q 




',; •. ,, '.! •· ' ,. 
· • Mier, being well below· the na-
. tioilal average the previous two 
years, the lfniversity of Louisville . 
has made an impressive rebound in 
Kentucky 59.0 52.0 
'Louisville 54.0 43.0 43.0 ~-0 
Division I average 57.0 57.0 58.0 · 58.0 
:Four-year averages ~ ,~ 
Figures are based on average. graduation rates, wtthin six years of 
·enrollment,. for the ·Incoming classes of 1986 through 198911'*·· . 
~-
All sports Men's basketball football 
the latest · graduation rates for - · Indiana 





NCAA,-,., · · Kentucky 50.0 33.0 
The most recent report targeted 
full-time students who enrolled as Louisville 51.0 40.0 . .-,44,0 








___ , -, -
55
--, --.0~ 
year. ,Of ·BS incoming scholarship s on average . . 
athletes at U of L that August, 55 -
63 percent - graduated within six . 
years. That's 5 percent above the···· Graduation rates are computed 
national average. . annUally on a six-year period from 
To put the 63 r.ercent rate m per- when the full-time student first en-
sp_ective, U of Ls :ive~e gradu- rolled. -Students transferring out 
ation .rate .for the mcommg fresh- count against a school's graduation 
man.classes·of 1986-8~ was 51 per- rates, regardless of their academic 
cent, based on the .SJX-year st"!l• standing or whether they attait) 
dard that the NCAA now uses m their degrees within six years. 
computing graduation.rates. That is Among other highlights in the 
sharply below the national average NCMs latest report: 
of 58 percent · · . ,,... Th u · ·ty f K tu ky _"It represents a pretty significant . e mvers1 . o en c 
increase," Steve Milburn, director appears to have slippe~ over the 
for athletic academic services . at past four ye_ars, graduafi!tg only 43 
U ofL, 'said of the latest report. percent of its s~olarship athlct~s 
''What happened is just like a good who first enrolled m 1989-~0. Thats 
recruiting class in basketball; a a drop of 16 percentage pomts from 
couple of good players can take you the rate of the freshman class of 
to the Final Four. -. 1986. 
"I lhink--we. had a particularly --.,, Indiana University was consis-
good group of students that year tently high in several categories, in-
(1989-90). I don't know if we'll be eluding graduation rates for men's 
as.high next year, but I think we bask~tball and foo!b!'1!·. -
have some things in place now Anitra House, eligibility and sys-
with the services we provide, the terns officer and academic adviser 
support we have finanaally and the at JU, said football coach Bill Mal-
commitment we have from the uni- lory and his staff meet weekly with 
versity, and I think the new NCAA the academic staff during the 
rules are designed to graduate peo- school year "from 8 o'clock in the 
pie. . - · · morning for however long it takes, 
· ''There's a convergence of differ- wondering how each student is do-
ent factors, and hopefully we'll ing." 
have · this .. (percentage) stay - . In all, JU graduated 65 percent of 
maybe go even higher." its scholarship athletes that en-
' 
rolled in 1989-90, and 'the school 
enjoyed a four-year average 'of 63 
percent. .. --,.,.,' 
,,... While JU realized' a four-year 
average graduation rate' of 64 per-
cent for the incoming men's basket-
ball classes of 1986-89, both U of L 
and UK were below ·the national 
average of 44 percent.,,i · ,, 
U ol L's average · for :the four 
classes was 40 pe~ent, while UK's 
was 33 percent. · ·:·,-· 
,,... UK and JU both; were well 
above the national . Division J:A 
average in football graduation 
rates. 
U of L was below the national 
norm but showed .a dramatic im-
provement in the period ending 
1989-90. And U of L administrators, 
including Milburn, expect that 
trend to improve· under Ron Coo-
per, who is approaching his second 
season as coach. . 
House attributed overall higher 
graduation rates to stricter NCAA 
academic policies for incoming ath-
letes. 
"I think the natural: reaction 
would be to say that the new ·in-




"COming freshman eligibility rules 
;iiave somethin~ to do with it," she 
said. "But I think you'll have better 
(assurance) six years from now, be-
cause this year's Incoming class is un-
"der the new NCAA sliding scale." 
· : Said Milburn: "I !mow the NCAA 
:points to that and feels it contributes 
to better graduation rates. I think it's 
'one of the .factors, but it's not all the 
factors and not the main reason. 
·'·."I think the main reason is attitu-
'dina! changes on the part of coaches, 
. students and administrators." 
;?The rates are based on a six-year 
.:iillowance system, ·a time frame that 
;the NCAA thinks is sufficient for one 
·1q earn a college degree. Until the 
· ~ly 1990s a five-year system was 
used. . 
~- · Largely for that reason, Bob Brad-
. ley, assistant athletic director for stu-
dent services at UK, played down the 
::heavy emphasis the public and media 
;·seem to place on graduation rates. 
: , , "I think they're damaging to a lot 
"Of athletic departments that are ttying 
to do a really good job of helping peo-
:ple," he said. 
., . ., For instance, Bradley said the rates 
'don't reflect a school's support for the 
athlete who needs more than. six. 
'"¥ears to graduate; · as was the case 
·with former basketball players Deron 
Feldhaus and Richie Farmer, who en-
TOIied at UK in 1987 arid 1988, respec-
"tively. 
:. "The rates are not a yardstick for 
what we're doing," Braclley. said. "If 
you !mew the effort we put in at UK 
at ttying to get our athletes back here 
... and· basketball is rather difficult 
because kids go_ pro. 
"You used to say to kids in the old 
days that only a small percentage of 
players make it to the NBA. But these 
kids now are playing all over the 
world. (Former UK player) Gimel 
Martinez was in here last week about 
finishing his degree, and he's plavin~ 
in Japan." · ... 
For Miami Heat guard Rex Chap-
man, who first enrolled at UK in 1986 
and stayed .only two seasons before 
turning pro, the task of finishing his 
degree is even more challenging. 
"(He) probably has talked to me 
about 15 times about finishing 
(school)," Bradley said. "The ll!BA 
runs from late (summer) to late June, 
and that pretty much eliminates com-
ing back to school." 
Bradley pointed out that if a person 
takes more than six years to graduate, 
the student's eventual degree is not 
reflected in the rates . 
Several administrators also find 
fault with how the rates address 
transfers. 
In the case of a student tran~etring 
out, ·it's counted against the school 
where the person originally enrolled. 
Conversely, if a student transfers in, 
the new school receives credit if a de-
gree is attained. 
While that appears to be a tradeoff. 
the rates don't take into consideration 
the fact. that four UK basketball :play-
ers - LeRon Ellis, Eric Manuel, Sean 
Sutton and Chris Mills - transferred 
between 1987-89 during an NCM in-
vestigation of the . school's program 
that eventually led to ·sanctions. 
.. lU _also lt_ad a_ significant transfer 
rate. Of the 14 men's basketball play-
ers who enrolled there as freshmen 
betweeD".1986-90, four transferred. 
"The -~erring probably hurts 
our statisti~." more than anything 
else," HoLIS8·iSaid. 
U of L, meanwhile, had no transfers 
among 10 incoming freshman basket-
ball recruits during that period. How-
ever, six·:of:--.the players have not 
gTaduated, . which explains the low 
percentages.,.,-,c 
In any case/ House is among those 
who thirik there's too much emphasis 
on graduation ·rates and what they 
,_....::.:...:._•' :._ -
mean . 
"ls the ultlmate goal a 100 percent 
graduation rate?" she asked. "l don't 
think it should be, or could be as long 
as you hav~ . grades and grading 
scales. ,·:, .,,.. 
"If you have grades, some people 
aren't going,, to make the highest 
grades, and. if you continually do not 
make the highest !l"?des, usually 
you're not going to finish (school) .... 
1 guess you .need to (have) a delicate 
balance. Don't make it too hard that 
everybody flunks. out of school, but 
don't be.too easy that the whole world 
can get through." .. 
'> ,!,GRADUATION DATA "FOR. MEN'S• BASKETBALL· 
(List Includes Incoming freshmen on full scholarship for respective years) 
Indiana 
1986-87 - Tony Freeman m, Dave Minor m. 
1987-88 - Jay Edwards (ONG), Lyndon Jones (G). 
1988-89 -· Eric Anderson (G), Jamal Meeks (G), Matt Nover (G). 
1989-90 -, Calbert Cheaney (G), Lawrence Funderburke m, Greg Graham 
(G) Pat Graham (G), Chris Lawson m, Todd Leary (G), Chris Reynolds (G). 
Kentucky 
1986-87 -Rex Chapman. (ONG), Reggie Hanson (G), Derrick Miller (ONG): 
• 1987-88 - Johnathon Davis (G),LeAon Ellis m, Daron Feldhaus (G), Eric 
Manuel m, John 'Pelphrey (G), Sean Sutton' m. 
1988-89 - Richie Fanner (G), Chris Mills m. Sean Woods (ONG). 
1989-90 - Jeff Brassow (G), Henry Thomas (G). 
Louisville 
1986-87 - Craig Hawley (G), Felton Spencer (G). 
1987-88 - Jerome Harmon (ONG), LaBradlord Smith (ONG). 
1988-89- James Brewer (ONG), Mike Case (G), Cornelius Holden (ONG), 
Everick Sullivan (ONG), Derwin Webb (G). 
1989·90 - Troy Smith (ONG). 
LEGEND: G - graduated. ONG - did not graduate. T - transferred. 
I /. I ri , J rlqG· Jl ( y <><( / 
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Patton brings back commission 
to lead Appalachian progress 
STAFF, WIRE REPORTS 
FRANKFORT - The Ken• 
tucky Appalachian Commission 
will be revived and expanded and 
given the task of leading Eastern 
.Kentucky out of the economic back-
water, Gov. Paul Patton said yester-
day. 
Members of the commission 
Patton, the first native of the 
mountains to be governor in more 
than a generation, will be chairman 
of the commission, which will in-
clude 36 other members. 
Besides Patton, members of the commission are Economic Develop-
ment Secretary Gene Strong Jr., Transportation Secretary Fred Mudge, 
Natural Resources Secretary James Bickford Local Government Com-
missioner Bob Arnold, Tourism Secretary Ann Latta, Kevin Goldsmith 
as Patton's alternate, Bill Weinberg of Hindman, Tom Jones of Hazard 
and Shirley Hamilton of Morehead; 
Also, Roger Rechtenwald of Berea, David Lollis of Berea, Hilda Legg 
of Somerset, Morehead State University President Ron Eaglin, Agricul• 
ture Commissioner Billy Ray Smith, Ron Eller of the University of Ken-
tucky Appalachian Center, Tom Carew of Morehead, Marian Colette of 
Berea, Ed Carter of Le.'<ington and Father Ralph Beiti.ng of Louisa; There has already been great 
progress in reducing the isolation of 
Eastern Kentucky, but the needs 
are great, Patton said. 
Also, Jeff Speaks of Hazard, Rep. Rocky Adkins of Sandy Hook, Sen. 
Benny Ray Bailey of Hindman, Morgan County Judge-Exect.1tive Sid 
Stewart, Kentucky Court of Appeals Judge Sara Combs, Williamsburg 
Mayor Bill Nighbert, Paul Hall of Hazard and Hazard Community Col-
lege President Ed Hughes. "It'll always be education, 
roads, basic infrastructure, health 
care, water and sewer, and jobs," he 
said. 
Patton said there are financial 
resources already available to do 
the job, if they can be mar:;haled. 
At-large members are fonner Gov. Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt, Lois 
Weinberg of Hindman, Frank Hamilton of Wittensville, Sammy Chaney 
of Frankfort, Jerry Johnson of Frankfort, Judy Thomas of Ashland, Jane 
Stephenson of Berea, Harlan County Judge-Executive Delzinna Belcher 
and Doug Reece of London. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON. KY. ■ FRIDAY, J ULf 12, 1996 
The final score 
College graduation rates for athletes are still too low 
It's bad enough that high school players are passing up college to join the NBA. Now the numbers 
tell us that most Division I men's 
basketball players in Kentucky 
don't even graduate. 
Still, we have to be fair, even if 
it means comparing mediocrity to 
mediocrity. The state's Division I 
basketball graduation rate of 45 
percent over the past five years is a 
little higher than the national aver-
age. But really, all this says is that 
nationwide, there's a huge problem 
of priorities in college athletics. 
The problem is too much athlet-
ics and too little college. 
The university is supposed to be 
an institution of higher learning 
first, higher scoring second - a 
place where we can find. through 
knowledge, the means to becoming 
more productive citizens and more 
inspiring role models. 
If students want to be athletes 
in their spare time, that's a bonus. 
Colleges and the NCAA need to 
restate the purpose of higher educa-
tion and enforce tough academic 
standards for student-athletes. The 
NCAA has taken a good step in 
that direction with the stricter rules 
it imposed this year. Now the rest 
of us need to get our heads screwed 
on straight. 
Somehow we've got the college 
athletics issue all turned around 
and we're sending the wrong mes-
sage to the youth: that college is 
just a steppingstone, the game is 
more important. If you can get your 
gratification fast, skip college or fail 
it. No big deal. 
We in Kentucky have to be es-
pecially careful about letting Wild-
cat fever go too far. It's one thing to 
be proud of a team; it's another to 
idolize players who didn't make the 
cuts in the classroom. 
UK seniors Tonv Delk and Wal-
ter McCarty did some great things 
on the court this year and picked 
up NBA jobs, but they didn't grad-
uate. While they should be com-
mended for their current efforts to 
finish up their classes, their failure 
to graduate on time doesn't serve as 
_ _ _ _l 1 r • 
• 
Most young athletes don't have 
the talent that Delk and McCarty 
employed on the court, and don't 
stand a chance of making the NBA. 
If they let hoop dreams get in the 
way of their education, they'll pay 
for that mistake with their futures. 
Our children do stand a chance 
if they study hard. They can go to 
college, find a good career and be-
come productive citizens. And we 
need to encourage them in that di-
rection, even if we won't scream 
and chant and pay money to watch 
them do it. 
_T_HE COURIER-JOURNAL • FR()M PAGE ONE • FRID~y, JULY 12, _1996 
Murray State visit part of self-improvement ·program 
By JAMES MALONE 
Staff Writer 
MURRAY, Ky. - By 2 p.m. on a 
normal summer weekday, 16-year-
old Idarion King of Louisville would 
be starting work at Showcase Cine-
mas on Bardstown Road. 
But Idarion isn't even in Louis-
ville this week. Instead, he's 250 
miles away, at Murray State Univ~r-
sity, getting his first real taste of life 
on a colle(le campus. 
Idarion is one of about 30 inner-
city Louisville youths who are 
spending the week at Murray as 
part of Project Vision, a program 
sponsored by Jefferson County l'ub-
lic Schools and the King Foundation 
for Social Justice. . 
In 1992 the organizers of ProJect 
Vision targeted several dozen disad-
vantaged youths and tlieir parents 
or guardians and put this offer on 
the table: . 
If they agreed to particip!lle m a 
seven-year program to IIllprove 
their living and academic skills, and 
if their grades were solid enough to 
secure admission to college or a vo-
cational school, Project Vision 
would foot the bill. 
Idarion, described by acquaint-
ances as an intense, bright junior at 
Southern High School, wants to be-
come a p~chologist. When he 
learned earlier this year that he 
would be spending a week in Mur-
ray, he mentally rolled his eyes. 
"But then I decided to make the 
best of it, and it's been OK," he 
said. "I would consider going to col-
lege here. 11 
The experience, he said, has been 
invaluable in showing him what col-
lege life will be like. 
"I've got a better feeling of the 
campus and a better idea of what 
professors would be expecting," he 
said. "Llke getting (to class) on 
time." 
The $2.2 million price tag for 
Project Vision is being paid by a 
judgment in a lawsuit brought by 
Louisville lawyer (and now state Su-
preme Court Justice) Nick King, who 
was injured when a shotgun blew up 
in his hand and tore off two fingers 
and a thumb. 
He won $6.4 million from Reming-
ton Arms Co., the gun's manufactur-
er, in 1988 and used part of the mon-
ey to set up the foundation. One of 
the first thmgs it did was establish 
Project Vision. . 
Four years into the program, the 
vast majority of the youths have stuck 
with it, even though they have to 
grapple almost daily with such inner-
city problems as drugs and violence. 
One student has dropped out, and 
one moved away, said Stella Hill, the 
coordinator for Project Vision. 
"It's become a family," she said. 
''We have gone wall-climbing, caving 
and hiking together." 
If she sees a student or family slip-
ping, Hill said, she reaches out to 
bring them back into the program, 
which includes weekly meetmgs. 
And Kin!l says Project Vision ap-
pears, at mid-course, to be a 14rousing 
success ... right smash on target." 
King, who will spend today in Mur-
ray with the teen-agers, said the pro-
gress made by what he calls an "ex-
traordinary group of people ... reaf-
firms a basic core. belief I have that if 
you give people a fair chance, the 
overwhelming majority of those peo-
ple excel." . 
It's now time for the Project Vision 
participants to start thinking about 
college, and the Murray visit is the 
program's first extended trip away 
from Louisville. 
There have been bouts of home-
sickness and a few sobbing phone 
calis, Hill said. But overall, morale 
has been good. 
Murray State has enjoyed success 
in playing host to a similar program 
for disadvantaged youths - the Whit-
ney M. Young Scholars - and be-
cause of that, Jefferson County school 
officials contacted it about Project Vi-
sion. 
Murray minority recruitment coor-
dinator Doris Clark, who has spent a 
lot of time recruiting in Jefferson 
County, was only too happy to oblijle .. 
The university has won statewide 
kudos for exceeding its goals in re-
cruiting minority students, and this 
week it has rolled out the red c~et 
in hopes that some Project Vis10n 
teens might return in two years as 
students. · 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Thursday, July 11, 1996 
Parting advice 
Outgoing NEA president offers 
a few wise words to his colleagues 
Before stepping down as 
president of the National Ed-
ucation Association, Keith 
Geiger offered some wise ad-
vice to members of the na-
tion's largest teacher's 
union. 
"Celebrate all that is excel-
lent in our schools and be 
the toughest critics of their 
shortcomings," Geiger told 
the 10,000 NEA members 
gathered at a Washington, 
D.C., convention. 
Geiger went on to say that 
teachers should be as con-
cerned about educational 
quality as about their pay. 
-He urged them to be "instiga-
tors of change." He asked 
why the teachers were "hung 
up on that word tenure." 
And he said it was a mistake 
for teachers to support inad-
equate schools and school 
systems "just because they 
happen to be public." -
Let us hope the NEA heeds 
this parting advice. Too 
often, the NEA has hPP,, 
The group's days on campus are 
built around sessions in which profes-
sors explain career options in various 
fields and provide tips on such things 
as resume building, public speaking 
and business etiquette. Participants 
also are told what they can expect 
from college life. 
In addition, Murray has arranged 
trips to an amusement park, swim-
ming pools and theaters. There are 
plenty of cheeseburgers and omon 
rings in the cafeteria, and the teens 
are spending their first nights in a 
college dormitory. 
Mia Gregory, a junior at Shawnee 
High School who wants to be an anes-
thesiologist, came away from one of 
the career sessions unimpressed with 
the salary outlook for teachers. 
"I want a gooood job with dollars," 
she said, adding that she knew teach-
ers who struggled from paycheck to 
paycheck. 
But then Project Vision chaperone 
Bartholomew Little offered some ad-
vice. Little, an associate pastor at 
New Zion Baptist Church in Louisville 
and a naval science teacher at Central 
High School, told Mia a job doesn't 
make someone short of cash. Instead, 
he said, it's how you manage your 
money. 
Mia's friend LaTonya Bradiey, of 
Southern High School, said she is 
leaning toward teaching kindergar-
ten. 
Still, she wonders whether it's as 
easy to find a job as the professors 
said it would be. 
"I wonder if what they're saying is 
too good to be true," she said. 
Away from the classroom, the Proj-
ect Vision teen-agers are spending 
time hanging out in the student cen-
ter, swimming, roller skating and vis-
iting the National Scouting Museum 
on the Murray campus. 
Tonight they'll have a dance and a 
banquet, at which King will speak. --- - ~-·-
Little,. one of two minister-chaper-
o~es, srud he hasn't had much to do 
this week. Project Vision students 
rouse themselves, shower and get to 
meals and classes on time. 
"Most of these kids know where 
they want to go and how to get 
~ere, o he said. "They do have a vi• 
ston_ and a hunger for knowledge." 
viewed as a defender of the 
status quo rather than an 
agent for progressive change. 
Many times the NEA has 
wasted time and resources 
defending teachers who don't 
belong in the classroom rath-
er than praising the many 
more teachers who excel. 
From his words, Geiger 
seems to recognize the NEA's 
shortcomings. 'Too bad he 
waited until his term as pres-
ident was ending before chal-
lenging its members to re-
turn to the days when it was 
a professional association 
promoting quality educations 
instead of a labor union re-
fusing to distinguish between 
annr1 tA~r-horc ainr1 h~n nnac 
:ru,r is-: 1994, ~·1MstAR'c~fv~k 
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Families Sllving for CQllege 
with state Dlay get tax aid 
Gains would be 
exemptfrorri 
federal taxes 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
Staff Writer 
For 2½ years U.S. Sen. Mitch 
McConnell has sought a tax break for 
middle-class parents who are willing 
to save now to pay their children's , 
college costs later. 
Administrators of state-backed col-
lege-savings plans love . .it. But some [· 
tax-policy experts hate it, claiming it 
would enlarge the deficit and favor 
the well-to-do. .. 
Last week the Senate _approved· it. 
Thanks to a .provision of the Small . 
Business Job Protection Act, which 
the Senate -passed Tuesday 74-24, if. 
you have money in a state-backed col-
lege-savings plan, . your gains would 
be exempt from federal income 1axes 
until the money is withdrawn. The bill 
p.ow goes to. a House-Senate confer-
ence. · ---;---
The administrators of the Kentucky , 
Educational Savings Plan Trust have 
strongly supported the deferment,. as 
have state lawmakers. 
Barbara Jennings, who runs Ohio's 
prepaid tuition program and chairs a. 
network of advocates for state col- ,
1 lege-savings plans, called the tax-de-
ferral measure ."a .middle-income·, 
empowerment sort of thing." 
. She said parents and grandparents 
of the 500,000 children participating 
in such plans in II states usually don't 
qualify for government grants but are 
too financially.strapped to pay college 
costs out of pocket. · 
Advocates for the savinjl's programs 
also said the - legislation would 
straighten out the various interpreta-
tions that the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice has applied to them. 
But Robert Mcintyre, director of 
Citizens for Tax Justice, a Washing-
. ton-based advocacy group, called it an 
"upside-down subsidy" ·that bestows 
its greatest benefit on those in higher 
tax brackets. "It's essentially a spend-
ing program, only it's ~eted toward 
those with more money,' he_,,sa1.,,·=c1.'---
. Martin McMahon, a University of ' 
Kentucky law professor and tax ex-
. pert, said such tax-code subsidies 
help the well-off more than the needy. 
Whether the tax ·break is on home-
mortgage interest or college savings; 
he said, those with more income are 
likelier to use it, and they benefit 
more when they do .. 
He said the reason is a simple func- 1 
lion of tax brackets: When taxes on a 
$100 in a college-savings. plan are de-
ferred, he said, those in the lowest 
taxable bracket, 15 percent, save only 
$15, while those in the highest brack-
et, 39.6 percent, save $39.60. 
Charles Galvin, a tax-law expert 
and 'a retired Vanderbilt University 
law professor, said, "It's a great idea 
for those of us who can use the credit 
or the deduction,'' but it "just siphons 
away money from pa)'iitg off the na-
tional debt." Galvin himself invests in 
a college-savings program in Texas 
on behalf of a grandchild, but he said 
he questions the wisdom of deferring 
taxes on such plans. 
The Senate· measure would treat 
contributions to the state plans for tax 
_p?')loses rou~y the same way _tlul:! ; 
most Individual Retirement Accounts 
are handled .. Contributions would be 
made in after-tax dollars and payouts 
would be taxed at recipients' rates ! 
Taxes would be deferred only " if 
payouts went for education. 
McConnell said he originally pro-
posed exempting payouts from feder-
al taxes altogetlier, which might have 
cost the government $800 million 
over 10 years. He settled instead· for 
tax deferral, which he called revenue-
neutral Under the Senate-passed bill, 
students would be responsible for : 
paying the tax on the funds, but be- 1 
.causit most students have low in-
-comes:taxes · on· ~youts should be 
low, McConnell said .. 
He denie_d that · the measure 
amounts to a tax break for the 
wealthy. "The wealthy don't have any 
trouble paying for their kids' tuition" 
and thus aren't likely ·10 enroll in 
states' college-savings plans, he said. 
At the other end of the spectrum 
he said, _the neediest college studen~ 
can continue to get Pell Grants - fed-
eral education funds:But "if you're in 
tjle middle, you get nothing, and this 
(legisl~tion) is designed for people in 
the middle,'' McConnell said. 
Londa Wolanin, program adminis-
trator for .the Kentucky trust, said its 
2,700 participants are ,"all over the 
board" in terms of their financial sta-
tus. She said the average family's in-
come is $50,000: 
But Jennings, the chairwoman of 
the network of advocates for state col-
lege-savings plans, said'if not for such 
program, many parents "might not be 
doing anything" to prepare for col-
lege costs. She also said the savings 
plans should reduce students' need 
for government-backed college loans. 
Jennings said the legislation clari-
fies a muddle created by the IRS. 
Since ruling in-1988 that the Michigan 
Education Trust should'be subject to 
the corporate · tax rate, the IRS has 
·tried to declare money in state col-
lege-savings plans subject to corpo-
rate, income or ldft taxes; she said 
federal court rulings· have .not re-
solved "the resulting confusion. .,;;c 
1n· May 1993, the IRS ruled the-Ken-
tucky Educational Savings Plan. Trust 
to be a taxable corporation because it 
provides private benefits -to partici-
pants. Wolanin said one effect of the 
IRS position has been to deter corpo-
rations from giving to an endowment 
that boosts payouts to children who 
-attend college.in Kentucky. 
Jennings said states . also believe 
IRS efforts to tax their college-savings 
plans directly, in addition to taxing 
contributors, violates the principle 
that one level of government cannot 
tax another .. The IRS has suspended 
efforts to collect taxes while Congress 
is debating the tax status of the state 
plans, she said. · · ... 
Walter Hardison, of Buechel in Jef-
ferson County, said the plan sounded 
like a good idea and he'd consider.JI 
for his 12-year-old son. 
However, James Willis of St. Mat-
thews, who has a 13-year-old daugh-
ter, said that even with the additional 
tax advantages, he wasn't impressed. 
"It doesn't seem any different from-a 
college fund at a bank,': he said. · 
HOW KENTUCKY'S 
PLAN WORKS 
Under the Kentucky Educational Savings Plan Trust: 
..,.,Accounts may be opened - and added to -with as little 
as $25. · 
,,.. The_ interest isn't subject to Kentucky income tax . 
,,.. Savings are excluded from calculation of state student aid. 
,,.. Savings may be used to attend virtually all U.S. colleges .. 
,,.. Accounts must be started before a child is 15. 
,,.. You get your money back if your child doesn't attend 
college. 
So!fle _stat~~• plans guarantee a parent's investment will match 
thii nse 1n tuition and fees at state universities But investment 
growth is limited to that amount. Such plans are known as 
prepaid tuition programs. 
In other states, such as Kentucky, there is no cap on how 
much yo~. cary make, but also no guarantee that your return will 
match tu1tiOJ) increa~es by the time your child enrolls in college. 
For more 1nform!lt1on on Kentucky's plan, call (800) 338-0318. 
" 
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MSU,. s~,t~.::µle lawsmt over 
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-- . 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
MURRAY- The state Finance Cabi-
net and Murray State University have. 
filed· a lawsuit against an -insurance 
company because a settlement has not 
been reached in a campus fire that hap-
pened two years ago. 
lack of fire ;settlement 
A suit was brought Friday against 
CNA Insll\'llnce Cos. Inc., the insurance 
company for a contractor .working on 
Price-Doyle Fine Arts Center. The fire 
apparently was started by the cutting 
torch of a subcontractor, and gutted the 
arts center. 
Despite· the suit, Finance Cabinet 
spokeswoman Chris Kellogg said the 
state thinks it can reach "an amicable 
solution" with the parties, Progressive 
Constructors of Princeton and Presley 
Inc., a Paducah subcontractor. 
Meanwhile, cracks have been found 
in the supports of Murray's $20.6 million 
Regional Special Events Center. 
Inspectors found the cracks in two of 
the building's four broad concrete corner 
supports and later found "areas in the 
corners that were under-designed ... with 
beams not sufficient to .carry the load," 
Kellogg said. 








Western ·Kentucky University 
has established a Catherine Ward 
Scholarship in honor of the col-
lege's first director of its Women's 
Studies Program. 
The grant, awarded to a student 
with a minor in women's· studies, is 
a iribute to Ward and her accom-
plishments during the five years 
she directed the program. 
More than $10,000 has been 
raised for the scholarship; the first 
one will be given in the fall. 
To obtain information, call (502) 
745-6477. 
of problems is related to the cracking, 
which the state thinks was caused by a 
lack of metal supports embedded in the 
concrete, she said. . 
Senier, Campbell & Associates Inc., a 
· Louisville structural engineering firm 
hired by the state to correct the design, 
has submitted a preliminary report on 
fixing the problems. 
. The solution calls for pouring more 
concrete to reinforce areas where cracks 
were found, Kellogg said. 
"Our first concern was to make sure 
no one's life was in danger, either the 
public or construction workers," Kellogg 
.,,. 
said: ."Our second goal· is to finish the 
building ... as quickly as possible· with 
minimal additional expense." · 
Then the state will attempt to learn 
who.was.at fault, she said. 
Paducah architects Peck, Flannery, 
Gream and Warr en designed the arena 
and Ray J!ell Inc. of Brentwood, Tenn., 
· is building it. Brandon Rustin, a Ray 
Bell office worker, said he could not 
comment cin the p,:oblem,s or additional 
costs other than to say the completion 
date is July 1997. 
Officials at Peck, Flannery were not 
available.for comment. · 
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tittle gives $25,qjzo, -to center 
A last-minute birthday gift for Thomas 
Clarkyesterday helped push the campaign to 
raise $3 million for the proposed Kentucky 
History Center over the top. 
In the 1995 special session, the General 
·Assembly approved $17.5.million for the cen-
ter's construction in downtown Frankfort, 
but an additional $3 million in private money 
was also needed. 
. "Today, when we came in-here, we were 
$25,000 short of that goal," said James P. 
Gray II, chairman of the fund-raising cam-
paign, and former Gov. Edward T. Breathitt 
Jr. "found that out and started working his 
magic." 
Breathitt turned to Lexington philan-
thropist Lucille Little yesterday to help with 
the campaign. ,She quickly made a $25,000 
commitment to help reach the goal. 
"That's for a- happy birthday to Dr. 
Clark," Little told the crowd after the an-
. nouiicemenC- . -
Little's donation will mean that 
construction can begin on tlw pro-
ject, which should be finished by 
1998. The state has already spent 
$2 million for the design and the 
property. . 
' "This ·was the minimum that 
we needed to raise to make sure 
that the project would go forward," 
said James 'Klotter, director of the 
Kentucky Historical Societ,· and 
state historian. · 
He credited Clark with con-
vincing legislators to push for tlw 
project's initial funding. · 
"Dr. Clark has been the man in 
the trenches," Klotter said. "You 
got to have the person tha1 can 
combine the vision and the reality 
and that's what he did." 
- LAr'<CE WILLIAMS 
. : :.'./·~.' .. - . JANET WORNE/HERALD-LEAD 
Luciiii'.i1tt1e donated $25,000 to the 
Kentqc_ ky Historical Society Foundatior 
during.:a• luncheon recognizing Clark. 
"Thilt'.s,for a happy.birthday to Dr . 
Clark?:she told the crowd. 
.' .. :~~t; .. 
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Murray grapples with problems at two campus buildings 
,,.By JAMES MALONE 
.' Staff Writer 
~;·MURRAY· s:~ c.:;;c;;,iate~ 1'fflcla1s1 .. (~Ourfirstconcem · 
irgrapplingwittltv.:Jc&Miructt~t·heail''' />. ,'c,:t ., ' '' k' . ..., I•( ,. ' 
the concrete, she said. '' · · J 
' Senier, Campbell & Associates Inc. 
.. a Louisl{il)e\istructuralYeligiilooring 
,::firm hired by the .. state:to'correct\the 
;,"design, has submitted a preliminary. 
. •report'-on fixing ·the problems'. aches on Murray Stale University's W8S O ffl;J 8 SUre no 
campus say one has landed in court One's lif 8 W8S in 
and the second is unresolved. • 
The solution calls for pouring more 
concrete to reinforce areas where 
cracks were found, Kellogg said. That 
requires moving some heating and air 
conditioning equipment, but it should 
not reduce the arena's size. 
The state Finance Cabinet and danger' either the 
Murray State University liled a law- 11.1· · 11 f" 
suit yesterday in Calloway Circuit pUu IC Oi' COnS,rUC 10ft 
Court to "preserve their rights" to w--rk""rs " 
collect damages from a fire two years v "' • 
ago apparently was sparked by a sub-
contractor's cutting torch. The fire 
gutted lhe Price-Doyle Fine Arts Cen- . 
ter. 
A suit was brought because the 
two-year statute of limitations will ex-
cire Tuesday and a settlement has not een reached with CNA Insurance 
Cos. Inc., the contractor's insurance 
company. 
Despite the suit, Finance Cabinet 
'spokeswoman Chris Kellogg said the 
state thinks it can reach "an amicable 
solution" with the parties, Progressive . 
Constructors of Princeton and Presley 
Inc., a Paducah subcontractor. 
The potentially more troublesome 
issue is over apparent "design prob-
lems" found this spring at Murray'.s 
Cluis Kellogg of the Finance Cabinet 
on repairs planned for Murray State 
University's new special-events c~nter. 
"Our first concern was to make 
sure no one's life was in danger, ei-
ther the public or construction work-
ers," Kellogg said. "Our second goal 
is to finish ·the building as quickly as. 
possible with minimal additional ex-, 
pense." . , 
. . . . . · · Then the state will attempt.to learn, 
$20.6 m!lhon Regional Special Events who was at fault, she said. 
Center. p d -L h' · p k, Fl Inspectors found cracks• in two of · a ucou arc 1tects ~c annery; 
the building's four broad concrete 'Gream and Warren des1gned:the are-
corner supports and later found na and. Ray_ B~ll (nc. of Brentwo~d, 
"areas in the corners that were under- Tenn., 1s bu!ldmg 11. Brandon Rustm, 
designed . . . with beams not suffi- a Ray :Bell office worker, said he 
cient to carry the load," Kellogg said. could i:i?t comment. on the problems. 
It is unclear if the second set of or additional costs other than to say 
problems is related ·to the cracking, the completion date is July 19?7, 
which the state thinks was caused by Officials at Peck, Flannery were not 
a lack of metal supports embedded in available for comment. 
STAFF PHOTO BY PAUL L NEWP.Y 11 
Inspectors found cracks In two of the CQrner supports of the $20.6 
mllllon·Reglonal Special Events Center at Murray State University. 
This past spring The Paducah Sun 
cit~d sources · who said repairing the 
flaws could cost $1 million. But Kel-
logg' said there was no estimate yet 
because the final corrective blutprints 
were not yet in Ray Bell's hands. 
The cracks slowed construclio,1 but 
work 'has continued on the building. 
L~lf~;,JIVJ',1 nc:;rvu.LTL.~Uc:;n, L.c:;/\Jl',IUIVf~, r\l. - ..:JUl',ILJRT, .IULT ....... .J..:;1.:;1U 
1JK seeks OK for gerontology doctorate 
Wha~ Is gercif!tology? 
Gerontology is the study of the 
. aging processes. It includes: a) the 
study of physical, mental and social 
changes in older P.eople as they 
age; b) the Investigation of the 
c~anges In ~ocle!)i r~sul!lhg from"'." . 
·the?glng population; and c) the · , : 
ap~il?allon of this knowledge to 
pohcres and programs. 
?ou~ce: Association for Gerontology 
m Higher Education 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
· The University of Kentucky is seeking state 
approval for a-doctoral prpgram in gerontology 
that would be one of only a few in the country .. · 
The Council on Highi,r Education is sched-
uled to hear UK's request at its meetjng Monday. 
· If UK gets the program, it would be the : 
fourth one in the country; according to the Asso-· 1 
ciation for Gerontology in Higher Education a 
, group that l!r0ll!?les careers in the field. ' · .; 
The Umvers1ty of Southern California and !I 
the University of Massachusetts-Boston offer 
d_octoral degrees in gerontology, and th~ Univ.i 
s1ty of So~th Florida has a doctoral program in 
agmg studies. 
UK officials say the university would be able 
to ~evelop a strong program because of the repu-
tall?.n of its San~~rs-Bro\Vll Center.on Aging. 
_ We are positioned to be a star in this field," 
said Dan Reedy, the dean of . UK's Gr.1duate 
School. . . , 
. ?ther universiti_es also are likely to develop. 
s1mdar programs m the future, said Graham 
Rowles, who would direct the doctoral program. · 
· A study by the Southern Regional Education 
f!oard predicted• that the number of Kentucky 
residents who are 85 or older would more than 
double between 1980 and 2010, said Rowles, the. 
Sanders-Brown Center's associate director for so-
cial and behavioral sciences. 
Other national studies have predicted that by 
the year 2030, about 20 percent of the U.S. popu-
lation could be 65 or older. 
· "The field of gerontology is exploding," 
Rowles said. "We see this program as giving' us 
a chance to lead." · 
Nationally, nearly -100 universities .offer a 
master's degree in gerontology, 
'.said Derek Stepp, director of mem-
;· bership and information for the As- : 
:sociation for Gerontology iii Higher · 
'.Education. . 
. But there have been few· doctor- · 
------ al progr~ms, and 
Other action all have begun· re- · 
· cently, with the 
!he University of . first one starting · 
'.J{entucky also is · , in 1989:' , · -':·, •.!· 
:'a_sklng the Coun- , , S veral other 
k:11 on Higher Edu- e . . 
cation to approve. schools b~s1des 
"four other new UK are trymg to 
programs Mon- organize doctoral 
day_ They are: programs now, 
■ Master's Stepp said. 
degree in historic "We're really 
preservat(on pleased that the 
■ Masters· . University . of 
degr~e '" eng,- Kentucky is try-
~e~g . t d th' "h 
■ Bachelor's ln!I O O is, e 
degree in· agricul-. said. "There's go-
tural biotechnolo- mg to be a lot of 
gy · de111and for edu-
■ Bachelor's cation in this 
degree in natural area." , 
resource conser- But lb get the 
vation program, which· 
. . has been planned 
' for six years,' UK also had to per-
suade the council to grant it a 
· -waiver to seek new programs, be-
: cause it had not met the goals of 
· the state's affirmative action plan. 
_ The council voted to ~pp,~v~ 
that waiver at its May meeting; to-
day's action is part of its _routine 
program review process tor aU 11:ew 
acadeinip degree~. ' ,i;,_;11,.J)ki 
· • {!K'.s' pro~mn ,v,vo!'l~~;"!l!"l';l'R'i: 
terd1sc1phnary one·tliaHvould·m, , 
valve faculty members frorri 22 de-
partmepts; ranging · from neuro-
science to philosophy, . ; .. '· · · 
That means researchers. try, to 
look at p'roblems•affectin'g the'el-
derly from multiple perspectives. 
One example to illustrate this is 
that of an elc'erly person who died 
of hypothem .ia from' being without 
heat, Rowles said. 
A biologist might study the fac, 
tors that make elderly people niore 
susceptible to hypothermia. An 
economist would look ·at the rea-
sons elderly people might not have 
the money to pay for heat. A sociol-
ogist might study the cultural con-
ditions that led to the elderly per-
son being alone. 
"You can't just look at issues 
from a policy perspective or from a 
health perspective," Rowles said. 
"You have to look at it holistically, 
and that's what makes gerontology 
so exciting." 
If the council approves the pro-
gram, UK could start enrolling .the 
first stud~nts in the fall cif 1997, 
Rowles said. , 
There would probably be about 
six students in the first class, he 
said. Eventually, UK officials pro-
ject having about 25 students in 
the program, which would take 
roughly four years to complete. 
So far,.at least 20 people have 
) called UK after having heard that it 
might be starting a doctoral degree 
program, Rowles said. · 
"My guess is thaVrhen _an(! if. 
the .program ,is approved, i"we'II 
. have plenty .of applicants," Rowles . 
, said.'.: . 
:J u{::J / ~ , I 9 9 <-R . . '-'t lf s'tf'ARC~i'1vE's0 
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Council delays reviewing 
college funding ;formula 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
may be involved," Patton said. 
The governor, attending. the annual 
conference of the National Governors' 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - A review of Association in Puerto Rico, said in a 
the formula used to fund the state 'brief telephone interview yesterday 
universities was postpo.ned yesterday that he still plans to funnel more 
by the Council on_ Higher Education · money into higher education. 
Calling the current formula!'enroll-
ment-driven," Miller said Patton"s re-
quest is appropriate, particularly if 
some new method· is to be used to 
generate state financial support for 
the universities. He said he did not 
think the bulk of money should be al-
located "simply on enrollment," par-
ticularly when the council's own stra-
·tegic plan "calls for focus on quality 
and a number of other things. 
at the request of Gov. Paul Patton. "So I feel it is appropriate to just 
Patton is heading a task force wait and see how any changes in the 
s!t,tdying higher education, and he formula would . fit into any overall 
said the wa:y the universities are fund- changes that nnght come as a result 
ed is a crucial element in any ·changes of the task force's work." 
''We've got to decide where we want 
higher education to go in Kentucky 
and then we have got to provide 'finan. 
cial incentives for the universities to 
move in Jhat direction," Miller said. 
that may be proposed. Miller and Ken Walker, the coun-
"As ~ have reviewed post-secondary cil's top finance official, said the des 
education, I recognize there is no lay would not be troublesome. 
mo!'!! . important higher education . Althoug_h it has undergone two pre: 
policy ISsue than the way we fund our VIous reVIews, the current formula 
campuses," he said in a memoran- has been used by the' council since 
d'!ll1 to Owensboro attorney James the mid-!980s to recommend state 
Miller, the council's chairman. funding for the eight universities and 
Patton, who has called reforms in coll!!1lunity coll~es. . 
post-~econdary education his admin- Patton's Task orce on Postsecon-
lS!ration's top priority, said he had dary Education, created at his urging 
(!nlY recently understood the connec- by the General Assembly this year, is 
lion between the formula and any planning to recommend l"!l15lation 
chan~programs. for a special legislative sessrnn next 
"Consequenily,7· am requesting spring. 
tha\ you defer reviewing the formula 
until I have had ample opportunity to 
fully understand all the issues that 
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Council delays 
review of cqllege 
funding fom1u1a· 
BY ANGIE MUHS ·the table, and the formula needs to 
HERALo-LEAoER EouCATIDN WRITER be on the table, too." 
FRANKFORT - Any review Patton said he had been briefed 
of the process the state uses to give on how the current funding formula 
money to public colleges should be works, but he declined to say what 
a part of broader higher education he thought of it. 
reform, Gov. Paul Patton said yes- Patton's task force, which has 
terday. . _ its next meeting on Monday, is de-
The Council on Higher Educa- veloping a set of recommendations 
tion had planned to review its fund- that he has said will result in a spe-
ing formula - which sets the cl~! legislatiy~ session.riext spI"il}g. 
amount of state appropriations for Jim Miller, the council's chair-
public universities and colleges. man, said he wasn't surprised that 
But Patton asked last week that the governor sees the funding for-
the study be delayed, and council mula as part of a broader reform. 
members unanimously agreed yes- "I think he has come to realize 
terday to do that. ..... that, as with most things, it is the 
Patton, in a phone interview money, and not the principles, that 
from Puerto Rico, where he is at-. drives change," said Miller, who 
tending a conference, said yester- said he had not spoken to Patton 
day that he thought that his task about his memo. 
force also needed-to look at how the The state has used an intricate 
state distributes money for higher funding £orm la · -
19 
-. · 
d f ,. u smce 82 to de-· e uca rnn. termme· how much ea h . . . 
"The distribution of money is and the comm' . c umvers1ty . 
right at •h~ heart of l:lil!her .edu.c&. '-should . ~ty,college system. 
lion-anfsh-;;uld ·b; at the hear, of lions receiy~;,;m state appropria-
' • I '-<'4, 
any higher education reform," he 
c;:~in "RvPrvthinu nPP<k to hP rm 
He said that might ultimately lead 
to tying more money to the.campuses' 
performances. About I percent, or 
some $6.1 million, of the- schools' 
overall state funding is now based on 
performance, Walker said. 
. At its meeting yesterday, the coun-
cil also: 
,,, Revised the policy under which 
the universities are allowed to offer 
off-campus courses, to give the coun-
cil more oversight of new programs. 
· ,,,. Approved several new degree 
progr~s at. the University of Ken-
tucky, mcludm~ a doctorate in ~eron-
tology, master s degrees in historic 
preservation and engineering and un-
dergraduate degrees in agriculture 
biotechnology and natural resource 
conservation. 
Overall, under the current for.- ·_ 
mula, about two-thirds of that state-
funding is based on colleges' enroll-
ment: said Ken Walker, the coun-. 
cil's deputy executive director. · . 
But that figure varies, because· 
the formula also calculates some-
appropriations based on colleges; 
other responsibilities, Walker said. ·. 
· The formula has not been re-
viewed since 1988-89 school year. 
he said. · 
' Some have questioned whether. 
the funding formula relies too heav:. 
ily on enrollment to distribute man: 
ey, rather· than looking at othet' 
goals the state might have: . 
Miller said he had told Patton of' 
some of his concerns about the cur: · 
rent formula earlier this year. · · 
"An enrollment-driven formula 
encourages schools to add students; 
perhaps at the risk of degradation· 
in the quality of education," Miller 
said. "We've got to decide where we · 
want higher education to go in Ken- . 
tucky, and then we have to. provide' 
financial incentives for the universi-, 
ties to move that way." · 
But several university presi-. 
dents said they thought the formula · 
had helped because it cut down on · 
in-fighting between universities by: 
not allowing them to plead their 
cases directly to governors. 
. University of Kentucky Presi-
dent Charles T. Wethington Jr. said: 
he thought Patton's request was ap- . 
propriate. 
"If we're going to look at higher. 
education, funding needs to be re-
viewed," Wethington said. "It does, 
n't mean there's a problem with it. 
It_ just means it needs to be re-
606-783-2030 
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.jCAA ~alls U ut L viulatiun~ 'majur' 
AsSOCIATED PRESS 
LOUISVILLE - . The NCAA 
has told the University of Louis-
ville that violations uncovered in a 
preliminary inquiry of its men's 
basketball program are "major in 
nature," the school announced yes-
terday. 
A letter. from the NCAA to 
U of L President John Shumaker 
outlined 10 violations primarily 
surrounding former player Samaki 
Walker, former assistant coach 
Larry Gay and former volunteer 
strength coach Jimmy Thompson, 
committed between September 
1991 and September 1995. 
The letter, which arrived yes-
terday, said the school must submit 
a response to the findings by Sept. 
3. The leller said representatives of 
the school, including Coach Denny 
Crum, are requested to appear be-
fore an infractions committee after 
lhe NCAA has reviewed the 
school's response. 
Ray Nystrand, the university's 
special assistant to the president, 
said the violations essentially were 
the same ones found in an internal 
university investigation submitted 
to the NCAA in February. 
"We've generated the largest 
amount of information," said Nys-
trand, who headed the internal 
investigation. "Nine of the 10 is-
sues were self-reported. We're in 
substantial agreement with the 
(NCAA) enforcement staff." 
Nystrand said the school dis-
putes one of the violations - an 
allegation that Walker had used a 
Honda Accord free of charge last 
fall. The school reported that Walk-
er's father, John Walker, paid cash 
for the car .in September 1995. 
"Nine of the 10 issues we're self-reported. We're in substantial 
agreement with the (NCAA) enforcement staff." 
RAY NYSr!!AND, 
U of L special assistant to the president 
The university's report also did 
not include an allegation in the 
NCAA's report that Gay traded 
school-provided tickets for free use 
of a Ford Taurus between 1991 and. 
i995. 
Nystrand refused comment on 
possible sanctions the program 
faces. 
David Bers!, the NCAA's group 
executive director for enforcement 
and eligibility appeals, said the 
possible punishments for major vi-
olations include two years' proba-
tion, a reduction of campus visits 
for recruits, sanctions against staff 
members involved in recruiting, a 
reduction in financial aid and the 
exclusion of post-season play. 
Berst would not comment on 
Louisville's case directly but said 
the NCAA will be in close commu-
nication with the school in the 
weeks to come. 
Nystrand said the school has 
obediently followed the procedures 
involved in the NCAA's inquiry. 
"This is a serious matter but 
we believe-we've acted appropriate-
ly," Nystrand said. "We've been 
forthright about what we've done, 
how we've done it and why we've 
done it." 
"Every step of the way we've 
been responsive," said U of L Ath-
letic Director Bill Olsen. "Hopeful-
ly, that helps to mitigate how the 
NCAA will respond. in any addi-
tional penalties if they feel other 
punishments are warranted." 
Nystrand also stressed that the 
violations, although serious, didn't 
constitute a lack of institutional 
control, a finding which potentially 
could bring the so-called death 
penalty upon a program. 
"Our course from the beginning 
has been to do what was right and 
we've done our best," Nystrand 
said. "We have tried to be fair to an 
the parties involved and make the 
decisions that reflect credibly 011. 
the university." -
Crum was out of town on ,j·, 
recruiting trip and unavailable fo, 
comment. 
"Every step of the way we've been responsive. Hopefully, that 
helps to mitigate how the NCAA wlll respond In any additional 
penalties if they feel other punishments are warranted." 
BILL OLSEN, 
U of L athletic director 
The NCAA outlined 10 violations 
committed by the University of Louis-
ville men's basketball program. Here 
is a breakdown of the violations cited 
by the NCAA in a letter received 
yesterday by Louisville President John 
Shumaker: 
■ June 199>Augusl 1995 - Sa-
maki Walker received free use of a 
Ford Explorer from his summer em-
ployer. 
■ June 21, 1995 - An unnamed 
booster cosigned a Circuit City credit 
application for Walker enabling him to 
purchase a car st~reo system. Later 
that day, the "representative of the 
university's athletic interests" bought 
Walker lunch. 
■ September 199>December 1995 
- Anthony Huff, Walker's summer 
employer, gave Walker the free use of 
a Honda Accord. After the university 
began its internal inve::i,tigation into 
the basketball program, the title of the 
car was iransferred to Walker's father, 
John. The university said John Walker 
paid the $9,500 for the car; the NCAA 
said the title was only transferred to 
protect Walker's eligibility and that 
John Walker never paid for the car. 
■ September 1991-April 1995 -
The NCAA said former assistant 
coach Larry Gay received fre"e use of 
a Ford Taurus from Billy Hays, the 
owner of a Louisville Ford dealership, 
in exchange for Gay's complimentary 
basketball tickets. 
■ February 199>March 1995 -
Former volunteer strength coach Jim-
my Thompson made improper tele-
phone calls and in-person contacts 
with U of L recruit Mark Blount and 
Maurice Sanginiti, Blounfs AAU 
coach. 
■ April 26, 199>April 30, 1995 -
Gay provided Sanginiti with transpor-
tation, use of ,•his cellular telephone 
and university calling card during an 
all-star basketball tournament in Lou-
isville. 
■ April 26, 1995-Aprll 30, 1995 -
Thompson made improper contact 
with recruit Charlie Taylor at an all-
star basketball tournament in Louis-
ville. 
■ June 1995 - Foriner assistant 
coach Jerry Jones gave Walker $40 to 
drive home from Louisville to Colum-
bus, Ohio. 
■ September 1991-May 1995 -
Gay made improper phone calls to 
seven other recruits and/or their rela-
tives. 
■ February 6, 1994 - Hays made 
improper contact with Walker at a 
Louisville basketball game. 
., , 
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I University 'in substantiai' agreement' 
with findings, must respond by Sept. 3 
■ Punishment could include probation, 
postseason ban, recruiting limitations 
NCAA ~barges U of L 
y ASHLEY McGEACHY 
nd.PAT FORDE 
taff Writers 
-The NCAA yesterday · accused the 
lniversity of Louisville men's basket-
all program of major rule violations 
IBI could result in significant penal-
es. 
The formal letter of inqllll'l'l. dated 
uly 12, stems from an ongoing inter-
al investigation by the school that 
,as begun in June 1995 in response 
l inquiries made by The Courier-
ournal. The NCAA ated 10 potential 
lfractions, rsnging from Samaki 
Valker's ~roper procurement of 
WQ automobiles to improper contact 
li!h recruits by members of the 
J of L coaching staff and others af. 
iliated with the university. 
"Based upon a review of the al-
,ged violations set forth in this inqui-
y, the case appears to be 'major' in 
1ature," said the letter, which was 
igned by David Bers!, the NCAA di-
ector for enforcement. 
Al a news conference yesterday, 1 
lay Nystrand, special'assistant to the 
,resident for intercollegiate athletics 
nd th.e man who oversaw U of L's 
ntemal · investigation, voiced dis-
greement with only one of the in-
mctioils outlined by the NCAA: the 
,ne involving Walker's procurement 
,f a 1991 Honda Accord. . 
He· said that nine of the 10 allega-
rtons were self-reported and that 
"we"re in substantial agreement with 
the enforcement staff." 
Nystrand said that U of L cooper-
ated fully with the NCAA. 
"'Ibis is a serious matter, but we 
believe we've acted appropriately," he 
said. ''We've been forthright about 
what we've done, how we've done it 
and why we've done it." 
Head coach Denny Crum was out 
of town and unavailable for comment, 
according to assistant sports informa-
tion director Chris Padgett. But athlet-
ic director Bill Olsen said Crum had 
been contacted through the basket-
ball staff and "knows about the inqui-
ry." 
1n mid-February, after Louisville· 
submitted the final report of its inves-
tigation to the NCAA, Crum said: "We 
run a clean program." 
Bers! declmed to comment on the 
· specifics of the case until after the 
Committee on Infractions has ruled, 
but he did outline a possible timetable 
for its resolution. 
He said the eight-person committee 
is scheduled to meet in mid-Septem-
ber in Atlanta. If U of L has made its 
reponse to the }inquiry - it has until 
Sept. 3 to do so, barring an extension 
- and all ancillary issues have been 
settled, the hearing could be on the 
September docket. lf the process 
takes !onger, the school likely would 
come m front of the committee at its 
next meeting in November at NCAA 
headquart~rs in Overland Park, Kan. 
Berst swd the committee generally 
takes four to five weeks after its hear-, 
ing to issue a ruling. U of L would 
then have the opportunity to appeal. 
For major rule violations, Berst said 
. potential punishments include two 
years' probation, a ban from postsea-
son play, reduction of campus visits 
by recruits, sanctions agwnst staff 
members involved with recruiting re-
duction in financial aid and recertifi-
cation. 
Of the 10 accusations, the one that 
Nystrand says the university dis-
agrees with involves Walker and the 
Honda Accord, which his summer 
employer provided and which Walker 
allegedly drove from early September 
until early December 1995. · 
Walker worked for North American 
Trucking Association Inc. last sum-
mer anoinitially was given a Ford Ex-
plorer to drive. His use of the car was 
found to be in violation of NCAA 
rules, and he was suspended for two 
games at the start of the season. 
After Walker returned the Explor-
er, the president of NATA, Anthony 
Huff, provided him with the Accord at 
no cost, the NCAA said. While Walker 
was driving the car, it was officially 
owned by Corporate Insurance Serv-
ices,. another of Huffs companies. 
On Dec. 6, 1995, several days after 
Louisville checked into who actually 
owned the Accord and months after 
Walker started driving it, the title for 
the car was transferred to Walker's 
father, John, in what the NCAA de-
scribes as "an effort to protect Walk-
er's eligibility." John Walker claimed 
that he paid $9,500 for the car in Au-
gust. 
After Dec. 6, according to the 
NCAA,· "Samaki Walker continued to 
drive the Honda even though Samaki 
was aware that his father did not pay 
for the vehicle." 
1n addition, Corporate Insurance 
Services and Mid-American Insurance 
Compariy, a firm owned by Huffs 
brother Eric, carried the Accord on an 
· insurance police for their company 
vehicles from Oct. 15, 1994, to 
Oct. 15, 1995. On Oct. 15, 1995, after 
CIS filed for bankruptcy, NATA pur-
chased a new insurance policy for the 
Accord. 
Yet another of Huffs companies 
All Risk Services, paid $99 to the uni'.• 
versity for unpaid parking tickets is-
sued to the Accord when Walker was 
driving it. . 
Perhaps more damaging than the 
basic facts surrounding ownership .of 
the Accord is the NCAA's wording 
about the issue: · 
"After university athletics depart-
ment representatives became aware 
that Walker was driving the Honda 
Accord ... John Walker Samaki 
Walker and various empioyees of 
~uffs companies admitted to provid-
mg false and misleading information 
and documents concerning John 
Walker's purchase of the Honda .... 
"It is reasonable to conclude that 
the vehicle title· was transferred only 
to protect Samaki Walker's eligibility 
and that John Walker never pur-
chased the vehicle." 
·Assistant coach Larry Gay, who re-
signed under• fire in January, was 
cited in four violations. He allegedly· 
received but did not report free use of 
a car from Billy Hays, vice president 
of Town & Country Ford and Gay's 
current employer, during the aca-
demic.years 1991-92 through 1995-96. 
Gay reportedly provided what the 
NCAA called "impernnissible bene-
fits," including car rides and use of 
his cellular telephone, to summer bas-
ketball coach Mo Sanginiti, with 
whom recruit Mark Blount lived. 
Gay also apparently was aware that 
Jimmy Thompson, the former volun-
teer strength coach who now sits in a 
, Central City, Ky., jail, made numerous 
phone calls and visits to Blount. 
(Thompson also was cited for making 
"impermissible contacts" with then-
recruit Charlie Taylor.) 
~d Gay, the Cardinals' leading re-
cnnter, was found to have violated 
NCAA rules in recruiting seven pro-
spective players. 
When reached at Town & Country 
Ford, Gay refused comment on any of 
the infractions. 
Of the other infractions cited: Hays 
had illegal contact with Walker dur-
ing one of Walker's unofficial campus 
visits; then-assistant coach Jerry 
J_ones gave Walke_r $40 to buy gaso-
lme; a woman cosigned a Circuit City 
credit application for Walker so he 
could buy a $824.10 car stereo. 
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(Natcher memorabilia exhibit at_: .. WID1:{gets·j go~ahead -_ 
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I
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:wjlli_~l)l''Nafclief w'as fjl~f y~t1r~~y. : .. ~eciaf' that• President'' Clintqii-:'gave/mr'.'l!' iM~hy J:·the" rest !tithe Natche2:,)t.r,ri Natch"ei: 1rejireseht'ed his'd1srrict1 in·-" 
clean_ng the 'ray for the school to begm ' Natcher in 1994. The ·medal is the na: . family are supportive of Westem's plans · Western Kentucky for 40 years, setting ' 
workmg on a,Natcher exhibit. lion's second-highest civilian honor after to display the Natcher memorabilia, es-· a record not likely-to be surpassed of. 
After Natcher's death in March 1994, the Medal of Freedom. tate lawyer William J. Parker of Bowling voting in 18,401 consecutive roll-call 
the family agreed to give Western many Yesterday's agreement means the Green said in a statement. votes on the Honse floor. He did not 
of the longtime congressman's belong- items will remain the property of West-. "I am delighted that both of the miss a roll call since being sworn intc;:, 
in~ for use in public display (llld !!! re;-,.:; e~ for 10 y_ears; after which M~rphy Nat~her daughters (Celeste Jirles and oftice _in January 1954 unt\1 ~is ·hl!jllth -,. 
Sfflfh; _ :,. _ · '-''.' _ ... ,,i,J _; ,;;_ .. i:tJ..i'.gin Pf~f, !Ji~ reproduced, accprd!ng tp,, : f..omse Murphy) and the s~ven grand• . 1 failed m the last mo11th of his bfe. , , ; 1. 
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By MARK R.''CHEUGREN ·; '·.t :-: •• 
THE ASSOCIATEDPRESS''"' • .,,_: iYn. 
·-' : -- ' 
FRANKFORT - Gov. Paul 
Patton has talked about' how 
he wants higher education 'to 
reform. He has created various 
commissions _to study · it." He 
now wants··te>. grab .it by 'the 
po~ketbook·and encourage it-to 
. go 1t alone:--· ·•. · · 
'J'.he Councif·o1'CHigher·Edu-. 
cat10n . ~n :,~foJ!~Y :accepted '.a 
request. by Patton an'criiillayed : 
wor_k to _ _create a new funding ' 
form!-11a for Kentucky's eight : 
publ!c universities . arid· coni.- : 
mun1ty college system:· • "':'•·· ' 
. "Ifs_ not,that'_I have' ~nf !ipe- : 
cific ideas .'about changes '.in 1 
!Ile formula:,:". P~fton _said aiir, · 
mg a telephone interview"''--:'" 
''But Pattoil,' said' he'. lielie\ie~ 
some metlj~cl;_ of . distributing 
m_oneY, . -~~~~~ ::on pe~prrnailce 
will· be·_essentiil).. "Where "that 
ends up .Jn ·the"'Tmal •·mix,~:I 
~?Ph'f.tt~~~'!~~~~t~~~~~~~;~:~r·•~:- ) 
: a O!?E.J:'llpeated' his?pfoni:ise ' 
t~ find tmorecmoney for. all§of 
higher • education in the . com~. 
J:ng--year~-- The .urtiversities·1· 
. ~hould. understand· he·does'iicit . 
~.tend: tcrpenalize any of-them ' 
}Vlth _)ess money . than· they·• , 
now~ get!"'-~r-.i~l .. ··t _·,..;. 1• -... , .. -:"'- -,.:,\' •;--·fl~'i'1 
. '.'As we '!hfo.w more m~i{e~. _ 
mto the- 1!11X!,J have no .ideas . 
how·•th,f,!t, w<;>,illd be ·distributed ' 
or what it-would.be spent for "·· 
he said: ""I 'just· simply,_ w~t· 
the flexiliili+'•~:1,•.~·<s,~;;,.i,;,.·.•,·• ..... · .'-:t.• .--~ .. .,.~ ... - "'"•\·"".::~- .. , 
. Council ;cliairnian 'Jim iMii( 
er s_aid,_moiieyJis-:.vihat.drives 
po!icyiat:unive'rsitles'.·"' . . . ' 
"•~t's'.,ff,l~e;.~t. wherever,you 
~(!llfp~e,,carrot, is the direc- I 
tlon people are going to move," , 
Miller said. ,. 
-~.- ·-.:..,,_,. ... ,· . ~-,-. ~- '. 
. · Comc1dentiilly, · the council 
1:0~;5,Mo:ri,1l,ay: approved the 
;;mechanism : the universities 
'..wilf'use,_fo measure themselves 
ttih<l.·:com,pete ·for- performance 
~fuiids·•earmarked by·.the Gen-
, era! Assembly this year. · 
Performance funds, for such 
things as student achievement 
and graduation, use of-technol-
ogy and success in teacher 
preparation, are a tiny portion 
of $771 million that will be 
given tp higher education this 
year from the General Fund. 
The total set aside for per-
formance funding is $3.3 mil-
lion this year and $2.8 million 
next. ,. ... 
· The funding formula is a cal-
culation that would - theo-
fl:e.tica!W~~upp}.y enough 'til,X 
<nfoney•tO'. the universities · to I 
make . their funding compa-
rable to state support for high-
er education ilit :citlier ·statesHit · 
takes into account such things 
as research and_ public service 
but is largely based on enroll-
ment. 
The forinula is a moving tar-
get, with the ideal ammmt in-
creasing all the time: ,Not only 
has the state ·never provided 
enough money to fulfill the en-
tire formula, it is not actually 
used in distributing the money 
· that_cgoes from .the budget to 
· higher · education. Thus one 
school · might end up with 80 
percents.of its formula ideal 
while.,another would .have 90 
r-percent;1J0°{:)· .... ··, •· 
;: 'Prfor.~to;:!the, formula, indi-
c vidual~.universities carried on 
·:strident/sometimes bitter cam-
: paj.gnf.~?,-IW,ilf~lheir own ap-
: prop1:1ation_s',Pfi;9m the legisla-
:.ture.:The campaigns continue 
'buttliey are far'less divisive. ' 
, Miller·-said the current for-
. mula encour,ages enrollment:at 
institutions. and in programs, 
perhaps.to the neglect of em-
phasizing quality programs. 
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€oliege_planriing -
f~r. adults offered ; 
,· ,Bell8;ffllllle College in Louisville I 
!soffenng ~-free seminar for adults . 
interested m;s\Brling. or returning 
to_ college. It's called "Encore".and 
will . be from . 6 to 7:30 p.m. next 
Wednesday in Miles Hall Room 
300..... : .•. -· '. . 
,::Speakers 'will, offer 'information 1· 
. 0n,a~ssion, financial aid,· career 
planrung and options for college 
~it and answer questions. For 
ipfonnation, call (800) 274-4723. · 
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:By SAM ADAMS , ,/"';, 
~OF THE'DAILY- INDEPENDENT 
HAZARD - A commission' 
created to deal.with .the special 
·•riiieds and ;problems,. of Ken-
·tucky's mouritairi ·· region will 
· me~t-July 29 for"the first time 
' since a'majorreorganization. 
Gov: 'Paul·''·,· . 
'.'Pattciri' ap- · "· 








r_,otfThutsday; :: ,., 
t;~ ~~~·~1· -~V.;t~;:- '.} .. 
,., ,_Ba t-t-on, .., a':..... · ;t~:t; 
~n·a:n·v e·,;o'f 0 aa•~~,, '€.;:;;; 
!·I:;a WFen·c::.eSL: ~-- · ~J}: .. . . . . ' . ., •: ~-· ~.,;.· .. 
County and a·· former- Pike .·• 
t:County;-judge;executiv.e;;,will'pe 
•':chainriari,of the commission. · 
, .HFormerJiiewsp~per_ publisher , 
:EwelEBalltrip has be_eif named ' 
,'executive. direct<ir.:•'.-·;,;·;,;;:,-;.,··;:e,;· : 
. ·;:Balltrip beganwoi"K:Monifay j 
i-at'the commissioil's,•new office 
·· -in ·Hazard::~·• 4 "\_:~·.: ·.~~~.:"f:f::_:.i'.~"''·.: 
, 'The .. co:tilniissionc:w'as formed 
l'in :;1995'::by ,: Gov. Brereton 
:CJ ones;,, -Patton . announced a 
~major: ·expansion in April dur-
ing"the East'Kentucky·Leader-
~•snip.eome~ence::~:h~_"';:;?;J·~ ~. 
: _ "l'attoif said tlie" commission 
would''bring citizens···together , 
witll ·the people who control i 
the· state'scresoufoes, He said •, · 
Thurs"day 'tliat:the::problems of ;) 
_ the:region cannoLbe solved .by .,. 
_ imposing _.solutions.,from ·· 
~ab0Ve'.:.~_::;,:;-fr/&~;;;;~1~~i,~:::.\~ibi~- · 
"The solution mustcome · 
from the region, but it must 
have assistance from the state 
and federal governments," Pat-
ton said. 
· The governor is expected to 
elaborate on his vision for the 
commission at the meeting 
later this month. 
The commission includes 
state legislators, directors of 
several departments of state 
government and area develop-
ment districts, colleg~ .. presi-
dents and members of.tbe Ken-
tucky Appalachian Cooncil; a 
loosely organized grou.;1 of citi-
zens. Balltrip i~ t!-,.·a commis-
sion's first paid staIT member. 
He said the commission is 
"out of the ordinary" because 
of its makeup and its mission. 
"One of the things that con-
tributes to the uniqueness of 
what we're doing is that Gov-
ernor Patton is basically insti-
tutionalizing in his office, the 
function of dealing with Ap-
palachian Kentucky issues," 
Balltrip said. 
Balltrip's job will be to im-
plement the commission's pro-
grams and to act as a liaison 
between the commission and 
• the citizens' council. 
He said the commission will 
rely heavily on suggestions 
from the council and other 
groups in the region to foster 
qevelopment in the area. 
: "We cannot import prosper-
ity," Balltrip said. "It has to 
originate from within the re-
,iion." 
: Balltrip, 46, a native of Har-
lan County, has been involved 
in economic development since 
he was named publisher of the 
~arlan Daily Enterprise in 
1985. He was publisher there 
and at the Middlesboro Daily 
News until 1990, when he be-
1::ame publisher of the State 
Gazette of Dyersburg, Tenn. 
: ·· He left the State Gazette last 
year, but remained in Dyers-
burg. 
;:·Patton appointed him execu-
tive director of the Kentucky 
Appalachian Commission on 
June 27. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL• SPORTS~ WEDNESDAY, JULY 17: 1996· 
' . ' ' ' . ' ' ' ,, "' ' '' ' 
NCAA: Pun1~~ent,.]1kely,,fo~lU.,of L 
. . . . . . . . . ·½·. "' . . . •. . - . -, I . . 
By AS~ McGEACHY ' '' ; . ' . ' ,, : ' ntine will be,".S~ ~~d,.,, ' ; ·! ~oticoiic~beruiyChilii~iuiuJm.er- 'iiie reiiJi,its~iisgn, was impo_Ji;d iii """' ... '""' 
Staff Wnter ■ U of L's recruiting will suffer, - . ~ , . u. of L officials are expected ,to go··.: ~it!!' .~es1del!I, , .John, Shumaker U.o.f L as ,1t c~nducted its own 1nvesti; · · , · . 
columnist Rlck,Bozlch,says. A1 · before.the-Committee.on Infractions., "".ei@~ In.from afar on the, teµer of , gat10n into liO\V Walker procured a "We ~re going'. to ' 
The University of Louisville should -cards' woss talk of the town D5. . in September pr NPvember.'The com- •· lriquµy. Neither Crum, wlio s 10 Las ·car. The school subsequently deter- , , , · • 
expect some punitive action now that • ' ';'iriittee ,typically, -tak~, folll' to five' \'egils ,alteiidinti, .basket1>a!I. camps, mine~ Wal~er wii~. free from, blame. contiriue to work . • ; 
theNCAAhasconcludedtheinvesti- fractions."' . . .· . weeks_tomakearullng.; , ;.., '. ·_p.or:SJ\iJ!ilaker,11),Sanli'rBl!~ata ,., ~~o, U,ofLofflc1allfrilpnmanded tobrin this ·'roce'"ss 
gationintoitsbasketballprogram,ac- · ·. • · · · · 1 ·•· ",·Olie,fearthati:anbeputto,restin,: confereni;e, ,attempted,_to.,~te.the Crum and former ass1Stan.t coa~hes g, P 
cording to the highest-ranking NCAA It 'took ' the NCAA, nearly' _f(!ur 'the minds of fans and administrators:· .. ' l".ICAA's:,cbarges,, and both sud, they Jerry Jones-and Larry Gay ID Novem- to a swift c:oriciUsioH:. 
enforcement official. m(!nthstoputtoge~e~itsletterofm'. ,UofL most.likely will not get·tJie••wj11workwitbthe·~c;Mtoacliievea , ber,requiredJonesani!Gaytoatiepd , 'b. ,·, . ; -•' ••·,, , 
I 
Chuck Smrt,. director of enforce- qwry, and Smrt S8ld it ~j~11_: ~; dreaded 'llnstitiJtional lack of control" swlft,resqlution of the matter. , , an N9AA compliance seminar at their O VIOUSly1 tlilS IS an 
ment, said yesterday that in cases <:3use the Enforcement Co\ll'W'":" ue- : label, that ~ damaged Ji~grairis- in :•' ''.After having been on !he ro~d ,re- . ~wli expense.. froze,Ga)"s sal'!fY ,µid . ' '' · f. ~' ' ·· t' ., -' •t' l ~_;;: "• · " \ 
--such as Loulsville's, where the NCAA lieves U of L b':°ke soll!e _rul_es. • . . ,the p~. Smrtcsaid t~t p~e pro~-.'".l:rtiijing,_ .l have bee~ .. briefed on the , suseended his re~rul~ng privileges !-la, c,.-~U.~a, -~ ~! '!~~~~'-1, . 
bands out a letter of inquiry and de- ''Wba_t the enforcement staff do115 ably.wjlln~tbe a co~1derationof ,tli!)',',!'ICAAletter,::.9him,said, "We_arego- until J,une 1996.' ., ' ' ' . - ' for our play· ers as well 
scribes allegations as major, "it's un- · not do. IS send numerous allegations Co11111Uttee on lnfractio1!5 because 11 mg, to ·continue to work •With the On Dec .. 15, Gay was suspended m- , · ·•. · · . - , -· ·, - 1 • 
usual if there,is.not some kind of ac- to a school that,ba-:e no ~bStan!!(\,in was, nqt, in the,lett~_r of,mqulry. - ,i ' !'l,CM-.,as .. we ~ve.f~II! ,th,e -~•!:i!t· d~finitely, from ,the team, ,blit Lo'!is- ' ~s for,, qur ,~ns, who 
tion taken by the Committee on In- hopes that some will be found when: ' In-, other developments yestei:day,: :· ll!'lg, to, l!nng_ this proces.~ to I! .. swift ' ville ab so lye,~ h!ll!. of '!'IY. wr~ng~o1n11 Hav_·' e loyall_y· s'' ioolJ " 
con1,,lusion. Obyioilsly, this is ah un- ~eyond the actions that led to liis· 101- . , , ., •. , , , _. . , , , . ~ 
, fortlill~te situatloq_ for.our 11layers as ha! p~nall)'.; ,, ... : ' ,,,, , - ·., behind us;" 
,;~11 as.for our~. who baveloyally , Gay resigned. II! January., Walker 
, stood. tieliliid tis through this pro- , left for the National Basketball Asso-. cess/'. ' ' ' ·. ' ' ' ' I 'ciation oii liis owri, iind Joiies siepped 
' -.saia Shumikr:."Shl~ these ksiies ' aside, when Jerry !l~ves and ,Scott , arose, fve been, committed to ensur- Davenport ,recent!Yi JO med the staff . 
. ing that the University of'Loulsville's Smrt said the departure of those 
aii;letic program functions,with integ- ,key pe~ple doesn't ~•an!,) of L won't 
rity. As we have in the past, we will be pumshed for their acllons. 
cooperate. fully with the NCAA- and "At this point we just want to get 
.will answer all questions openly and through this," said Ray Nystrand, 
honestly." U of L special assistant to the presi-
Cooj>eration seems to ·be a key, ~ent, for .· intercollegiate ,athletic_s. 
·word. Smrt listed. several factors the ·. We re domg our best to cooperate 
;Enforcement Commjtiee ,m,l<e~,,irit'q 
. consideration.· before iloli1?jl • out a _ 
. school's punishment, includmg: 
i' ,••( ;, , 'j, ! ., t• I 
.,.. The ' . iristitiJtion's " cooperation 
with ibe NCAA llitoughotit the pro-
cess. ·' · · 
. , ;,..,. i:::ortective Jr, punitive aclions 
tlie instiiliiion already ha~ taken. 
: k'. Ttle lnsHtlitihn•s invesiigatlve ef-
forts., .. - , \ 
;,;13v U bf L's account, the principals 
iii the case have been coojlerative. 
' But, a question could arise on the 
, ~chool's efforts.to .punish its own peo-
ple. safuaki Walker's first suspension 
- · for a 1995 ,preseason exhibition 
game and tile first two, games of the 
season·. in the San Juan ~hootout -
was imposed by the NCAA, The sec-
• • - -- ,. __ •n ----- ,.:i.,.; ... n 
:i}" ;; . : -~, '/ 
Denny Crum 
with the resolution of these issues. 
We're going to work t-0ward a swift 
resolution." 
Nystrand refused to speculate on 
potential penalties. "I think we need 
to see where we come out with all of 
this,'.' he said. 
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· WorK .. stavls'.~:'.oi;: fglk·~a~{x.ceri:t~r 
· ~ · ~ • , , i.~,·>'.::I~. ·-:_· ,- .. ~·:_. c.;~~1o.,.~::.:µil.,~ ··s ·-:h:_.~:2.1if?1 ~ ... -b<.;·-·,,-:! s·-,n_;~!:')~ 1 
Old Morehead grocer,y.warei1:9use~b~i,n~ :o/ansform~~;,:, 
. . . ''.-!~l: ~~ · .,_,;i '\~~~ ~ ,13_7.,:.;;~-?~.~.~,,:..~.'.:/··;~l :. ~~~-:... - --; :~.;-t:.~ . . 
--------~~- ::;::;;:The..:project.:initfally ·re: ?o!,ng to have to•squeeze it all 
. ByMAIIELYNN CoLDIRON ceived $717,000 .. in federal m on the first floor;, and find 
OFTHEDAILYINDEPENDENT, :grants in 1993;.!bUt it took other storage _space·for unex-
. 'nearly three years' to raise hi~ited materials, Jayne-Read 
MOREHEAD:· . ...,.. -·Transfor-
mation has begun-Of a vacant 
wholesale grocery' warehouse 
futo. the new• home· of'the 
· Kentucky Folk · Art Center. 
"It'll give us more space 
·and real exhibition space," 
said Jill ·Jayne-Read/·rilanag• 
· fug director. "It'll be:properly 
designed and lighfeil:'' · · 2' . ; 
·-The.new building will. '1ave 
10,000 square· feet, of'·space, 
compared with 'the, 4;50,0 
square feet ·fu the :Jolk. m;,t. 
center's cilri'ent1ocation'iil'ii. I 
' b~ding,~.n 1'49,r!l!Ita~]cta~d 
Umvers1ty_scamPU§.· ...... . 
Renov:inoii:, crews''wilf spiff·· 
up the exterior,;:of;-tlle;ware-
·-ho~e.- ~lean th~pri~k;:;f_~p~fr -I 
. windows and ·firthe ·roof!-0A 
,:newer part on .. )tge;we~f: side : 
is not structurally sound, 
-:Jayne.-Read said;:-imd-will-:b!l~ 
"demolished. :··.-·,c".7f""'.-"f'1"'' ~: 
:; Inside, crews..cwill'.:s.tari. 
from scratch, tackling. the old 
-·oiled. · w<iod fl<ior:···ariil'' biick 
and wood wans::. : , ...,, . J\• .. , 
''"We'll havil':to'• .cleaii'Lit 
.. ri'libt back dovm''toltha:1.oare 
~walls. and redo il:;;'incliiding 
.the•·:noors: ·a:rlil" ceilfiig," 
Jayne-Read.s:aia~!i(l<I lj'"! ~;•-::, ·. 
:The job also iilcludes iil- , 
stallation · of a i,ecurity,, sys-
tem and specialized tempera-
ture conkstro~J9 pr~!iYitPie 
1 ,art wor . • . • · 
-The arrival·of constra~tin· 
1 •·crews .has been--a--long-,twe--
-·coming. · The,.,buildfiI&-.was_, 
. first· ·.purchase de by. the MSQ I 
Founaatiori :in· 1993 · for 
.. $69,000, .then deeded back:. to 
·the' university last .. incitith 
-·once· funding• for ,the· renova-
;;tionrwork was:in place. · 
thi! ':$179;000 iiI private:,dona, said. . . . 
'Jtioris'.for a local match: D.W. . The bu1ldmg lacks, its o_wn 
cwilblir.ri" ·Inc.'· ciLLexfugton parking lot and, will. have_ to 
;>was' tne'''low· bidder: fof:the rely on spaces.dn: the ·Fir~t 
:l':reniivafibn at $707;400. 2·,"···· Street area.-Jayn_e:Read said 
"''
0 •'Oncetllie new center is up the cenfl,·-;fS:~llrking with a 
'.''and'r~fug, M~!J::\Vill ~d- group ofoiisirtess·people, land-
·ually· phase ·out· its· financial owners and university officials 
, .. ~!IPP!l.1:'flfor -'t)l~ .;i>.P.eration, to identify· parking possibili· 
·'whicn:is overseen·•oy·a·non- t· -. . ies. 
--profit-t:orporation,· . : Last year, the Kentucky Folk 
• ::::::!ffis:f~ding..will.onlJL-CQl;'er " .Art . Center had . 5,000. visi.tors 
;:.r~~Q~· o~.::.,t?~ ex~er!or 1 : .and Jayne-Read .,expe_cts the 
1 
r:an.df,frrst, floQr,;~.f'.·,the .old.:.. 'number to double this ·year. 
warehouse. Fui'id~a1sfug·cur- With the new· building, the 
·rentl)r,is in.the,·plaruifug.stag- center could see 50;000 visitors 
;!ls.:gtil'. sej:o~ct,;n~,6j;?work, ·per yeai: by 2000, sh~ said. . 
swli1ch. 1s testiriJ.at~,'.:tQ cost "It -will be .a .maJor tourism 
· $200;000. ~--.- ·~·•··.•"~ ... ·. draw here," -said Morehead/ 
.The :first•,floor · :will, house Rowan County tourism di• 
exhibition space, a museum rector Cindy Howard. 
gift shop, reception .area and The site .. also "will .be ·the 
a. 55-seat auditorium .in what cornerstone· " ··to developing 
.used to be the cold storage First Street into- an area of spe• 
locker. cialty and "craft · shops, said 
With a grant from the Ken- Shirley Hamilton; chairman'of 
, . .tucky.:rHumanities Council, the Morehead Downtown De-
"tlie ·.center has hired Lee velopment Committee. · 
·. Kogan, director of education . , "I think that'll really inspire 
foi;,the. ¥useum•of Ameri~an. people in :that area -to-clo 
Folk Art;.fu New York City. : things " Hamilton added. The 
Kogan will help decide :which ' First 'street centerpiece thus 
of the, .. center•s·,700 pieces far· has been .. the town's. old 
• shoui~; be. exhibited- on . the railroad depot;_v{hich Wll-§ ren-
.first floor;~.. . -. . . -ovated into -t>ffices for the local 
... Fl!nding,from the_Nat10nal, 
Endowment for the Aris will 
-help · the museum design its 
· permanent exhibit space. ,. 
The second floor will house 
rotating exhibits and will con• 
tain a library, storage space 
for· the collection ·and .confer-
ence and office rooms. 
·until money is raised for the 
second-floor work, "we're just 
I 
chamber of commerce, tourism 
and economic development or-
. ganizations. • 
\ 
-u 1 \(;7--~-- ._( - IQ , 
0 u.Oj :1;;,, I o/'tt;. MSU ARCHIVES 
JV/tJU C/fp :Jheet 
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COljegt~iim~Ing f9!1fltj1a 
un ':for<review .( /( ·c'· ( :c ('.;'~c•'./{':.~:;~(~;,,:( 
.~ ... :_ .. -~~--~';,;.,'",.;·,·,/: .:·.s.-,.-~- . . ., .. ·,'F··:··.'.1•~1~.·"n :g,·· · .. o: u· ·t·•·_r_~:.::..~.·-. .: ~.:..;; ·gi:..: .. 
. -:BY-ANGIE MUHS· .. ·.:, ' . fC,1.U..U._I. .lWLUlll ;~;::,; c • 
, .' H.ERAU>-lEAD~RJD4~TION l'l!l)TER i. ·£::•-r,, :.• .. The hlgher.eilucation fundbig. fonnula uses.a complex set of calculations · ... 
•. FRANKFORT .. i. If you -don't thitik you ' .. to dev~l9p ei;tj_maies of _!low much It would costto run the·sta\~)_publi_c _.:_ 
:have any reason,·to care abotit-,the· 30,plus ~leges.Jnslx maior categoifes.:Ttien; planners subtract ifie•estima!ea ;· 
P
. ages of calculations that mak_ e.:up,the state's . ..amount that students will pay in tuitlon ... The-resolting. number Is what's c, 
.--calletlthe-"formuta·calcutatlu11." .. · 
.higher education funding 'formula, think' , , .;-:... . . . . · ··,,, ..... 
, again. · · .) .~?-.:::· "'"''%.:t--,· ::.· :i :,.-.T~';t;. l ., • 
. For starters; consider these reasons: 
· . ■ That formula is how higher educatio,n 
decides how .much state: mon~y-- your, tax · 
do liars at. work--'-' to ask for each year: - . 
.. .. ■ Money; makes :the- world go aroun~, 
. and highednucation, is cI10.exception: 'That'.s • · 
--why;many,,s;1f,':the-way a.state awai-°cls·1t;i ; 
:.fui:tcling"has ii strong impact-on what" priori; · 
·ties collegeji"think are important,-' ,-,_o,_ ., · ·· 
:., --"It's·the. car,-ot'haiiging:·mif there;" Jim 
. Miller, .the' Councihon · Higher. "Education· 
chairman; saji:llast week of t)le formiI!a;._• '. .. · 
· "'Btit:right"i!ow;•.Ken_tuc!{y's funding':fo~-
. mula doesn't iriclude'a significant -..yay.to · 
· measure'the,quality,oLwhat:its:ptiblic col-. 
i le es ancl.universitiesclo: Instead, if/'(.,." -: , ... g .... _.,, '"'"' •·· ...... .,. ' - •.. J!fJmlll.', I 
ily baseo.ori il/st counting-·the students'and . 
·_ build4J.gs;_.,/ .·~<~~~-j/ '.?'~ -~;:~;~~~~-~-;tf~~..c'·-. ·. 1 ~.. ·:·Ex -· ,, .... :_sa . inatStites.:aui'}:f·l':·. re•;·" ~ '. ~ ,. Y..... •' .. . .. ~ el),_, 
· tollirtent'wheii::theyawardiiri.Qrley,1'6'.higher,.:: ' 
education!'BuH1f least one·statei Soutl{ Gar':'' . 
· olina; i!i'-'sb-apping ·its·.tormula ·in-favor- of,ii: 
. plan that Wouldtie·evefy-0ime itgives public'. 
'COileges .to'liow'well·they_perfoni!J; .. :lfilta<i.-tl . 
·Now' Keiitudcy~:forniiila; which' liistoii'. 
·cally ·lias·come .. up.:with:.numbeis:far greater, 
, than what·the,state:-·really ,spends, :will··be, 
Comm. gun·d••'scruan· y:,-,,·"·r'•,··''·,,,,'-,·1•''· ·. • _\..Jo\ • • :,;._, ___ .,_ J,.,·•<r":<' ':" - 6• ' 
L ~ Gov:. Paul:Pattmf:-=::Wh<i;has miidese: , 
vamping higher education'9iie 6fhis'.priniary'· 
.issues •,-,<says.the.formula':is ,\'atthe;heartcof · 
: higlie'r education mid:siuitild•,be' at:the heart . 
' ,;i"h. ·ed ti. ---efo-"•• , ..... , · ,___, 1· J>f-~Y lllg ff~;,,._ u~ ~~,:~·-· ~~;f;t'si:i -;,.~~~- ! 
... Any sudi.rev1ew-.,or-<\ny.chang~, .. 
· ought to oe:done in tlie context of the bi~: 
·.ture reform 'of liigher. educaiioi{that his·.P$!<, 
,force-is undertaking;Patfun said .. Last,week,. 
,·he asked ihe council to.liold ·off on doiiig.,its, 
·~own revieW,\3Dd. it.agreed;:·· -_~,.:::·~:·r,::~. ':;;;; . 
:.·- -~I-recognize there.is.no more·impomiiit 
. higher ·education policy :issuethan, the.3/a°t 
·we fund our-.campuses,": Patton wrote:lli:ll 
➔ memo to Miller.: ·· \ :::{. -.:.~ {?}?\t;,;;~•;:·:~ .. .7;:. 
. But how·the state anives at those{iindu-~,~ · · 
sions is an arcane process that's ·a source·of · 
. interpretation and some debate, though little 
public scrutiny. . • . . . . . . ' I 
Part of. that -has been because ·of the 
daunting nature of administrators' calcula-
tions. The council's handbook on the formu-
la, for instance, contains more.than 30 pages 
:of directions and summaries. . · · · 
"For a numbers.cruncher, it's heaven," 
said Linda Jacobs, the council's .. associate di-
rector for. finance. "For a normal person, it's 
'Oh, boy.'" . . . · 
Fully explaining the formula would prob-
ably take several hours· and eve11 more than 
30 pages. · · 
SOURCE: Kentucky Council on-EduCEltion MAT MAY BARTON/HERALD-lEADEF 
· F¼.rdi ~ For ,,11, .. ICI, . . . . , __ _ 
GA _ .4.IJ..) Other'state's use formulas ·• -- I · · · .- · 1· · ",'c··,··· · '·"" ~ · "wh •. y.· -·. · : - .... _., -.. -,, .... ,. . . Rad cal. change n s. .. ". . ·=~ 
· · Consider just one step of the .Jil"ocess - : ·Ke~tµc;~'is ::::'!~s~hl:ii~~a~~'f~f~'. .· Still1)egislators in Sol!th Carolina:~li~ 
• figuring ·wlujt schools ·ciught, to get for in- Kent Carruthers, a senioi-·partner with MGT ·thts year a9opt~ a sweepmg change.wh~•!t 
structio11 .. ~iy!!Jg,.i_!_a _final0tCltal0~o~Yn,_. , of Ameri~•- _a higher. ed!:1cation ~onsillting · -~omes _to. fundmg.- Its·· co~eges:: are:.to,,be 
valves a .deceptively simple ciilculiition, es- ·firni bases m Tallahassee;-Fla: ,. .. ...-· , . iudged m _such areas as.their efficiency, qual-
seritially multiplying students by a.fixed cost ., . About 35 states followcsome kimFo~I ity: and graduates. . . _ . n, ,. 
_·.rate.,: -·. _; .. •• - · .·- • .. . . , -".•,.:·' , --mulawhen-.they-award-moneyto,higher edu-; That approach 1s·um1sual-,because mos_t 
· OK;iou:hiightsay;that~oesn'tsound,so 1· cation, and most.of those formulas;like ken- I states· have treated_ money tied t~ perfcir-
h_ard:-But to·•get to:that·-pomt, you·.have.to _tµcky's,-depend heavily: on enrollment. .. :._: 1 mance as a bO[!US, 1_nstead of makmg bnd-
first_ ~om~,u!) wi\h_a multitude of other.,fig- "One of.the criticisms is that.they place gets ~epend·o1; 1t,sa1d-]oe Mark_s, an assoq, 
ures: _Heres how 1t works:. . . ;_,:· . _ . •: too much emphasis on how many students, ~te director of.tlie Southern Reg10nal E~-
. . FlJ'.!lt,. planners:estabhsh a·costr·foraat1. and not enough·on the·quality of the edi.ica- lion Board. · · • . . · . · ·,.-. 
· aca~einic:sitbject' ~say;engineering-:,:': by . . tion they.,get," Carrutffi!i;§· . There also are s_ome potential probltitl.S 
. 'Iooki!ig:at everythmg:·from .f~~t}': average' • MThere's not ··said., ' , .. .':' :,:.'.- ' . ' . =·· with -the~uth Carolma pl~;_Marks and,Gar-
salar1es ~o..s19~1;nt-f~"';lllty raj1~s,tt5f~ts 0~ ·. a formulain . ·: Bµt. several Kenim: rut1;;!s said. '', .•: --. : C • ' . ' ' ,_,. ,, ' 
· la~ra_to;if§l,J,,,;cfc."--i:;°',:;r · -: -;; c'~'.:C.iic:.'",': : -~the· country ··vmvers1pr •. presidentsz: . If on: school is .having. trouble, ·are:~u 
· -:<And to.n'ialie t4ings even more comphcat- · ,_:·th · , , · ' : gued ,that:·the state has-lo gomg t0; Just let them go down the tuoes?" 
·:,_: _ed;'itli:' c~Ho~-.th'4~e-_subject y~ie~;,J1Y• '. . at s. ':ore _ :consider -- their. •enrolhiieiit :Ml\r_ks ;,said.:: •y 01;1've:;:got ·: som_e conc~s 
, , course•l_e-:¢1- ft.'llOP~9_!llDre:.level e!Jg!n~-. · comP.re en- ·1when it·gives them molle¥; _a~ut ~?,w to be fair." _,,,:•:,- ~:, · .. , .... ·.;.:, 
·class, foi:.:mstaI1~:~~~e.ss~.a·ipas~11··. ( slve,-~u~,.'.!• .. cEven ,:Miu;ay' T.Sfal:e · Umyers1ty,of Kentucky President Cb.u-)~ 
level·folil:~e lieca11,se1;fe~r:;sru,~1:,1_1~;,~eH,~:,, ,,Jt make~ . Presiden(Kern Aiexaimt:: T. ·w~thingto_n,Jr"'also.q?esti~ned whether 
rolled a!_high~-:le,yel~j~\'.(t~tf~if*;;~,;;,~;;. 0 thlngs:ln- , . a frequent •critici:oE•: chan~ngthe s~te's:fundm![ process w_ould 
qnc~ plari£erii ~1;9de09n,a ~t r;t_te,_tliey :. ,. credibly . : tucky's , formula, :: do~ ,,rfl\lly ~prove higher ·education.: •. ; : .-.' . ,!~"· · 
multiI?!Y. 1! Jiy, th. ,e_:n_ wp_),¢:.!)f :stud~.-t_ffed·. it, ·. complex:~ . .Q_uarrel with_i.ts emph&' ?·'--~l'_lo. amount- of. changes to_. the fo1'1!!1:!!<1 
hours, a fancy,,J~;,tliat_ ~~~ sttii:l~ts.- . · . • on errrollment, althaugJ;lie- ·can· hide.the fact that leentucky.1s underfund-
· and how·mu·"'tiin•""ey snond m c'"•-....•• , .J_ ,.KBNWALKEK d' . · 'h'h - eel,' "Wth' ··d.".The' --ul had"'" · · u,. "· UJ_ • • ,,..., . : , ~::;,/<:-· · · Council on HI h- ·: 1sagrees· Wit ' ow. -some:: ' . , e mgton 5a1 • . . ,orm, a .. ~;i?t 
Lo
st 
yetf i[~;~,~l~!)l~~}t~;if , er Educatio~ figures are computecb ~-; of tl!lle and effort and :.thought '.P,llt :mto it, 
the process;:~~j)~r~1e~~;~1;;?;•~~::#.R:'.'{f!,til;::.?~¥3:\~\~• :., --~-~-·. : '·-~'Y ou've;.:got!".'.to dfUilt i .an_d It's been a- good fom;iula" . · · .·, . -
.. Theforrµiilii g~91_1.to,ca1ciilat,t!,tl17f§(!·. . . .,. . .. . something,.".,he saitl. ".Yllll . . . 
ma!ed costs ,~tJ?!~/£~lP.!L eye.cyt~~,fr~ , . can't fuiance'l!oonbeanfs.-'/ch ,, __ ,:·· _; , , , -;;;:·~:-
agncultural :~!11_?n,~~\~ .tp:J,amt!?~~t9,-! Other presidents poiIJt.out that the;fm. 
clean classroo!ll:8J-!!ld,•J:>!iPt~~~~J91~r1 · mula. has.cut back .sharply,on'. the: bitter,fflt: 
"off the mortgag;f:l!,!?!,1:t)i~ bfi.ii~,'.~\';.f:i< · · ·tles universities used tb' have.with each other 
ii." "Ther(~;J9t,%!PW1~~-~-e_,~o)lllP:Y; as they•lobbied for.more money, .,, :. _. .; ;,.., 
tlujt's ·. mo.re?,:CCl.TPf~J'e!l%JV,~'.is°~i\}.'.S,~e!\. _ · "~t's.·i:i_redictablet;1'.aid,Morehea'c!:Sra~ 
· Walker,,t~e•;S~!!!1$,,~ ~S:P,\11Y::~~~y~1i:11- President, R~nali:I Eagh:n::-"The ·strength"o1 
r~ctor_ for :.f/iia!l_£e,1;;,,!!3ul),\l.O.t: of_t~e ... 4\>~., the formula. is that,we're.,alctreated, ecj\\111', 
sides 1s that1tll_ll!li~~mgs:mcred1bly_com,, ,ly:~.- .. Ji · ··:,- ._\'- : .... --~,-•:y, _ .: .... ,,·-. ;,··~,- ; 
p:l~.~ > _.·:_.{t:t~~f\}1~?:·; .. ~\ ~:\i' ~ .,j: :::·;, ., ..._~ · ,~, . ., -~1~ ;,,_a; ___ ~-'":~:: .'-·::, ·::: •. ~ ~ ~!." .. 
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,~: mra:mer~not·;forced: o.nt 
•<'·••-,~1 r'.}iJ D•LJ;i~i .,J ,l:J ,,· i-~1)!:.!'7 Lfal~! "c'.!l~.11._ G~:....: ,..-,..... . .. -~-•.• ' ~\..••l • .' ' · 
·H£rrser'liasnitptoten lii~/a&cuni~nt, ~~; ··1;'.;~J'.~:~:;~;~:hm;e~~- -~y.·she 11 
. t~ iJf·•• - ·J"··•s· ~ f)-,~ '-'"l\'7,...1··,,.,.-~\- J.UII •·••- '· d,./ .,. . - . , , 
''Y-~-~ l:.i~.::-z~ I • ·•~r ... l lil _1·•'·".-::, _...,.;.J , .,)~i .... !d;· -·~·- ,·. i,__.· .. ~ ,.thought'Pitino's secretary rvlartal 
.. , :,c . .-u,BY:DARLA CA~TER :.aH•.',1: ·~:and Athletics Director CM; Jl!ewton McMa kin might be·vindictive to-
HERALD-lEADER STAFF WRITER. · . are named as ·defendants m the c , '' · . , 
1 The Universit}' of Kentucky con-·. lawsuit along with UK a11d the Uni-. ward her, UK says. But_that wasn_t, 
tiniies7ts ·efforts· ·to°J5ersuade7i .. versity of Kentiicky Athletics Asso-- · eno~h to-warrant _leavmg the um-
judge to dismiss the sexual dis- ciatimi. . . . . vers1ty, UK argues m:the memoran-: 
~ crlniirta'tiott,.complainr~of -·a·'fonn·er~ -=--.: · ... -·Hauser--1eff;~fhg··iliiiVefsity~in · · dum~~~f~-: .:. :.::. ! "l{'. ;· -.,-
men's basketball trainer who · is July 1995 and filed the lawsuit . af.. "Other than alleged potential 
seeking .more than $2 million in ter Newton asked her to move from problems from a secretary, (Hauser) 
· damage!:J(= ""I<"' · ··_:;, being,trainer of the men's basket- haii'established no otlier·reason for 
... The university file<:1-a memor;tn-·'· balLteam,to trainer ofthe,women's her refusal tci accept the sincere of-
dum y_estef'daf arguing: that JoAnri. team. ; ( ··--~,;c, ).: 'f( J ,.' fer of reinstatement,": UK wrote in 
__ Ha11~ei:-~~ f~dea to Pf,?Ve !hats)ie;:;_ ---Before,-leavjn1f th~_uniyersify, ,-,·thememo. .. ~ ' .. 
was i:11smmm~t~d agamst or that Hauser was offered back her job as Because Hauser failed to accept 
. s)ie w~s the v~ctim of a "cons~c- m~n's ba~ket.ball .. trai_ii~ :- She de- her job back, she is legally barred 
:tive d1scharne from the athletics clmed to t'ake'.the position because from receiving any.:damages, UK 
depart!Jlen~ · _,_,.. g·-- · ... .,r • , ~f what s~e consi?ered to be a hos- argues in the memorandum.- · 
Rather thal)_ ~emg_ forced out,_ ·tile- workmg. environment, accord- · UK also attacks again Hauser's 
~user:-Ieft tl)e.\llllver~1ty voluntar- .,ing to court records. argument that she was demoted 
1ly, under circumstances that In those records, Hauser has ac- Ha t d that th :tch 
Id 't ha ·d " bl user con en s e swt wou n ve ma e a reasona e cused Newton and other members d • . beca , b , 
person" feel the need to quit, the of the athletics department of mak- was a emotion_ use men~ . as-
university says , in :its memoran- ing s~teme!1ts that w~e perceived . khanetball at ~bis kmobrellprestigious ' 
dum. as bemg biased agamst her and t womens as. et a · • · ,, 
The document was· filed to re- other women. . But UK sa):S 1t was a . lateral , 
but arguments made by Hauser's UK says officials such as New- m?ve and that it :Vould be ~ppro-
attorneys in a response to UK's mo- ton, Pitino and Associate Athletics pna~e to allo"'. a Jury fo decide the 
tion for a dismissal of the lawsuit. Director Kathy DeBoer wanted her ments of one Job ov_er another, be-
Fayette Circuit Judge Mary No- to remain. cause Hauser's duties and salary 
ble is scheduled to hear arguments UK also notes that Hauser ac- would have remained the same if 
Friday on that motion for dis- knowledged in her deposition that she'd worked for the women's 
missal. she did not think Pitino, Newton, or team, according to the memoran-
Basketball Coach Rick Pitino DeBoer would have "set her up to dum. 
'lExlN,GTON HERALD-LEADER, 'LEXINGTON, ~Y. ■ fRIDAV, 'JULV ·19, 1996 
1lill'Coi.uMe1A · ' -·0 -~ :. , . • " 
-~ ~ I '•'''' ,I •• ._ : f 
,;G!'!l,ge' ~r!l~!de"!t '!>, f!!S!gl!: 1]1e pre.side~rof, '1 
•klfl0seyW1Ison Collegem Columbia 1s leavmg that 
liiost after 'nearly 20 years. John Begley has led the col-
l}ege from )ieing ,a two-yearjunior college into a'four-' 
ly~ in!lepehdent. Enrollri1~ht ~iiice 1977 has grown , 
/f!'oin 260 stud~ts ~o 1,317,. ~gle~ cit¥ fecent !J~lth 
!problems as his prunary reason for leavmg. He said he 
\would serve as'chancellor in the funa-raising and 
ijevelopment deppept. Dean and• Provost ',yalter 
;~e\ing will be int~rim:prf§ic!ent., · l, .i -
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, 
, · Friday, July 19, 1996 • 
MSU, city unite 
to fix subdivision 
MOREHEAD :___ The city 
,of Morehead and Morehead 
State University' will split 
the cost of bringing a 
subdivision into compliance 
with 'the city's codes. , 
The 'upgrade is needed 
because the McClure Circle 
Subdivision, now owned by 
MSU, is aniong surplus 
properties the university 
will auction Aug. 10. Once ii 
is in private hands, it will 
be part of the city: ' 
The subdivision had been , 
bullt for university faculty 
housing but is no longer 
needed. 
' The Morehead/Rowan 
County/Lakeview Heights 
Planning Commission , 
Thursday njght accepted the 
subdivision plat, but will 
require construction of ' 
turn-arounds for two of its 
dead-end streets. One ' ' 
turn-around will cost only 
about $2,000 but'the other 
will involve construction of 
a retaining wall. Together, · 
the' two improvements could 
cost' $30,000, Morehead : ' 
building inspector Clayton 
Perkins estimated. 
Porter Dailey, MSU's vice 
presidenffor WHAT; , . , 
pointed out that once fhe 17 
. lots are sold, fhe city will 
gain a half-million dollars 
in property on its tax rolls. 
The university is exempt 
from taxation. 
' But commissioners 
decided to accept the plat on 
the condition that MSti·pay 
half fhe cost of the 
turn-arounds, up to ps,o~o. 
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1v.1urray~s_fflexairner .shmgs 
off ~co,~~Q¥.er~~i\iins ])ra:ise: 
. . . . ' BY ANGIE ~UHS ' . . . -c~;;~~e· s;~tem, which is ~:~el~d .. - : 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER after Oxford University, · where I 
MURRAY.:....·wheri Kern:Alexander:ar- Alexander studied after receiving 
rived at Murray State University,.he carried his doctorate. 
the baggage from a controversial tenure as 
president at ·western ·Kentucky University. 
He faced a publicly skeptical faculty. that had 
tried to block 'his hiring.-To top it off, one:of 
the campus· buildings burned down·ortly 0 a 
. few weeks. after-he arrived. · . · · · 
. · It was hardly~ auspicious'1;tarf-Bui as 1 
:Alexander·marks his seccind·ariniversary at 
'Murray: State"this; mciiifh;:. h~ ·has silenced 
.critics;~cFwp_ri'n.iany .supporters with:ltis 
. ambitious.plans·Jor Kentucky's westernmost 
::':uniVei"sity.:r .:: .. J~-~-~'-.: •c-•·:·. -•• fi ·•t~;,,:/ ;1 :1:-;: __ :-~ 
, __ - Even°more:irnpressive, soine say, is'the I 
.•bond AleximderJias'forged with.the\Muria,y J 
State board, whicli:traditional!y has had trace I 
fious relations with many·of i_ts presidents:"·' 
Alexander '--'·who in an interview·last 
week' ·spoutedddeas about how to improve 
, MumiySfate;,several •of. them· gleaned. from 
- _,._' :_ ·his study ·at ·Oxford University. ii, . 
England - says he intends to stay 
at Murray .until it's time to retire. 
Ori iiistuture.aiiei-icia:· contin~-
ing.student.growth, beefi!ig.up ex-
terided-campus activity and pursu-
ing • international·.- programs, --,·an 
goals that the Murray State board 
has endorsed' · · ' .' •· -:_ :· ·· . ' .:. , ; ,. ~ 
· "We're not trying to increase 
enrollment for .the .fun: of ·it,"-
Alexartder said. -- "Y du're either. ' 
growing or going out i>f·business in i 
high~;:~~tioD/,:'1'.'.~!:"2J1:;>:•i',""''--- _ i 
Scicfar,:AJexandeEhas·enjoyed 
the csiipporLof•.the"Murray' State I 
board,, which ·earliei-::this ·.yea6ex; I 
tended his :contract .and issued 
staJeµienl§ qf..pµbJic' Sl!PP9!t.'..'..._' · .. 
... .''I think Kern has been.the right 
persan,aNhe-righto·time.-for -Mur-· 
ray," said board chairman Sid 
Eal , ...... -'l>-i·-,, ... _ sey. -~··t..:~~!.:~~~: 
A man of action· dt'.1.Ul•-'k-.-: 
Few could argue· that not much 
has been happening since Alexan- 1 
der took the reins at'Murray State. ' 
Off campus, the 'tiiiiversity and 
Alexander got the most attention I' 
when Murray State became em-
broiled in a feud with:the Universi-
ty of Kentucky over·pfans to start 
an engineering prpgram ih Paduc-
ah. .._ c~. • ':!-:?\: };'J 't • ''-: . 
;. But on campus; · several new 
programs have. ~prung., up_ under I 
Alexander's auspu:es.- ·:· ·:: · '. , 
• •'~--,- ·.' '" --1"\_ 
"Things .look better; fook more' 
academic,"- said Derek Somerville, 
the student government president. 
"There's more of a collegiate atmos-
phere, and there's more incentives 
to stay on campus." 
First, the university beefed up 
its recruiting efforts; resulting in an 
increasing enrollment." Faculty and 
staff members fanned out to visit 
area high schools in a program 
dubbed the ''Road Scholars." · 
Murray State officials also 
cranked up efforts to streamline 
registration and reach out more to 
students, especially freshmen. 
Alexander even said he wanted 
to see more campus beautification. 
Residential colleges - a pro- , 
gram in place in varying degrees at 
about.100 colleges nationally - at-
tempt to liDk student life more with 
academics. 
''"'lllhe'l)rogram·revolves· around' 
. campus dormitories; but Murray's 
plal! calls for assigning even stu-
derlts:whli live off-campus to one' of 
- the residential colleges. .. . . ,,- ... - , 
Alexander contends that · the 
plan- will help keep students in col- : 
lege; Students will feel more con-
. nected to . the university when 
they're offered more chances to get 
involved-in smaller groups, he said. 
·"We'll have the college with the . 
best ,!cildemic · students, the college 
with' the best debate team. They'll 
· compete ·:in everything," he said. 
. ".You .can get lost in 8,000 students, 
· •and~e want everybody here play-
.:mg on a team, not just sitting in the 
- stands." · 
-change In attitudes 
So·-far, the.reaction to'Alexan-
-der\:pl_ahs has: been largely, posi- : 
·tive '-"' even from thii'faciilty-mem-
bers, ·whose senate had unanimoiis-" 
ly voted to oppose his hiiiiig:-~,-· 
""lt's1QO percent different'now," 
said James Willis,:the facultycsen-
ate president. "A 180-degree turn-
around.'': ;_ · . ~ :'!..•_-:'.-.1 _ 
........ ,, •-• • "'h" -:i••,-7;•·-~ 
Willis said facility members · 
w~e . uj)set ·by--the prospect · of-
Alexander's,hiring .for several rea-: 
,.,sons.-,First; ·they: had.felt.ignored 
c and left.·out..of..the search process, 
·which had been criticized .for.hav-
, dng'< secret ,meetings" with .-candi-• 
• dates ~~ •· > ~--:- 1' 
· ' Additioruilly: Murn\f Stiif{'lic.' 
ulty were concerned ·aoout Alexan-' 
der's· tumultuous three-year tenure 
as-president of:WesterttKentucky 
University:There, he.had come un- · 
der·fire and received national atten-
tion for:wliaf inany. saw·as"afrat-
. tempt to .censor the award-winning 
student newspaper. 
Willis said the shift in faculty 
attitudes started the morning of the -
press'conference announcing tliat 
Alexander ii<!d been. hired. After it, 
he asked to .meet-with the faculty 
senate leaders: _, .. :,, 
Alexander told them he ~anted 
to know why they were concerned, 
Willis said. · 
"We took it as an invitatio~ to 
--speak 'now or forever ho1a~· our 1, 
piece, so we just laid it all out, and 
he never got defensive," said Willis 
an associate professor of education: 
"After three hours, I left thinking 
'This old boy can really talk th~ 
talk.'" 
For a president, coming into a 
situation where the faculty is suspi-
cious is one -of the hardest ·chal-
lenges, said Judith Block McLaugh-
lin, an expert on college presiden-
cies. 
''It's a very difficult entry, to 
have a campus expressing public 
opposition to your appointment," 
said McLaughlin, a lecturer at the 
Harvard University Graduate 
School of Education: "It's difficult 
to develop trust, but it's even more 
difficult to overcome·mistrust." -. · 
. Alexander said he wasn't put 
off by the faculty's initial reaction. 
"I don't know all the circum-
, stances of-why they-responded that 
• way:' :he ,said. IBut I know I .like 
· tlieI11 .. now, and that's all that mat-
teis.''. ~ ·-, . -· 
'You can't outwork him' 
.. Faculty also have been iin-
. pressed with-Alexander's ·attention 
. to detail and .his intellectual inter-
ests-;-Willis saici - _ -- , 
'For instance, Alexander·-person-
ally reviews the cases of professors 
up. for tenure, even having them 
come to his ·:office .-for a meeting, 
Willis said. He also reads prof~-
sors'. books. ;;,. · • 
.On a smaller scale, he.got,.the 
campus bookstore to start carrying . 
the New Yark Tiines, The Wash-
ington· Post and the.St. Louis Post-
Dispatch, Willis. said. , _ -, .. 
"I think the man is-brilliant,"..1:ie 
said .. "You,can't·.outwork him and 
you can't outthink. him." : _ -v .,~. 
•Ann Landini, an associate pro-
.. fessor of journalism ·and mass com-
munications, said faculty members 
like"the·sertse thatthete's a plan:'=· 
. "lt,seems he has a.definite, vi-· 
; sion· for 'this university; and he's 
' trying to be innovative in reaching 
, out,'J she said. - ,,_.. 
'.,But that wasn't always the case 
·when·'Alexander ,was:president:-of' · 
Western, said Gary .Cox;-.the execu: 
· tive director of the Council-On High.', 
. er Education:·-,:_.- <, • . , .. 
- "I· sense a 'j~;·;;.;ore self-~~nfi: 
deDce in him," Cox said: ''Yau just 
get the .feeling-he knows where, he 
wants to go and how to get there. f 
was never ·quite sure at Western if 
he knew exactly where he was go: 
ing and how to get there." 
Easley;" the board chairman· 
said he - thinks Alexander ha~ 
worked toward what the board 
wanted to accomplish. · 
Alexander . also has won ovei 
board members by faxing them ar: 
tides and news clippings, prepar.' 
mg detailed agenda packets weeks 
in advance and alerting them to on' 
going issues, Easley said. 
"He keeps the board informed 
and the board is happy to let hi~ 
run the university," he said. 
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lIID.ve~ftY-wili-·.be• .. ·divid~tl;:into••····•sr:r~sidentiaI .·colleges 
he said. 
Alexanqer said he hopes that: 
the experience will get more SUI-
dents involved in campus activities : 
because there will be more leader-. 
ship opportunities available to· 
them. · · '\• 
"The worst thing we've done in , 
American public universities is we 
spend all this money on facilities, 
and we. 'have 20,000 ~Uldents, 
watching five people jump up and 
down," he said. 
"I'd rather have just five SUI-
dents sitting in the stands and 
everyone else playing." 
0-u.ly .:l.3 2 /C/9~ 
l-\,I ~c1-,:;..- L\- l,d" -·(q 
MSU ARCHIVES I 
NJs:u C/fp -S11eet 
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University 
INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
'tEXINGTON'·HEAALli'.I.NEii;'texiNGTON\·:KVf■iUESDAY;'JuLY"23;'1:996-
·state:colle.ges·~ged_ to:ke~p~_pace 
·wi_th_·. ·. :_ .. :J'' o ____·• ... _b __ ,_._'.m. a._-_ .• rk .. __ et -· :~rn:~~e~~:~~~ its~~Jn~1~1~l~~ 
_ . · · funding. ~The funding formulaAsn'Uair 
- .---- - · -- · , ·' - .. :_ ·' ' Another area 'oftlie fuiiding formula to some of the urban un1·vers1·t1·es and 1't 
. · BY-ANGIE MUHS.'/'' s.· - -. · 
HERALo-LEAo,o:EouCAnoN WRiTEiF''" ; also.drew criticism from a key !awmak- isnJJair to community colleges."· Stum-
. 1 • er who sits on the task force, . · lxi-said."'lt bothers me that kids who go 
· FRANKFORT ·_.·Speaker .. after I • - •, House Majority•·I:.eader-Greg··Stum- · to· Prestonsburg Community College 
speaker yesterday_ to/d a- ·task force : bo; D-Prestonsburg, blasted the·current · have to go to school in a trailer.".':'--• 
studying higher education reform tilat - - .. --~•." -~·•· ""---~··-
Kentucky's. public universities and col-
leges aren't known for · changing their 1 
ways quickly. . 
• -But ·that's---what the colleges.owill 
have to do to prepare students for the 
rapidly changing job market of the·fu-
ture, they:warned. r·. : .. ·.;;:,· ;--_;: . 
_ ·Gov. ·Paur, Patton;. at· the:· second 
meeting of his task force studying high-
er education, also sounded that theme ill 
his opening remarks.',''''-'-''.'·;.·"--.: ··:' 
· "Wh~ther :-our.. institutions ·: have 
_served us·well·in-the_past i_s immateiiiil,. 
because_ they're going to_ ~ve: !O ~hang'e- l 
tci serve .us ·adequat~ly. m tli_e· .future,'.' ". 
• Patton ·said'. ''.:That's what this tasli force ' 
~ is all about":'..) . .:.'· ::Y ~- ;. ·. · · .:-.~ :.: / -, · ·: ,- · ' 
. 'The task."foi,lis expected fo'.come' I 
· up with a.draft report of itfrecommen-
. dations by'January, under a work plah'it•: 
endorsed yesterday.: Its schedule then ' 
-·calls -for0 public•·hearings •in• February i 
and a finalized report by March. -· · · 
· Patton· has said .repeatedly that he. 
·wants.to:call'aspecial legislative session•'·! 
to dea):with higher-education· issues::;~-- ; 
· · One ,speaker'·testifying oefore-the. 
task force said numerous states· are 
.- grappling :with_the.same·pr6ble11_1s'Ken: ·: 
. tucky's · post-secondary- educatio1Maces 1 
'-·such ·as lack;oftran'sferaliility;'coii- : 
: cerns o~~j~fS~.~~-p}i~!\ot~d \I 
·: lcl:°,~lle ~i;t'.~ei:ortdarr ~~tqf-;qf eciilta- \ 
tiort has been ·remarkably immune from : 
. ·any accountability' _for-'iis,gi:aduates,": 
said Hilary Pennipgton;_ president' ·of 
,_ Jobs fortlieFuitire, a national non-profit I 
research organization.·. . · :· · · 
~- . For'· instance; students .might' waste 1 
valuable time. because they .. couldn't ' 
transfer courses: from one part of post-
:' secondary· -eclucation·,.:to'· another;-Peil- j 
'· nington.said, 'adding .that Kentucky was-
n't the only-state to-have that problem. 
"That whole battle -bas· been out. 
there for 20 years," she said. "It's a scan- · 
dal that it hasn't moved further.~·,': "' 
· Pennington also told the task force : 
that it needs.to look at the state's fund-. 
ing of higher education as a method to j 
give colleges incentiv.es·-to do what. it 
wants - or penalize them if they don't. 
measure up. 
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Kentiiclg _workers-· --:.-:.: ~:.::.:.: -~ .. : _:'. .. -_;; ·ja· ..-:::..~: :-· - . . 
growing .o.- ei:, 
wmneea;iaJ"iting 2 
- ., , ,li':(,...,,"""l'~-~-- . ~.:::r~--:~~ ~~"j.l~~.:. t".~ "'c• ..... ~,······, • ·• • -~~-
Poorly~eaucatetI-- :~ f.~:~~~:r~:i~d::1~~ 
;..:i ,,
11
--... , .... - . •,. equate and educa.ted• work-force--auU s mcreasm,g, '.usu~y close t? inte~tes and uru: 
task 'force· hears :~~~·!1:n;111~~ina =.u;r 
areas of the state/- - , , .• , · 
., ·• Sen. David Wtlliams, R-Burkesville, 
By' RICHARD WILSON< said the underlying notion that people 
Staff Writer"""'" r. must move for ·education and better . 
~OR:r).~y,,.! :~;~~i:ky's jobs is disturbing.~•-< : •'. 
aging population, is_ going to make "That would put us in a downward 
new demands.on the state's colleges; sp~l:and make us colon!sts," ~d 
universities , and technical schools, . W:illiams, a panel member. .,, 
and if they.do notrespond;-the stati,'s'. _.'We nee~ a system_ of post-secon-
work force will not be competitivein· c,dacy,education that p~uces w~at we 
the years.ahead. : _·_ ·:.;.,. ___ __ nee\!, wh~re wen~ 1t and_m the 
Thatwas ·a prediction heard,yester>~ most eff!ctent way,_,Patt~n.s!')d,, _ 
· day'. by a tasli'force planning,to:.rec- Macy' Yae~er,,-, a LegislatiV~ · Re-
cimmend .several.changes next:year s.e~h <;omnusston analyst, s_md sta-
for the ·state's post-secondaiy educa- tisticS'Clid not .show that the mcreas-
lion system;:.: .,,!"':c'.:'" l;i,'1),. ing,1umber·c~-older··Kentuckians 
The Task Force•on Postsecondaiy were reflected .IJI college enroJ!men~ . 
Education, !leaded by Gov. Paul Pat- Nearly two-~ of ·the. uruve~1ty 
ton.and created at his urging by the students, she.smd, were 24 years eld 
General •Assembly: this year,. ·also oryo'!Jlger, about 24 percent were.l!e-
adopted a timetable for compleli!lg its tween 25 and 34 _and 14 percent-~!8 
work in March. Patton has smd ·he · 35·or older,.•-~• ,,a•_ •v,· , ... · ~ 
plans to ciill a.special legislative ses:.:. . About half of 'those attending com-
sion to react·-to·recommendalions· by munity colleges or technical schools 
the. task force. were between 18 .and 24, she said. 
·Ron Crouch, director .of the Ken-- Yaeger said the most dramatic eii-
tucky State Data Cente~; t~ld panel rollment increases · in higher educa-
members that census figures show lion between 1985 and 1995-were stu-
the state can no long~r dil!card poorly dents entering right out . of high 
educated · adul~, pnmanly beC:3use school. She also said the college-go-
they are becoming the most dominant ing rate had improved between 1985 
Pll!l of the state's populalio.n. Crouch and '1994, In the fall of 1985, only Old-
~111d that factor, coupled with chan11- ham .County ·sent -more than 40 per-
mg ~emands of the workplace, will cent of its high school graduates to 
require !]1at both older and younger state universities, In 1994, 29 counties 
Kentuckians be · bett_er educated, re- had more than 40 percent college-go-
ed~ca~ed and retrained throughout ing rates, _ 
th~,1r hve~. , . . Hilaiy Pennington, president of' 
. The big ISSUe for higher education Jobs for the Future, a public policy 
1s that 90 perce_nt of the technology research group said business and in-
and knowledge m 2020 has not even dustry 'II be ' .1nnn d ds 
been invented yet _ ·. retraining and WI • m~,. 1!'0re eman 
retooling will be a big issue, educa- on . educational institutions to prove 
lion will be a life-long process " he their gra~uates are _competent. . _ 
said. · ' ~he __ smd they will h11;ve to prove 
· While he acknowledged that the their C?mpetence, not JUSt present 
1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act credentials. . 
has greatly improved education for The panel also mo~ed. to hire two 
younger Kentuckians, Crouch said it consultants to work with 1t and a~opt-
will have to improve, and be more ed a sch~dule calling for C?mp_leting a 
widely offered for adults. draft of tis, report and legislative pro-
"It's veiy important that we have a posals by early January. 
system of learning across the state It plans to conduct at least one pub-
that people can get to whether it's by lie hearing in February and ·approve a 
rliiai:tnr-P 1PRrninlT ~RtP.llitP. nr other final reoort and orooosed lel!'islation 
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1\lurr~y·siate/{o~:aifqpt~Oxf~r~·:styJ~ 
:of;:r~siclenfial :collegesrfor ~stucle:nts· __  
".... . .· ·. - . ~ - .. ,~ '·; :. . :¥ - •'• , ~~ . -:,-~~--, . 
,~ated Press.,,;:' ,.'" nights on campus;:he said ; ; public universiti~ __ and ·,colleges 
• Alexander said he hopes that the have been trying to incorporate:· 
· :MlJRRAY;·Ky.-....: Murray State experience·will·get·more students residential colleges, .said Teny· 
University President Kem Alexan- · involved in campus activities. be- Smith, who has· studied residential 
· der wants to bring a little bit of Ox- cause·there will.be more leadership colleges and compiled a directory of 
ford University to the Western Ken- opportunities for them. them. · · 
lucky school. . The colleges will be centered on "It's · an · increasing trend, and .. 
Starting this fall; Murray State residence halls, , but students who probably the ma,jomy of new-ones· 
.students ~.like.their .countetparts live off,campus .will.be. assigned. to are · at public mstitutions," · said 
at the English university - will be a residential college. as well. Stu- Smith, !lie vice president·and dean 
:divided,among. residential. colleges · dents'. participation is voluntary, for -academic affairs" at Columbia' ·· 
· that will feature social activities,1n- ,-The' . .idea ,is;to give·, students· a College in Missouri.'''""'·'"· •,,.' ' 
'teraction with faculty andintramu- ·smaller ·group fo Identify with, Probably 100 colleges in the Unit-. 
ra1 competitions. which will make them more likely ed States have residential college : 
At;' Murray State,, each .of:.the to get involved in campus.activities systems of some sort, Smith saia.· :· 
eight residential colleges,will be·led and ~Y at ,the .university, Alexan- Smith said a studyche conducied' '· 
by.a faculty ·member-'who applied • dee smd., , .. _ ·, -.: .. --'•-:., -- ·, • · at Northeast,Missouri State Univer, .. : 
for· the post,: said ·Don •Robertson, ."They don't have a dropout rate,". sity· of students who lived in resi: 
,associate vice president for student . at Oxford, Alexander said. "I think dential· colleges .. showed that they' 
affairs:· · ·· - . · ,; .. ,: ,., ·: • -.. ,. it's an ideal system."... , were more Jiliely.to·graduate. ··. 
-·The faculty ·members will
0~ave an Murray State won't be the. first ''When you've got a faculty pres-
'office · and small living quarters.in school to copy:the Oxford·model. ence,.and there's no·separation·be-
the residence hall, Robertson said. Similar systems are in place at Yale tween livin!1 and learning, it's. a· 
·Most Jaculty prob!11/r.' wonit:.live .and Harvard. : • · _:,. more .organic experience for stu• 
.there. fiJII time but; ·.spend.so!]1e 'Bu_t in-the last few years,-more. dents," he said. , . . 
' •• ,_. . - ' .,..., . .., • ., ... -~· ' "'.3-"'•t·•' (.•:--;,~ .. 
·l£xlNGToN. HERALo:tooeii~ LexiiliiroiWKv;;■'ruEsilAv7JuL'i'23:: 1sss 
Btiil~f oi~.{~~1'(~;(:: 
,so u K·::~one.ge:~-
·ca,ittiave :·home . 
- :~,.J-j_.,-:-'f) \,•c:,:- •.·••1., ·-r··);:;'~- , 
. Sometimes you' have tiu;acruice 
some history to make history. , :, r. , 
That's ,what .the ·university·of 
.Kentucky, isc-doing,· demolishing 
· several old buildings in ·the "p<>int" 
.of land· between Rose· and South 
Limesfonirstreets to make way. for 
a new building .to house the College 
· of .Allied':Health and some pro-
, grams·of-the· Sanders-Brown Center 
,on Agj,ng. It will. be the first time 
, the allied.health college has its own 
home:.r:!·'.1 '· · ..,' . .-.: .. --~ .. '· - ':· · :. -:, ~-: :-! 
_ · Thirfinafdemoiition phas~ 1>e- . 
gan during the weekend, wheri ma- · 
chines started cl)ewing µp · the <>Id 1 
'Center Motel.building.-," - ,.,;,: , 
· - The motel was built about 1960, , 
·the year the 'UK MedicalTenter' 
opened.. . .... : ·· .:-· · · - _ 
' Construction. : .on ··: the .. ,:-new · 
building is expected to start·this .I 
fall'. '·/.-.:.-~:L::· ·'-,,.:_:~~·~~;- ·, ~--· . ; 
· The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Monday, July 22, 1996 
.i&!!!i@;ifirMiiiflMW&i!I!iti!JIN;,QURtYIEWtli~Ji~tfii;1;1;1111u1:!~~:M~ri;;; 
. ·w·, : 'o::.~~r· .;il:s·': ,; ,_.o··-':f· \_fL~a· ·  .. 1. ·s"'"e··-~· :_:: - · · ·-u- :-- - -. -·~1-:~ - ·· · .. ~~ 
· Folk' ·~--~~nt~r-will~b6~f~r~rirellead . 
After . sev'~i-al :·y~arif:,or_'.•iC~n }iw'.'~e'-iikely-tq see>ihe 
delay, ,work has begun on the,.. signs , about. the center·: and 
new home -for .the'Kentucky ·stop by for-·a' few hours on 
· Folk ,Art Muse.um ::in .More- - thf;lil: way .. to· somewhere else. 
· head .. The·new home will: , •. · The center. attracted 5,000 
'. ~'>►:.Tran sf o rmf--i. ··va:cafit; .. <, :vi~itor_s· ~last;,_year,, and,-with 
: former , groce.rY ;warehouse~-~ arf- .expanded,' more ':v_isib~e 
_ that has been a deterioratµig ... ~ome ~d mo~e prom_ot10n;.1t 
eyesore':in downtown More: :·fS p~0Jected~.1t. cc;>ul~. attt.act 
head· into--a · beautifully ·re- .. 10.~tlmes ,_that. number by 
stored ,bl,iilding .. tha:t gives .the: · 2~00:-,:C';c,· ;:::;;;,:::-,, · ·. 0 ,t: .,,,,~-:-
. Kentucky Folk "Art; Center:. _ In1993:·the center received 
_the space_it needs.~,···;>. .:: '. ."'· . $7l7,000. m federal grants· to 
··. · · ~·"""''"' ''"~•• .... ·~renovate'the warehouse· but · ►Prov1~e:·"a place _,for :~e ::.if,-ha:s · taken almost, three· 
preservation and pr'?moti~n- -years:to raise the $179;000·in 
of ~e ~olk art for w~ich .. _th1s private·.funds needed· to 
regIOff IS known-;-c•: ' _,. "· ' <··•-· ;,.__,. .. ,. · 'f ··h' ,,, t""'" ' ... ,~•t·-,u·~·-·•·· ---' . . · · ... ,..:-·-•- .... • · · ma c ·. ue , gran . - ne· com-
►Prov1de a:tour1st attrac- .,.mend the·many who donated 
tion :in . the. heart. of .down- · :,toward raising the' loc·a.1 
town Morehead. While iV_is .. ·,matcliirig".funds .. Theirslis-a 
doubtful .many people will wise investment that will 
plan their vacations around boost the city's economy 
a trip to the Kentucky · Folk while perpetuating a valued 
Art Center, many traveling art form. 
. -
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,Tqp ;Patttj;n aide .·gtiits 
'f or.~k~y · Bell-S._9ut1-j(j!J 
• ,!_ • • • ' " • - • 
By-TOM LOFTUS 
Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, ·Ky.-· - Margaret 
Greene, the prize catch last fall when 
Gov. Paul Patton cast into the private 
sector for top administrative appoint-
ments, is leaving state government to 
return to her former eniployersBell-
Soutb. , . __ : 
:·At a news .conference at.the Capi-
tol yesterday, Patton announced that 
Green would leave as secreta,y of .bis 
Executive Cabinet on Aug. 2 to· be-
come, vice president and general 
counsel of BellSouth Telecomniuni-
cations in Atlanta. · 
. Patton-,-also arinounced that: Crit I 
Luallen,'wbo,bas.served as Greene's 
deputy, will take her place .. LuaJlen is 
a state government veteran who _was 
state .tourism,,secreta,y under 'Gov. 
Brereton Jones. . · 
The secretruy . of the.· ExecLitive 
Cabinet is:generally .the governor's 
top-policy. adviser.and conduit to the 
secretaries· of the cabinets. of govern-
ment. But Greene bad assumed· a 
huge additional· responsibility .. over: 
seeing Patton"s ambitious "EMPOW-
ER Kentucky'' initiative intended·'to 
" . ·, ~_/:,.' .. \:..,'~:'..... .. :,:~ ... :,.. ,...;· ·:.. ·---·~- ·•: ~--
one of its. top executives; Ron:Bi!Jg-
ham, to state government: Bingham 
make· government inore efficient. will be chief project manager for EM-
Greene- .was. among ·the first:-ap- · POWER. 
pointments Patton .. announced after . Bingham will be hired under a per-
bis election in November, and at the sonal services contract. that will .pay 
time he bailed.luring .Greene from her him at a rate of$180,000 per year, bis 
job as .president of BellSouth's · Ken- salmy at Lexmark, Patton s_aid. But 
ttickrdivision· as a "stunriing · sue-" Bingham is expected to work just six ~:~~~~--:-f ~:,:/-t':.:;_~;'}·::."; ·. --. .~. , months~ full-time and -later··only .. as 
:.Yesterday's .. announcement was .. a needed, Luallen said;~',. . ·._ · _ · -
surpristf-because Greene.bad.agreed : .EMPOWER (which stands fot.EM-
to. stay, with state government for. at Power 0ur·workforce. with Effective 
least a year' · --· · ·· Resources) is the .,administration's 
· ' .. , .• : ,:;,, ""' - !..-,·., '" plan to re-en<rinee_r state. govemm_ ent Paiton said-,.Greene,:bad .warned .,... 
. him two months,ago that she was,be- m the same fashion thatmanypnvate 
ing.consid_ered,i.or. a·ma;or oost witb' corporations-have been :streainlined 
th 'dnr.- fus in the 1990s,- · · ·· '· .· . · BellSouth. at"sbe _coul t re e. .., ., .. ., - -
Recently,.the company.milde.the-iif- ·-Tbef!ari involves an in-depth anal-
fer; which' Patton .said, .would make ysis o the work processes of state 
ber·"one of 'th'e top'· ·· · · · -· ~overnment and it 
five _peoplec:at , Beµ,:: . , . · as a budg~t of about 
: South,"·"- ' ,,, ', 0 -- -'-- • · ' ·, $100 million· to · be 
Patton· said , "I do~'t ~- 11Jobs at th. ··a_ t - used eventuaJ!y to buy 
think 't antici- ., , ' ·computers_. ·and · new 
pated =ibility_of- level in.the.:.:·.-'. ' . techn~l!>gy . to help 
'this. kind of. ·position · - , · · ··make,. g?vernment 
being opened; ., /Un-·,-: company don't; .. , ·_mo;e effi_C!ent, . . 
:derthe·circumstances,,~" · ---n ·lt·a•-·,., .. :- Patton .said.be was 
: I would not at all· ask "-COme 01""" 0 · · confidenLEMPOWER 
: hei'to·j>ass up_ ~\~P:" schedule'''"'" O,!f,',' ~ould succeed under 
:portunity.!IC• c•L._.,~•s.!'• · 1 • __ •. its· new· leader. And 
· 'Greeiie said,'~•1:wisii .. :Maiga'r;i-Green~:~~lai~~g · .Greene said. she ex-
'tlie' ""-'""'had' been'·· · h ·re1 t BellSouth. ·pected:the plan would ......,..,b . "l" . . . er um o be stre gth d. b different · ecause "-' .-· · .. - : · . . . . ·· · n ene · e-
feel lil{e'fili'leavlilg'ii« v,:r,:,:-,c::. ,. '"". '-''ii,"". ·cause 'Bingham bas 
, lot of work undone,, · . -much more experi-
, But the job is open, . , • Jobs at .that ence than she bas in implemenlil)g re-
level in the company don't come open engineering plans. in,.the,private _sec-
, on a schedule, and they don't com~:; t(?~i.-... .1 •.:? .).1-::.t 1.1'..k.:l. :f- J-_ 
, open often.".. ·. · -· · · .The governor said_he was prepared 
· She said,.'.'l've .invested 13.years.of to handle Greene"s departure because 
-my career with BellSouth:· It was:.aJ. be knew from ,.the ,start bet time 
·ways·myintentionto'gobilcktothem. •would.be limited and'because· be'd 
And· now· is :the· time· I· need·to' go named ·Luallen as her' deputy:Patton 
'bacJt<t•ai."'.f"{\.H'.i ... nv;,..vh~,n~--- ... ~, ,;::-;:, -· . . said Luallen'".c'hllS--beeJl' involved with 
.·•·~•.r.r tr;?~ .. ...,.•:•_•~ •• "".-1, .. ";'-~-:,-~.,. · • .the day .. to--dBy·-wOrkings ·of·the cabi-
.Patton.accepted Greene:sdeparture .fro -~,.. • , · fth ~-'-'· •witb'blsbe twish ·'.·~" Y' ::·· · -net m-wemceptiono eauwuw,-
-· ,M•j,; 1. .. , ~~' ,, _, i.- •• ~!,~!!ieo !:f::;:; J:!P, tration~ .,.::She's a natural successor" 
. "/' ~t.bas made,a_great contri- to ,Greener.: ~ ,,,,., ;c,.,,,c;;r,: •. .,-~. 
' butioii to this. administration, an«L,a - Patton-aiso said tliafGreene' will be 
~ .contribution,,to. the ·people/of available about ·one day ·a .week·for 
· Kentuql_!.y..:; The · 11overnment will,_be . ral ks h 
I 
th 
fundamentally different, and better, the ~~xt seve w~_'T}o / e p· e 
because of her efforts.and her sacri- transition. ' "•·-,· ' 
: fices "'be·said:''"' , f · • , . Luallen.and Greene 'eicii returned 
.. T~. take·.Jp' ~re' Greene left-off .. Patton's kind words,.:- . 
. with ... EMPOWER Kentucky, Patton· · Luallen said of Patton, "He bas the 
'.also.announced yesterday that be had vision to prepare this state for the 
persuaded _ officials ;:of Lexington-·· next century, and he plans to have 
based ~~-~ternational to lend eight years to fulfill that vision.'" . , 
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Gioijefuw1\gets $50,000 grant 
. ,t. BY LINDA VANHOOSE 
· HERALD-LEArlER STAFF WRITER 
nexLthree years; has:,: • 
held on camjms. each summer for 
high school students. 
EKU 
· 000 grant,· pa_ ya. b. · le over_·_:. 
· . . . awarded by . · the . · 
Gh~undation'.lo Georgetown . Merita Thompson, longtime 
College for its ;ii~'Learning Re- professor of health education at 
source Center. ~;aet!itio~, the col- . . • • . Eastern Kentucky University and 
.lege recen!IYJ,~yed five other 'p.< · \ . . a former Acorn Award winner for 
~~ to:r!f~_!;500_i_~ . . . .R Little . - Thompson outstanding classroom perfor-
. eCe· t. "~ turmmg
100
e- ··. ,· •,:c• •·:;·••.; • ., . · . ··mance, wiU address EKU's 89th 
source n er \ll!u~ea e a - . .-.. ,. ... ·· summer commencement Aug 1 
seatdistance.leamihg center; mov- areas ·that have the potential for .. • , . . . · . . . . . · · 
ables~tjcs_fo(~fc~torage, study ~Jo~. 16ng,term effect on c,ommu: · The cer~ony,,.whi'~\ IS o~en 
;1t1Jl.l~'With;co~ .• h<iokups and.-,-::!11ty life an?:supports the·grant_ees . to th_!! public,· :Wtl!:!>egm at 7.30 
:~or :22(f~:volumes:;of;'::mAleyelop111g state,of-the-art:ap< :p,m; m ~e ~vme'.m the ~nter of 
;Jioolc$~Grouiidb~-is expect- 0 1>roaches':to ··the .challenges .. at · campus.- .In a.s.e_ .. of,ram, com-
'edtli:i'iakeplaaftbtslfull • ·'•'··· "· .: fum(i.:L·• , .. .-.... ,·:, • .. (i.· .. ·mencementc,.wi!Lbe·~moved to 
ttf.$X:h~~dati~~-b~ ·. Olher'~~:ar~:_-.· -~-~: :<:.,:~-.~'Alumni°->li~:, ~:; · 
,~;~fgli,,es;its attention. to •.Steele-Reese' ·Foundation:"'A , Thompson-,w11l · .address 644 
,;".,~'.1-~~~E.~~:i; . ;.," . $90,000 grant; payable,ovet three. degree candidates, 
year, has been awarded. too.up,:. . · After:tli~. weii;ciny; Hazle Lit-. 
grade and expand · the college'.s · tie of Richmond O Va. will receive 
Writing Center. :,, ,, .. · ;- .·: an honorary do~tor ~f letters de-
Jefferson•Pilot Corp~A $30,000 ·gree. .' : . ·· 
grant· to support the.ethics and' Little, a Paint Licln1~tive who 
values comporientsoLthe Gatton 
Center. for Lead~hip Develop- graduted from Eastern., in 1929, 
ill.entaf,thecollege.''•:,,·' . ·... . taught in various Kentucky school 
:. · ·crall~',F.oundation: -K.$9,000 . systems and later at- Peabody 
gran. t~:t0~_·5·~u·•·po·_· rt·th - U · • . f . State J'eachers College, w_h.ere.she -· .... P - e mon o ed· er' d. ..--
BlaclcLeaderii,-ir.sttidentorganiza:·•·earn. amaSt· s e~::,:;,·,. · 
tioni!,tGe.Qrietowi1College. a'··;. .. ·,_in 1989, she e5.tablis~ed the 
: , 1Margafet_J.:Voorhies.c:Haggiii T~OJll3S C. and ffilzel.~.-~1ttle In-
Trust -,;N';;-$15,000 grant: was • stitu.te __ for School :Adm1D1strators, 
awarded;:by<.The'Bank--oLNew ,help111g ma~y t~cpers-to further 
York: frorirthe Haggin Trust' in .. !heir educatto1,1 ',ffidP_ursue careers 
memory'. of::her date husband,.· m school administration., . 
James Ben Ali1I:1ggin; to support . She was aisoa major support-
the Pre-College~ Academic Experi- - er of the EKU Libraries Capital 
:ence. in.Mat~ernatics and Science, Improvem:n.ts~_<;:ampaign. 




By SCOOT WADE 
and KYUNG SONG 
Business Writers 
When Ed Popper became dean of 
Bellarmine College's W. Fielding Ru-
bel School of. Business two years 
ago, he inherited a curriculum set up 
as if · the business world hadn't 
changed in two decades. · · · 
Of course, it had. 
. • But·. many --programs awarding · 
master's degrees in business admin-
istration -- at Bellarmine .and else-
where ~ had grown stale, teaching 
outmoded lessons. Enrollment de-
clined as criticism grew that an MBA 
degree was losing its relevance in 
the workplace. . 
In response, Popper is. leading a 
complete redesign of Bellarmine's , 
MBA curriculum beginning in.Janu-
ary to make it diverse, high-tech,-in-
temational, convenient. and . attrac- , 
live to non-traditional MBA students. i 
All students will be given a state-
of-the-art laptop computer. . There 
will be a more-mtense MBA course 
for top executives and ·other options 
for everyone else,· including a pro- i 
gram offered only on weekends. , 
Travel abroad for a business·expe, ' 
rience will be mandato11 and includ- 1 
ed as part of tuition, Just · like the , 
computers. This summer, a class is 
traveling to 1'enn, Russia. And a 2-· 
year-old MBA program focused on · 
attracting~ African Americans has 
drawn 25 into the MBA program full-
time, increasing minority participa-
tion from a ·percent to 15 percent. 
Innovative curriculum to be intro-
duced next spring has been designed 
to help students develop judgment 
and leadership skills. . 
Bellarmine isn't the only Louis-
ville-area school retooling_ its. cur-
riculum. For example, the.University 
of Louisville - which established the 
metro area's first MBA program in 
1950 ~ offers an "integrative" MBA 
. program thai is modeled to parallel 
reaf business conditions. 
But of the four area schools, at 
least, that offer MBA degrees, Pop- -
per believes that Bellarmine has 
evolved the furthest to respond to 
changes in the business world. . 
U of L's classic MBA program, for 
example, ."is a little more traditional 
and a little more analytic" than Bel-
larmine's, Popper said. "We are a lit-
tle more visionary and a little more 
leadership-focused in our approach." 
To that, Robert Taylor, dean of U 
of, L's School of Business, replied: "I 
th1Dk he's absolutely wrong." 
Taylor contends that unlike Bellar-
.mine, -U of L has a ·track record in 
the use of teclinolo!JY in the class-
room as well as an,1Dtemational fo. 
cus, including an MBA program in 
Hong Kong and plans-for ventures in 
Athens and San Salvador, El Salva, 
dor. · · 
Still, Popper, 51, has made believ-
ers out of people on and off the Bel-
larmine campus. 
"Bellarmine was up here on the 
hill, a sweet little place. It was local 
and quiet," said Harold Koch, a Bel-
. larmine marketing professor. 
"Then this ·new dean came here 
two years ago and really jerked this 
place into the 20th century." • 
Koch added: "Had he not been 
hired, ·we'd be chugging along like 
we did for more ·than 40 years." · · 
Popper came. to .the .job ·with a 
master's and Ph.D. in -business- ad-
ministration from.Harvard;a 13-page 
resume .and . an enthusiasm that 
makes people want to listen, observ-
·ers-say. · · 
. One of his mandates when he ar-
rived· on campus was to bluntly as-
. sess the school's shortcomings, said 
Makers Mark President Bill Sam-
uels; one of more than a dozen exec-
utK.es·. who :advise' Popj,ei'oh ,.the 
·needs ·of busmess.· ·· •.·- , 
· "He's fairly uriconvehtional in .his 
approach to problem solving," said 
Samuels. "He was . cautious. He 
looked around then came up .with a 
fairly radical departure; I think it's ex-
citing. I think he's onto· something." 
., Popper probed "•.the school's 
strengths and weaknesses by a;;king 
· stu~en_ts, former students, faculty and 
busmess leaders their opinions. In the , 
past five years,- enrollment in Bellar-
mine's MBA programs has declined 
by about 15 percent, to 300 students 
~ a fact Popper attributes to a gener-
. al decline in the popularity of MBA 
degi:ees from '!on-top-tier programs. 
Given the pnce of attending Bellar-
mine -,- about three times that ·of at-
tending a public .univemty - Popper 
knew-ihat students would choose Bel" 
Jarmin~ only if they knew it was 
· worth 1t. • - . · • · -
The school has competition from 
companies that train their own junior 
managers using senior managers as 
teachers. and mentors, from :degree 
programs ·offered on television, .and 
from. other MBA .programs, including 
U of.I., its traditional rival. . 
Popper also had to counter the per, 
ception - held by people like Sam-
uels - that whatever can be learned 
in an MBA program can be learned 
better on-ihe job. , · 
Now Samuels is sold. The program 
· would tempthim to .sign on if he were 
younger, he. said;·because he had nev-
er though~ !Jf;an JilltA, as a place- ttl'. 
-hone· leadership- skills:,· ~ ---~ ,, ·,. 
"I had never thought of a business 
>education, ,is,,o,ie.ithat tweaks and, 
· trains your_:decisi<ill'niaking abj!i,:Y/ , 
Samuels said:· "I'm one who. came·out · 
~f engineering arid:physics, whei:e it 
IS black and·whlte." · 
"Very little of what we are about is 
how expert we are in the things. we 
have to make decisions on," he said. 
"It's judgment; and it's a lot· about 
confidence and drive." . 
Like many business schools, Bellar-
mine was using ·a curriculum created 
before the age of computers, a time 
when an MBA education focused. on 
teaching certain skills without empha-
sizin__g _the importance of leadership. 
. "Thirty years. ago, businesses -had 
· floors·and floors .of people with add-
ing machines, now,there·are laptops 
and PCs and those' people just. aren't 
· there anymore,''. he said . 
Popper knew that business students 
would- have:to · be international-mind-· 
ed and has made overseas experience 
a part of the new· MBA ·program,· 
·Teaching technology as a tool of busi-
ness .wilt also- be at .. the--,program•s 
core. · 
"Until he came'here;technology in, 
.-the·classroom,was·at.the discretion of 
the professor," said Koch, the market-
ing professor. ·••some were inclined,. 
some· not inclined to integrate tech-
, nology. · Now, uniforrilly there's a 
. great deal of technology." .. · 
_ For now, it doesn't bother Popper 
that the reputation· of .Bellarmine's 
· business school ,js•,Jargely unknown· 
beyond the· local area. · . . . 
, ·" "If somebody ·says, 'I got my·MBA 
, from -Northwestemi0 or Harvard, ,or-
, Stanford,' yo"' have-~ome sense' that 
.th~re•s some expectations,',' he said. 
:-''!,light,l)!\w.,;!'.t~ it's important for 
.. ~ell",11ll1lle: to,have;a · strong ·reputa-
.•.tton ID the places where our students 
. ~a':i~~!oyed. Over time, that mighf 
, Popper · says schools build their 
reputations when graduates are sue-· 
~essful. Corporations who hire them 
ID tum want to hire more students· 
from that college. · · 
"I want to graduate people who ·aie:: 
remarkably well-prepared to sue-·· 
ceed," he said. · 1•·-~, 
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~U:-of .·L builds academic .. empire 
witb _work at forei~ schools\, . 
' •• ,. '. - •• ~ ; • • ., • • 1,-,._.., •• !...1 •• ,~, •" •• .., • - •• .........: ,.. • , .. 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS · ' UK prefers to. assist· foreign uni- But U of L officials say the pro-
The. Courier.Journal . , .· versities; m would-rather entice grams overseas. •could provide ,.a: 
··· '·'· • , · · " ,.,. foreign students to its Bloomington framework·for: other·sorts of aca-' F~m·, Central ~erica· to the campus. And the IU business facul- demic · interaction; · including stu-
Persian·. Gulf.' From a hotbed. of ·ty h~ ~oncerns about maintainipg dent and 'tai:ulty exchanges. · - . . 
market eronomics. In Asia to . the quality m degree programs abroad, In Athens, U of L's M.B.A program 
cradle·,. of -Western .civilization. said William Sartoris, chairman of "is just one part of the whole collabo-
From former police states in East- international .,activities at the· IU ration," which will include music and 
· em Europe to the seat of intema- School of Business .. ., . ,other disciplines, •said Lltsa Smoko-
tional justice In the Netherlands.. . U of L's global expansion fulfills viti, a business professor at the Uni-
What could be a jacket blurb for a pledge that President John Shu- .versity of Piraeus in Greece; 
an international-whodunit also de- 1 maker made last September when U ofL professors have worked and 
vill
s?'i~s • the UniveTty of Louis.- he persuaded'the university's trust- taught overseas for years·, Enck said 
es , eme...,;"", ,ar-fl"_"" .,aca- t t JnSti'tut • In . ..,...., -,, ees o crea e an e ,or. ter- •he's ,..,;"" to support their work an'd 
deD11c-empire.. · ti al D 1 Sh ake ~,...., The-business faculty has taken na on eve opment. um r. build on·iL • · . 
the . leacL in global outreach . by said it would give U of L a. ''.dy- . Since 1993; -for example, the·. de-
launching a ~aster of Business liainic and high-prcilile inteniation- · partment of justice administration has 
Administration· program in •.Hong al presence" and· pay for· itself to : relied .on "minimal" funding from. a 
Kong; two moie are plllilned--·in boot.J :; ,.: '·'·"··'"--·'··• ·,., ·· _." · non-profit group totrain police in·Ro-
Greece and ElSalvador-and oth' Henry Enck,.whoin h~ brought' mama, said Deborah'Wllson, ·a,pro-
ers are. possible,in The,,Hague,. in-to:nm·the:institute, saidhe·sees ~sor. But-·she· said·'Enck;·over·the 
.Netherlands;and China. Other.de- Jio.contradicticiii between'.Uoft's course-of a weekend, helped her ex-
partments plan· t9 train computer state-niandated mission 1>f·serviiig pand .that concept into a ·two-year, 
scientists in Cairo, Egypt;.nurses.in the urban Louisville area and the $383,000 grant proposal now being. 
Abu Dhab~ United Arab ·Emirates; academic globetrotting he's trying. considered 1!r the U. S. State Depart-
educators,in. El Salvador and Ar- 10 foster. ..;,.,..,.,, ... ,-0 ··,.... ' ment for po __lic~ training in Romama,_ · 
· gentina and police officers in East- ·· '.Enck;· who. coordinatecLintema-
em Europe: • -•. , .: . . . 'tional ·academic programs at Cena · .. f'MR_E--:> 
·ne U of L •degree . programs tra1 Conoecticut_ S!ilte, University, . . , 
•abroad seM!.foreign students.who where Shumaker was president be- • lExlNGTON HERALD-tEADER;[EiiiNiii'6N, Kv. 
live·in·the.host countries - rather fore coming to U of t;,said that in. lfTHuRsliAv; Jut'v~5. 199.6-
than sh!dents -_fr!)m . its Belknap an . economy · thafs , increasil)gly 
campus· m.Louisville. . ., . . . ,. global; students••iare going to-have •. :.CORRECTIONS , . 
But th i ch d · th to engage'the .world'!•to sua;eed in · 
· e ees · aige m e for- their careers ~ an· d ·that·:the um·· -
·eign programs generate revenue 
that the university hopes to use to versity•should,equipthem·to'do•it. 
help Louisville-based students ~'g[~~~~~:l,,=~ r:rt oWl~~: thi;;i~ie ~ will .. begin; this ' f1i1i'.1n, 'Athens, 
grams .abroad enrich the-teaching Greece, .and., in the· Salvadoran 
and research of participating pro- capitaPorS!IJi'•Salvliacir. in. early 
fessors.and enable them.to convey 1997: The iiiliversity ·has opened 
global perspectives .: to. students negotiations that could yield more 
6ack home.. . . . . . . M,BA programs in The Hague -
Training programs . offered by site · of !lie Inteinationar Court of 
American universities for foreign- Justice _;_ and in China: : . 
ers abroad .,are· .proliferating, ., in · Under· •separate · contracts, the 
part because many countries are · business · and engineering faculties 
reluctant to pay to send students to will provide techrilcal. training to 
th_e __ U[!ited States-- for fear they the members -of the chamber· of 
won't come back. . · ·: -. --- commerce- in• Jeddah; Saudi ·Ara-
Using a blend of on-site· ins\ruc- bia, and to . the .State. Information 
tion by faculty and remote instruc- Center of ·china. . 
tion via the Internet, Murray State . The students · in U of L's pro-
• • . 1 grams abroad are foreigners; most Uruvers1ty will start a master of I of the 36 students in Hong Kong, 
science . program in economics .in fo 1 
Hong· Kong this fall·, it's consider- I r examp e, are mid-level manag-ers working there for such compa-
ing similar programs in Russia and I nies as AT&T, Motorola and Arco 
China. The University of Kentucky I Aluminum. 
and Indiana University offer no de-
gree programs overseas. however. 
. . °The names under the· photos of 
Hazel Little arid Merita'Thomp'son 




• • ••• 
The amount of a Gheen Foun-
dation grant awarded to George-
town College was incorrect in yes-
terday's Community• section. The 
amount of the grant is $500,000. ---
D of;Lworks 
worldwicle .. 
Continued from Page' 1. _' ' 
.~ .- ;!, .r:::.. ~ . · .: 
.Bulgaria, and Serl>ia. -·-· -· . -
Enck's institute anticipates reaping 
about $1 million on an ·mvestment to 
date of $250,000. The surplus comes 
from·· student-. fees· and private and 
government grants; _. - · • " 
Foreign··students, pay ·more to.· at-
tend U Qf L's M.B.A. program in Hong 
Kong than .they would to attend most 
competing prograll!S there, said Rob-
ert Taylor, dean of U of L's business 
school. ·'' . · · '· 
_ · ;1n retuni, .the students - who are 
from an· array of foreign countries -
get' a U ofL degree backed by inter-
nationally recognized accreditation. 
All classes •are taught by faculty from 
1he home· campus, who apply · the 
same standards they do··on UofL's 
Belknap campus.· . . ; _ .. ·• --
''American . degrees are highly 
prized" overseas, Enck said. . . 
But Johil Green Jr., president of the 
International Federation for Business 
Education, cautioned·tbat U.S. insti-
tutions,may be losing their.advantage 
in peddling M.B.A: clegree programs 
abroad because of increasing.compe-
tition- from British programs ,and a 
growing 'European _ preference _-for 
llome::grown business trainjDg. . . 
Jeffrey Bracker, coonlinator of the 
Hong Koni: program, said U of L has 
a competitive eage among the 15 or so 
foreign M.B.A. programs. in Hong 
Koni:, thanks in part to its tradition of 
-semng students who have jobs and 
families; U of-L- professors don't ·as-
·sign busywork, and busy students ap-
,preciate that;· he said.. · - . 
U ofL has few-~ abroad. 
"We own virtually not$g-overseas," 
.Enck said. "We don't even want to 
own a. light bulli." · 
Classrooms, office equipment and 
lodging for faculty are the responsi-
bility of a university, government 
agency or private company in the host 
country. _ . · 
Although U of L's M.B.A.. programs 
abroad are designed to serve foreign 
students; Taylor said the experience 
that faculty gets abroad rubs off on 
students on the Belknap .campus. 
. Participation in the ousiness 
school's study tours overseas- has 
soared; .all 38 members of one M.B..(\. 
class .have committed to -a foreign . 
tour ,next 1ear. One I.ouisville-based 
M.B.A. .student.has sat:in on classes 
in·: Hong Kong and Bracker said he 
wantl(more. students from the main 
campus to make similar use of bis: 
program. . 
While calling the overseas ventures 
''very worthwlille," Richard Stremel,': 
chairman of U of L's faculty senate,· 
said there's a risk of "spreading the 
resources of the programs here too: 
thin." . 
Enck agreed, saying ''we'.ve got to, 
make certain that the benefits of· the· 
international experience outweigh the; 
!in!e" that faculty are away from Lou- · 
isville.- . . . . _ 
So .far, Taylor. said the benefits out- : 
weigh any drain on the business 
school faculty - cinly a few of whose 
70 members are-out of the country at 
any given time. · • 
Enck said ·he can't guarantee· the 
success of U of L's overseas ventures, 
in part because exporting degree pro-
grams is such a -new notion. -
But the, possible rewards; he con-
tends, are too great to pass · up. He 
cited an inter-university partnership 
he's teying to stitch together that 
would give U of L a hand in creating a · 
market economy in the Ukraine. 
''That would be an honor and, a 
privilege," he said. "And it would be 
one hell of a cliallenge."· '· · · . · 
• •• ,._ • ••' • a ' 'Cl • 
-.Ju.Ill od(f, ;c;9& '1\Acfol-Ll-12-i3, 
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UK outlaws bikes, 
skate·s on sidewalks 
_Bicycles to be limited 
to six paths 011 streets 
BY STEPHEN TRIMBLE 
HERALD-LEADER. STAf!' WR.ITER 
Bicycles soon will ·no longer be-
long on University of Kentucky 
sidewalks. ·, ·· · 
Instead, anyone on non-motor-
ized wheels - bicyclists, in-line 
skaters and skateboarders ..:. must 
stick to-narrow bicycle paths OJ,Ysii( 
campus streets, said Joseph'.(T. 
Burch, vice president for university 
relations. · . 
The get-tough policy,,which in-
.eludes $25 fines for violators, comes 
· after several years of rising safety· 
concerns from campus pedestrians, 
Burch himself was run _into while 
walking. on campus a: few years 
11g9, he. said : . ' · · · . 
. '!That story justrepeats itself 
wi\erever·you go around-cainptjs," 
Burch·said. · :·' J: :;}',,,':::.:-. · .. ',,:::'i; 
.. The ·safety 'probleiji is difficult 
to quantify,- Burch :saidc. Cminilijg 
bicyclists on carilpus:'.<is lilie cow;1t-
. il)g ants on an ant qill;" .he said.!''' 
· Although a small percentage1>f 
bicyclists and, skaters seem to;li!! 
rushing across , campus · cin . tlrejr 
.way to dass -or elsewhere, Burch 
said, J:he number of pedestrian colli-
, sions· keeps going up. , : ., . , . ·· 
. 'Last year, UK officials asked-bi-
cyclists to walk their.bikes in· "dis-
mount zones" on central. campus 
sidewalks .. The policy was 'volun, 
tary, Burch said, and widely ,ig-
-nored. ' . ,•· .·. '.. ' '., .. 
:"We ·gave them a chance, aiid 
they didn't do the right thing;'' 
.BtJrch.said. ''Quite frankly, we tried 
to avoid this" new policy. 
· In fact, a UK bicycle advisory 
committee warned against forcing 
bicyclists onto the streets last 
year. 
"Many schools exclude bicycles 
from· sidewalks," the committee's fi. 
nal report concluded. "Given the 
volume of traffic on Rose, Euclid 
and Limestone streets, this ap-
proach is ill-advisecl ... wi!h poten-
tially more serious safety conse-
quences for all parties.'" 
But Burch pointed out the com-
mittee hadn't anticipated bicycle 
paths. The paths will line the edges 
of Rose Street, Hilltop Av~nue, 
, Funkhouser Drive, Administration 
Drive, Patterson Drive and Univer-
sity Drive. · 
A few campus walkways will 
be cleared for bicyclists only, Burch 
said. And several parking spaces in 
.. tl:1_e central campus area will be sac-
rificed to ·accommodate do~~; of ~ 
bicycle parking raci<s. 
• Campus police officers will ·be 
· responsible for keeping bicycles off ' 
the sidewalks. But Burch hopes ; 
pedestrians will "claim their right 
to safety" and urge bicyclists· and 
. '··skaters ~o stay off walkways. 
The policy is good ·news to 
Alan Aja, UK's student government· 
president; Las_t fall, he limped away 
from a bicyclist who ran over him 
outside the Margaret I. King Li-
brary. • 
. Th~ bicyclist "didn't even stop," 
. Aia said. "He said, 'Sorry,' and kept 
gomg." 
Aja expects most of the campus 
to welcome the new policy he said 
but figures at least 40 t~ 50 stu'. 
dents will oppose it. 
One of those could be junior 
Ben Gold, who says he rides his bi-
cycle to class every day. 
. The street paths "just aren't gD-
mg to work," he said. ·"It's a rather· 
narrow little bike path." 
Enforcement, Gold added 
would be another problem. He com'. 
pared it to last year's dismount pol-
icy. . 
"It'll take two weeks" to fail he 
said, "which is about the aver~ge 
time span for a policy here at UK. 
Then everybody wi!L go back to 
what they were doing." 
' . 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL ·FRIDAY;·JULY:26_.1996 
lJIUv~is.ity:of.'the':'.WorlH-(. 
A. mternati(!~ai presence is Back in the 19508 and ·•a0s ·the an exC1ting .and chal- International Center was a' ma-lenging · thing for any jor force in education exchange. · Univl)rsity. So it will .Each summer, young Kentucki-
b7 for _the University of .Louis- ans would troop over with the· 
ville. And for Murray State and late Dr. George · Brodschi · to· 
for••the University ofKentu'cky. stuo/ or;work ~:Europe -.es-. 
In -an era when instant com- pe1;1ally m our S!8(er city, .Mon.t-
munications can link any stu- P~lier. U of ,Ls .Jlarticipation 
dent from his library cubicle' or wit!1, .the E?glli;h-Speaking 
~orm room to almost anywhere Uruon has prov11fed since 1960 
m the world, the expansion an avenue for local •students to 
makes sense. U of. ·L,· for in- ' go to London, Oxford and Edin-
stance, is tailoring its extension burgh for advanced studies. 
efforts to· needs in far flun _\Vh!!t's happening now takes 
places such as Hong Kong; Th~ !his kind of exchange forward 
revenue derived from teaching into _the next centwy. A word of 
foreign students will be sent ca1;1tion? _however:. All Kentucky 
back to Kentucky _ for the ~ruvers!ties . are facing hard 
benefit of our students who !iJnesd finan!='ally. 1'1!e Governor 
would like to study abroad. •:fi 1!11 :rtaking a seno_us look_ at 
There is, we would like to . ell' 1!J~s, and whil~ _proVId-
dd I hi' . mg exC1ting opportunities for ~ , a_ ong story of mterna- ·. travel and study abroad is al 
t1onal interest. at U of L, BJ?- .in- ways welcome, the main f~ru~ 
t~re,st that i;>re-dates the uruver- must remain on u of L's urban 
s1ty s entry into the state system. mission. 
--rlLli: "0 , /99 1 'ilf-\"~-y- 1·8 -.;l' 
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'~PhD Project' 'lures 
niinorities -back ... · 
. . 
. to-the classroom. 
By DIANE E. LEWIS 
The Boston Globe 
Peter J. Aranda was earnin a 'The focus is people . ·. 
six-figure salary as vice presi:fent at or near the 
of operalioll!I for the subsidiary of p1"nnacle of the1·r 
an entertainment conglqinerate . 
when he rece!ved an unusual offer: ·careers and willing 
the opportunity to earn a doctoral . . , 
degree, mentor minority graduate to trade top jobs for 
students and spend more time with · • · 
his wife and 6-year-old sop. doctorates 1n 
Aranda, who already hol~ two business the title of .. 
· master's degrees from Washington . ' . · 
University in" St .. Louis, jumped at professor and the 
:::Jse·r:n:w~:.J~~= promise of greater 
California to New York City. . . flexibilHv. 
Last fall, he entered Columbia • ... , 
University and began work· on a 
doctorate in business administra-. -----------
lion. The·recipient of a full fellow-· diversity training and . awareness, 
ship, he ·is· focusing on business and one reason is that the people 
strategy. • . we are hiring are coming from a 
"Acquiring a doctorate and find- 1, non~ers!fied, or white,. environ-
ing a--way to give something back I men~ ~d Bernard J. Milano, .ex-
to young people had always been ecu,tive. director of the ~MGloun-
an aspiration _ of mine," said L~~ ~ Montvale, N.J .. But~ you 
Aranda, 36. "But I also wanted to have . diverse faculty at · bus':'less ' 
..• spend more time· at home." schools, you attract more mmor: 
This · · , ities into business and you also bet, 
1.ear, a consortium of U.S. ter prepare all students to work in a 
~ will woo _some 2(!0 black, His- ultiracial environment.". .. 
pamc and Asian busmess profes- m . , 
sionals who are at or near the pin- Supporters are also_ counting on 
nacle of their careers and willing to the initiative to increas_e the num-. 
trade top jobs for doctorates in ber of ·doctoral _candidates and, 
business, the title of professor and· eventually, minonty professors 'rt. 
the promise of greater flexibility. American business s_chools, w~ere 
Called •the "PhD Pro'ect" th , faculties are predommantlv white.· 
multimillion-dollar initi:tiv~ w~ Between 1984 and 1993; close tQ. 
put in motion in 1993 by a partner ' 6,300 people were. awarded doctor-
at the accounting firm of KPMG , al degrees in finance, management, 
· Peat Marwick. It has grown to in- marketing, ~ccounting ~d other 
elude dozens of major firms, in- areas of bUS1Dess, according !O ~e 
eluding Ford Motor Co., Texaco I National Research Council ID 
and Citicorp. · Washington. Of those, 2.4 pe~nt 
or"th 107 us · rsiti with ' were black, 2.3 perc~nt v.:ere Asian, 
e · · IJ!IIV" • es : 1.3 percent were Hispamc and 0.4 
doct!)ral p_rograms ID busm~s. !14 , percent were Native American. 
- mcluding Harvard Umvers1ty . 
and Massachusetts Institute of To be sure, skeptics question 11!' 
Technology - have agreed to pro- · -ini~ative that ai~ to _increase IDl• 
vide financial backing for fellow- . · nonty representalio':1 ID the upper 
ships scholarships and gnmts i echelons of the busmess world by 
" ' • . · , encouraging the defection of pro-
Corporations are spending a · fessionals who are just a step away 
tremendous amount of money on from era.eking the glass ceiling. 
"No one bas any idea that a 
black- or Latino person going 
through business school · with a 
black or Latino mentor is going to 
have a ·better orientation toward 
commercial success than someone 
else," said Lee Pomeroy, a princi-
pal at Egon Zehnder International, 
a ·New York-based management 
consulting firm. "But one thing is 
for sure; you've taken a hotshot off 
the commercial track." · ,,. · --
. ''The whole idea of creaiing a· talent 
pool ·should be done much earlier," 
said Paul Bracy, co-founder · of Col-
laborative Strategies, a Boston con-
sulting firm that specialius in diversi-
ty training. "Investments should be 
made in younger students who are 
just preparing for. careers. That way, 
you .bring them .into corporations as 
interns •. The student develops.'a histo-
ry with the firm, and the company bas 
.the opportunity to develop a history 
of supporting the creation of a diverse 
work force." 
The PliD Project's Milano main-
tains that many of the executives re-
=ited thus far were at critical points 
in their careers. Tll'ed of leading fast. 
paced lives, they were seeking greater 
personal satisfaction, less stress and 
more time for themselves or their 
families. 
In fact, one black ·professional who 
begins doctoral studies at the Univer-
sity of Texas this fall said he decided 
to go back to school after taking what 
he calls the 80-year test When he is 
80 and-looks back at his-life, what 
will_be have accomplished?," .. · 
"The vast majority of-people we've 
·recruited·had found thatworking in 
:corporate America was not necessar-
ily fuJfilling for them;" Milano said. 
"Also, a lot.of.them were people with 
children. Some had spouses who were 
seeing very little of- them. -So they 
were .looking at the tremendous 
amount of flexibility they would have 
as a professor, flexibility you can nev-
er enjoy as a corporate employee.'' · 
A bard-driving executive who. spent 
more time at the job than home, 
Aranda says his hours were so long 
that be saw his son only 30 minutes 
per day during the week - usually at 
the boy's bedtime. : 
"I have three degrees, ·but I never 
had a professor who was from a ra-
cial minority group," said Aranda. 
"To me, teaching will be a·way to give 
back.•~ 
606-783-2030 
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Ala. college. reje~~ Ky. 
canditlate;s -deinmids· ·:. f 1 
<, • I• ' \ ",l 
. _ AssocJATED PRESs day evening, That was the dead- · 
HUN'I;SVIILE - Alabama line thb trustees set for- him to re-i 
A&M ,tJniver,sity !JUstees. chose the ply to ~e oft.er,. B.urse s;iid the.ofi • 
school s current vice pres1pent for fer was m his mailbox when he r~ 
bus~ess and finance as its_ ne~ .•. 'l µimed froll) a vacat!1m in At~~'~ 
president yesterday after refusmg .,. ,. : to watch. the Olympics. . . . 1· .:"; , 
to meet the demands Of. their fop · " . ~Thi~ declination is. basep· on i 
can~id~te, Raymond Burse of · . , i the. iha}iili~ ~f the, univl;1'8ity to. ( 1 Lomsv1lle, Ky. , · · · . meet my rmrumum reqtlll'ements bf 
The selection of John T. Gibson . an annual salary of $150,000 .andi 
___ .. ends a controversial 11-month • ·' . to provide an annuity costing aJ>'· 
process that began when David,' ' " proximately $12,500 per year," · 
Henson stepped pawn to work for· . · Burse wrote in a: letter to the · 1 .,, 1 
Purdue Uqiversity. , . ': trustees. e . , · 
Gibson was choseri to fill the- • - _ ~MY heart wants me to be at ' 
spot originally offered to Raymond : · A&M, buMbe reality of the neeqJ 
Burse,. an attorney f~r General •: · of.my family in light cif the COi}-, ~: 
Electric Corp. Burse IS former. pres• : tractual offer made require that I.1 " 
ident of Kentucky State University . · decline the offer to be the next 1 .. , · 
':in Frankfort president of,A&M." I.'· 
In June, Burse was offered the : Trlistee Edwin Hill said lie ) · 
job at $137,500 a year. He instead . ' thought the original job offer was· 
asked for $175,000 and perks, in- appropriate. Hill, a· critic of what •. i 
, duding a country club membership· some considered.an.overly subjed,!! 
,and secretarial help for his wife. · live selectionj:irocess, !iili~ Burse•~ 
Later, he came down from that request foi: IIIC!f;l!.moµey didn't , ; 
salary level, asking for $150,000. botlier him too much. 
. . I • I 
At its meeting yesterday; the · "The thing that upset nie was , , 
board of trustees reaffirmed its de- ·:: that the search committee should I, 
sire to hold at the $137,500 salary , _ .. have been more ·clear to all appli- I· 
level, university spokesman Jerome· ... cants and candidates about how .! ' 
Saintjones said. . . , , .;, much ~e job paid," Hill_sai\l. "i )i 
In a telephone mterview from . don't think Burse would have ap!{i 
his Kentucky office, Burse said he, . · plied had .he knowri beforehand i." 
was upset because he didnit see the""' wliaUhi,job paid. We Jost a'lot of 
university's final offer uritil Tues- . time because, of that.• . . ' 
i 
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Fo~er regent,;· gives. 
~U.largest gift ever'. 
from an individual· 
'By RICHARD WILSON · that he was impressed with the uni-
'The Courier-.iotimal :· · versity's. progress in recent . years. 
, _ · · . :'It's really a tribute to those adminis-
, l'RANJWORT, Ky. . -,- , ; Barney - trators and the, leadership · and the 
Tucker's first job was teaching in a , boards that have served liere in the 
one-roolll, . rural ,Tenness~ schqol in . last .J~ years." . 
1934,. two. years before he was a col- In interviews iater, two KSU ..,,_ 
lege lll1!duate. · • , j,' .. , dents hailed .th d . _· " t . d0 01"!" Although . he later , ecame a . ; e e_cis1on o evo e 
wealthy "businessman; his . teaching the gift to scholarships. 
stil)t led to a lifel?ng interest in edu-: .The mone~, -said. senior Tracey 
cation. that culnn_ nated yesterday .in. Bush of ~dianapolis, the student, 
the_ ~est gift ,.th~t, Kel)tu<:ey, State · body p~1delit, l"fil be,, "definitely: 
_ (Imverstty has ever recewed from a welf-rec~wed .~Y our students. We're 
sml!le donor. , , . , · . , ve,:y grateful. . 
Neither KSU nor Tucker would re- · "We appreciate his -kindness and 
veal the amount; But Tucker, 80, . dedication to out : institution '' said· 
called it "a minim1!ffi:Of six figures. I 'Trew Jeffries of Toledo Ohl~ an~ 
put a. flo~r under 1I, .but no ceiling," other senior. ' ' 
he said. Durin th I . · 
. •Tucker, who earned his wealth in . g e uncheo)!; ·Tucke.r ,was 
widespread business interests that in- praised -~Y several people who have 
, i:Juded agriculture and tobacco, said known _hiin for_ years.· 
\ Iii• ,money would set ·up an endow- Hany-Snyder, former executive di-
ment to provide scholarshipi; for rector of the state Council on Higher 
"needy. and worthy" KSU students. Education, called Tucker a leader in 
In thanking him for the Jtift at an higher education, particularly during 
appreciationJuncheon, KSUPresident his years as a member and chairman 
Ma,:y ·. Smith hailed Tucker for his of the council in the 1970s. 
)vork at KSU, where ,he served as a · Glenn "Buddy" Westbrook, a Lon-
member qf .the Board of. Regents frp_m : don businessman, said Tucker was in-
1-980-89, part of that time as chair- strumental. in starting London's in-
m~. -· j . , . · · . · dustrial' .development drive when he 
: 'V{e ust~im.tto_tl)1!11kyoufor.~- moved to the.Laurel.C:Ounly.Sflllt in 
ing_about this institutio_n. You .. dulJ! I 1946 to oversee colistruction of a fer-
have to- do that, you didn't get pmd tilizer !ant · 
for it and you. could have been doing . · P • ·. · • • : , . ,. .. 
something else," Smith said. . · . Others noted his CIVIC mvolvement, 
.l Asked why he designated the gift including the presidenC)I, of the state 
for scholarships, Tucker merely said, Chamber of Commerce in 1956. . .. 
:fba!'s,:where ,the education is." · , ."He has crea!ed.a trall 1of success-
' Tucker told the luncheon audience ful leadership," Westbroolt said. 
• 
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~ SQi}7i!lg discrinrln~tion -~ot shown, 
_ple~--• for ffi$niissal ·of Hauser's Slllt 
• ev ·f;;~RK STORY . . Jo. Ann H. a user's situ. at.'1on •."was 
-·-~-. HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER . 
·. Ihe University· of Kentucky's · not so Intolerable that a 
effdrts to have fonner men's bas- -reasonable person would have 
lretball-trainer JoAnn Hauser's sex- · felt compelled to resign." . 
In response to Barker's conten-
tion that Hauser did not face a 
uai' discrimination suit dismissed. 
reached the, courtroom· yesterday, . 
STEPHEN L BARKER, 
attorney for UK . 
. . She also claimed that, after her 
· transfer was proposed, Hauser be-
came .the. victim of a rumor cam-
paign desigheil fo smeai'.Jier·repu: 
talion: ·-- · _..... - · ---,Appearing before-Fayette 'Cir:· 
ciiir-Judge Mary Noble in a hearing · Hauser was "demoted and for 
ori UK's motion for summary dis- no reason. but the fact that . . "Immeaiat;ly after she was told. 
. about her being reassigned; (there 
were rumors) thaf linlted her ·as 
having affairs with various ·mem-
. bers·.of ·the basketball .staff :-or 
. plaiers,'' Keith said. 
missal, Stephen L. Barker, UK's she was a woman. We 
leadiatiomey, argued that Haus.er· a_bsol_ute_ ly can prove that." 
has--failed · to show she was dts' 
cri~inated' against when UK tried -- ,, . . 'KAREN KEITH, .. 
to ··transfer her from the men's attorney for Hauser 
b'iislietball program to. the worn- , ·----------""!"" 
Keith also argued .tlier/~as 
ample evidence of bad faith" in 
UK's offering Hauser,.her.job back. 
err'iC .. ,: 
Noble did not rule mi' the mo-
tion. .. 
·"'Hauser,· men's trainer for four 
seasons, left.UK.Jtily 1, 1995, after 
.Athletics Director CM Newton ,at-
tegip_ted to reassign her.· \_ ·· .. 
.,,She subsequently filed a $2 
million lawsuit .againsfUK; New- ' 
· ton,· men's basketball coach ,Rick I 
. Pitino.and .. the'.University of Ken. 
tucky Athletics' Association, claim-
ing that her transfer was a part_of_a 
systematic attempt_ to eliminate 
· women·.from roles jn the-·UK bas- ; 
_ ketlJ~l_ program... . , , 
In .coort .documents, ·she:also I 
claimed·• -that she was moved to , 
make-way for Pitino's friend, Edilie , 
Jamie!, whom she contends was 
less qualified than she. Jamie! is 
currently · the trainer for the UK 
men's basketball program, · .. ' .. .-, , ..... -
In arguing for a· dismissal yes-
terday, Barker cited-three primary 
.. Firit, he said, Hauser suffered 
'"no adverse job action." He said the 
.transfer did not affect her pay, 
benefits or job title. 
Second, he said that the trans-
fer did not meei the legal standard 
for a "constructive discharge,".say-
ing Hauser's situation "was not so 
intolerable that a reasonable person 
would have felt compelled to re-
sign." 
': ·.1',?"i,J;*. 
, Attorneys for · both sides ,de-
clined to specula(eion:when Noble 
would · rule on the · motion or in 
whose favor she would' decide.· · 
Firuilly,~'Barkei:,:.'no!eoF'tliat a 
month. after teiliiiif• her·-that she 
would·ioe transferred,:·UK offered 
Hauser· •her origirlaffjob back. He 
said it .would set ij bad. precedent if 
an :emi?foy_ij,iy,Iio';nachoffered,an I 
· emplo),'ee.,a.,job· back was then 
subsequai'tly;punished ~use: the , 
empfoyee refused the offer.~., .. , . Ha~r,. who, attended. yester, 
·-. . • , · iH, ,,,.,,,. .. day's heanng, declined comment 
:Karen Keith, one of'!he a~t:. f. afterward .. · , . ,_ ..... , 
· neys- representing· Hauser, said 
s
in •· hostile• work· environment and, left 
· the:hearing that it,'Wlis clear•the -: on her,owii;'Keith cited ii number 
trainer was "demoted -and for · no ' of sexist comments alleg~ly made 
.reason but the fact that she was a I •. by Newton and Pitino 'and directed 
woman. We"absoiutelyffl prove·, at Hauser. ,., · · .. _ 
· that" · , · ·-:· ·----· · · ·-·~·{:!_ 
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' •. FRANKFORT - ' 
KSU receives largest gift from single donor: 
Lexington businessman-and philanthropist Barney · 
Tucker has established an endo~ent for scholarships 
at Kentucky State University that-is the largest gift 
KSU has ever received from an individual donor, uni-
versity PresidenfMary Smith said'at an appreciation 
luncheon for Tucker yesterday. Tucker said his dona-
tion would total "a minimum of six figures" and that he 
hoped "needy and worthy students" would be given 
preference for the scholarships that will be financed 
with income from the endowment Tucker was chair-
man of the KSU board of regents and chainnan of the 
Council on Higher.Education. 
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jWoinan;gives EKU -$1!1 ~i.llion for· scholarship/s· ·: •·· 
,·~_ .. :;,·.\.1•,.f't',t'f•~';;
1 ' ... •, , ... ,.i •. ~.•;:,j,,'c,1-1 ,1 , .. ~-' ! ,·rf:.;:, j • .,':, ·,j"j 1.,'i.t 
The-C-J Frankfort Bureau . , ,:, llll!de some wonderful, fri!l'ldships,111.41!1d,Pr,,Charles,Rutledge of Hazard, 1 gains on appl'l:c,a)ed assets to fund , , , . : . ; , • . , , , there that have last~: a llfetµne."· • ,,, both gradµated -from EKIJ., ,, . . , the trust," Christopher i:aid. ,, ' 
. RICHMOND, Ky; - A; Danyille"1 , . The gift is contained in two,~hai;ita• Dowerman. is, among a growing. , Bill Abney, EKIJ's dm~or of devel-
wo!'lan. will give Eastern 1~nl!!#,Y , ,hie trusts, ,UJ!1ln Q9w.em!81!:!i ~th,·,' numbe( oLpeqple ,who, ~ making i op men),. said .the scho,~I ~as, ~elped 
Umvers1ty more 11\an $1.1 millio'/- to ~\!le school wlll rece1Ve tlie ~•, full ri· tax,protected,;•1?la111!e.d ·, gifts, to ,cof. I ''.mcreasmg, n11111bers" 1')f, mdividll;3ls 
endow a scholarship func!;,, 1 .. ,, i fJ1value. . . . · .,., ·,, "" ;/;; ;.:dege_s. and.,: uruversilies;.,salcJ,«ToJ1l, fincl~ays to.help _EKU,,f'hile reduCU1g "I've always had a great ave for.r,:, Dowerman, a naliVe of Richmond,.,;Christopher, her accountant and taxi the tax burden on theur estates.,. 
Eastern," · said Louise Rutledge·;, moved, to Danville -after r:etiririg in· adviser, . , • . · , . "Charitable giving is bne of the few 
Doweqnan, a, 1933 graduate. and Ii·' F 1987 as a librarian at Broward, Com~ 1 • ''The unitrust offers many advan• remaining deducatioris f\llow by law," 
brarian there in the late .1930s, f'F~ ;' · mu_nity. College in Florida. ,Her hus- ,, 'tag!lS, including, a , · life income, a 'Abney said, and planned gifts provide 
of .all, yo'l, get a,'\Y</1\derful, e(!~ca\jon 1'.; b8!1(1 : died', two years,: earlie,i:1;,Jier.t" hedge,• .agal_nst .. inlli\lion; ~ immedi~te tax and other,~dv'!lltag9s,for both the 
there, as good as any.college, And I . ·brothers, the late Dr. Harold Rutledge 1 -~ saVlJlgS and•av01dance of_ cap1tal. donor:and the umvers11y. · 
- ' ---·-· .... 
' ' 
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Cuts ···m-- state· education aid· 
hm.1 disabled college students: 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
LOUISVILLE - Cuts in state 
education money for the disabled 
are creating· another barrier for 
Martin Jansing, '\','ho is trying ·to 
overcome the obstacles he has al-
ready · encountered by going to 
school: · , . 
The Kentucky Department for 
Vocational Rehabilitation.has decid-
ed to limit education aid for. most 
disab1ed students Jo 7fr percent of 
tuition because of cuts. in federal 
money and growth in medical and 
tuition costs. Students attendiog 
.private colleges may get less .. • 
Until rece11tly, the department 
paid the full college ·tuition for dis-
abled Kentuckians who need educa-
tion tb get 'jobs. Depending on a 
client's financial needs,' the agency 
also paid for books, room, board 
and transportation to and froni 
school.. . .. • '. · · . 
Jansing,' 43, of Louisville, frac-
tured his lower spioe and wrenched 
his'- shoulder when a scaffold ;col-
lapsed-while he worked on a house' 
framing job io 1987. , 
. Combined . with -an unrelated 
,,;, .: ;-..•-· 
.- . ,, • . 1 . 
hearing Joss, he said he's hacl a lriet spokesman Bryan Annstrmig. 
hard time getting a job. But he is said 
counting on beiog able to find work · The state vocational rehabilitai 
by earning a University of tion program's budget for the new 
Louisville degree. . fiscal .year is $1.7 million less than 
The new policy allows.excep- last year's $47.6 million total oe< 
tions, if· vocational rehabilitation -cause of federal cuts. (State funding 
counselors .find imposing it would for the program grew slightly.) , . 
place employment · out·· of reach. Kentucky's 13fr vocational reha: 
Jansing - who has part-time jobs bilitation counselors must try· ·lo 
tutoring athletes, reading fo~· the match available dollars to needs; 
bliod and conducting telephone sur- usiog the federal Rellabilitation Act. 
· veys - said his counselor told him of i.973 as a guide. Saine clients 
Monday that he couldn't get an ex- need hearing aids, wheelchairs or 
emption unless he had no income. vehicle adaptations to become em: 
Jansing said the unanticipated playable; others need education.·•_; . 
cost may prevent hiin .from en- But cabinet officials say educa-
rolling this fall at U. of L, where he tion costs eat too large a share· of 
is trying to equip himself for a so- the budget. Last spring, the depart-
cial-service career. "It seems to me ment provided $3.1 million - near, 
they're.trying to put up too many ly 7 percent of its armual budgef-'-,c· 
barriers or hurdles to make people in tuition aid to 3,638 disabled col• 
jump,~.he said.-.~;,,i· · · . <:•""" Jege students. _.... · ·. · 
Workforce· Development' 'Cabi: "What- happens · to the othii· 
net officials said they'~e just tryiog · 34,000 people ,.that need our ser: 
to eliminate or lower barriers for all vices?'.' -said.Sam Seiraglio, state vo; 
of the 38,000 Kentuckians . they cational rellabilitation commissioner' .. 
serve. "The .department is trying to Clients with the most severe.disabili' · 
serve as ·many people as possible ties, he said; "usually don't function 
: with a finite supply of dollars,". cab- . at the level to go to college." · 
~~---~-·-· 
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ltecord numbei;y({?~iµt~"~f~c~jved- GED- last year 
Ji: • . · • · ·, ,.:;:-{• .. ~.::,, ~1~1.::-.. ~.fi.: ~ii,,::• ,·r -. - · ~ . .. ,:: •. ;:..,•~r,..;: .. ;,. -. . ~ . . , 
By DEB RIECHMANN .. · · , · '" . . waot to take it;" said Dave 
Associated Press INFOR•• ••ION·•:,J~l~, Merk(!witz. a spokesmao for . the , . ,- ...... ■ ■•.t-<;, t,•: ,: council · 
. • \•••' _,.,.•;,):.· ;., •• _.... ,. • ~('_k.lf • • 
~\\'.ASHINGTON - More than half a·-' \);~c'Those lnierested· in tt1£ The test 1!150 ~as been promoted 
mill!on adults: earned:' ~.cschool· ._,~ntacting·a local prograrii". . more, ... ~eaw.y m recent_ years,. 
eqwyalency diplomas .last.~. by ::cor, getting more information Mer~owitz, said. . , . · 
passmg the Gen_e~ Education Devel-. • .:;can .call (B9.l)I S26-S433.t. , •· . Still, tl!e number ofl995 grad~ates opment test- - Joining a -~ost~r_-of .. : ,,,,\,', •~-. -;-,/;,~, ~ . -t1:;,;_f IS only slightly more thao 1 percent of 
well-known GED graduates, mcluding ·: ~'1,-.-•-i,;"t- '',, ·l::\\"<'-~ -~~- ' · -11, the morethao 45 million adults in the 
comediao Bill Cosby·and Sen;•Ben ,-~•..,-··· ··" ·.-,.,.- •· . . United States and its territories who 
Campbell. ,.,;.,,,.,.,.,::;,, - · ·. qunpbell_ took th~ test while seiv- as of 1990, did not have a hi h schooi 
· iThe number of people who received : mg m the Ai!' Fort;e m the early l~,50s. / diploma ,,. , , · g . 
, diplomas last year _ 523 463- was -A,•self-descnbed 'troublemalter, · he I -Th umb . f 1 !akin th the largest since the te,rt be···im_ in · hwr dropped out during his senior . ~ n . er O ,Peop e g • e 
1943 to help World war·n vfterans yearatPlacerHigh. SchoolinAuburn. ,, te!!1~·braille,audiocassetteorlarge 
earn high school credit:'" '.'~'.. · Calif .. In 1992; lie· returned to. the, pnntmcreased by 19 percent over the 
-Nearly 724 000 adults in the United school to walk throu$h conunence- previous year. · 
States and ciioada completed"the test mentwith the graduating class. 
·aod 72 percent of them passed it, ac- More than 10 mi!lion_ adults have 
cording to a report issued -,Thursday · earned GEP credentials m the past 25 
by the Americao Council •on Educa- years .. And ·.the· annual number of 
.tion. adults getting :GE_D :certificates Jt~ 
"I've always been proud of the fact grown liy 19 pe"icent;"sald the 7iineri-
that l did it and I've given talks to caif Couiu:il on Education, which .op-
motivate o!hers to do it,''. Campbell, erates the te~···" ; 
.- R-Colo., swd. "I tell them if they waot , '.:The. GED .-IS .a gateway to further 
. to straighten out their Jives, the GED :education .and·training; aod with the 
· is part of that opportunity." . , .premium· that's being placed on edu• 
;~tion'in the workplace, more people 
Ji._d V: s1 I 19c:,<o c:.r t ~~d- - LJ .:n~~1r 1 
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Having summer fun in class 
13-year-old takes 
college course 
rn graphic design 
BY LINDA VANHOOSE 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER ; James Armstrong was looking 
· for an educational way to 
· spend his summer vacation . 
· i before enrolling as a freshman at- · 
. Bath County High School this fall: 
And while fun in the sun is on 
the minds of most 13-year-0Jds; 
James chose to enroll.in a class at 
Morehead State University in 










"I wanted to 
learn more and 






ing with the 
young man and 
reviewing his 
ACT scores, I 
· advised him to talk to those in the 
department of art," said Dan Cor-
nett; director of recruitment in 
Morehead's office of admissions. 
."From all indications, I believed.he 
was qualified to take a class." 
Receiving approval from More-
head's art department, James en-
rolled in a graphic design class, 
James Armstrong, 13, devoted the,first part of the summer to 
· learning graphics design from Deena Golding, an assistant art 
professor at Morehead. 
but not enough students registered · 
and the class was dropped. 
But Deena Golding, a MSU as-
sistant professor of art, agreed to 
teach James. 
Each morning during the four• 
week summer session, which end-
ed July 5, James, the son of Dou-
glas and Connie Armstr<a!!.¥ of 
Olympia, rode to campu'!l',;More-
head student Jim Gay. For two 
hours each day, James and Gold-
ing stared at a computer screen, 
manipulating a design and ·dis-• 
cussing it. 
"All my life I have been work-
ing on computers," James said. "It 
takes a lot of patience to get it 
right." . 
.: · During the term, James was in-
troduced to a number of software 
applications. He started with two-
dimensional works, and before the 
term was over. he LTeated a 3-D 
piece which will be placed on 
videotape. 
Because the special project 
used animation as well as 3-D 
modeling, there were a few chal-
lenging moments, but James de-
scribes the work as "pretty much 
fun." 
Golding said his young stu-
dent "picked up really quick. He 
constantly looked at different 
ways to do things." 
James said he and Golding are 
good friends now. "I really liked 
the teacher a lot." 
James, who wants to be a 
physician, was a member of th_e 
Gifted and Talented Program at 
Bath Count\· Middle School last 
year and enjoys basketball and 
working on science projects. He 
was n member of the academic 
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Museum off~rs peek at Natcher 
t ' . Nlit~her,knownfornevertakinga "Evecy1!1ing_in .a mu~eum has a reasure campaign contribution and never story behind 1t," he said. Natcher 
WKU collection 
includes journals, 
awards and photos 
. . 
By NIKITA STEWART 
The Courier-Journal 
BOWUNG GREEN, Ky. - The 
late, legendary U.S. Rep. William 
Natcher thought the media was 
"really out to get Richard Nixon" 
when Watergate fim came to light. 
But even Natcher grew less lor-
pvmg and was upset about the taint 
1t put on government. 
In 1973, he wrote: "I have be-
lieved for months that the Watergate 
episode has caused the people in 
this country to lose faith in their 
government and in their leade,s 
generally. This is what a few little 
unethical and dishonest men can do 
to a great country." · 
Watergate is just one event 
Natcher discusses in 58 volumes of a 
journal he kept from Jan. 6, 1954, 
when he was sworn in to the House, 
to Jan. 28, 1994, when his health de-
teriorated so badly he couldri't write 
anymore. . . 
Yesterday, curato,s of the Ken-
tucky Museum at Western Kentucky 
Unive,sity allowed a few people, in-
cluding two membe,s of the news 
media, to view the more than 100 
boxes of memorabilia stored there. 
It was the fi'8t time anyone other 
than the Natcher family had read the 
journals and only about the fourth 
time someone hadtouched the Presi-
dential Citizens Medal given to him 
by President Clinton weeks before 
his death, said Jerry Parker, lawyer 
for the Natcher estate. 
The hundreds of jounials, scrap-
books, awards and photographs had 
been in a storage room and special , 
fire vault at the museum since Au-
.gust 1994, about four "months after , 
Natcher died. ·· , 
· But the items were off-limits until ' 
the Natcher . family · gave Western 
control of them earlier this month. 
"It'll be a year to a year and a half 
before things are organized" so that 
the general public can see the items, 
said Riley Handy, who heads special 
collections and is in charge of the 
Natcher project. 
Western has plans to renovate 
Snell Hall, ihe only original building 
left from the Ogden Preparatory 
School, where Natcher graduated 
from high school in· 1926. 
The ·building, which might be 
·called "The Natcher Building for the 
Study of Ethics," would cost an esti-
mated $3 million to renovate, ac-
cording to unive,sity officials. 
missing a quorum call or roll call was ''a pretty good baseball player," 
vote, collected everything from , a said Orendorf, 86, after he'il looked 
Western lettem1an's sweater earned at the letterman's sweater. 
in baseball in the late 1920s to a 7½- Parke, added his own insight: 
pound large mouth bass he caught Natcher changed white starclied 
m 1964. . , · · shirts four to five times a day "be-
He also kept shovels from ground- cause he wanted to look fresh." 
breakings; autographed pictures of "He just wanted to look like a 
· beauty queens and sheets of $1 and typical Southern gentleman." 
$2 bills. ,· _ Pat Hodges, who • supervises 
Parker said the journals are sim- manuscripts and archives for the 
ply history through Natcher's eyes. Kentucky Library, said she doesn't 
"He never said anytbin~ derogatory know where to begin. All pape,s will 
or ugly about anybody, ' he said. be put in acid-free boxes, and news-
. On Nov. 25, 1963, Natcher wrote: paper articles will be copied onto 
;'Friday_ will be _one of the·most trag- special 'paper guaranteed to last at 
1c days m the history of our country. least 300 years, she said. Staples 
1 still can't believe that President and paper clips will have to be-re-
Kennedy is dead." . placed with rust-free ones, she said. 
Natcher's friend, Jo T. "Top" Phyllis Chelf, marketing and spe-
Orendorf, said he finds Natcher's cial events coordinator for the muse-
lett~,s to his c_hildren the most fasci- um, ~d Natcher's belongings will 
nating and said people will find out remain locked up, and she wanted 
interesting things about Natcher to make it clear that the items were 
they may not have known. not open to the public yet. 
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NKU president plans teacher raises 
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. - Interim President Jack Moreland 
. will recommend a salary increase of at least 2 percent for faculty and 
staff at ·Northern Kentucky Unive,sity when the board of regents 
meets today. . · 
"I 'want to give ihe absolutely most that we feel like we can afford 
to give," Moreland said. 
Raises generally are decided in May and go into effect July I. But 
the regents decided to postpone action until it was known whether 
fall enrollment would drop again by 3 percent, as projected. 
Enrollinent has gone down the past two years. But at last count, 
NKU'.s 1996 fall enrollment is on track-to match the 1995 enrollment 
of 11,647. 
As of Friday, NKU had enrolled 9,168 students, said Norleen Po-
merantz, vice president of student affairs. 
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WKU to offer master's in business 
BOWUNG .GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky Unive,sity will offer 
a master of business adniinistration ·degree beginning this fall, the 
school announced yesterday; _ . , 
MBAs haven't been available at Western since the late 1980s. The 
new program was approved in December. 
Danie[ Mye,s, acting assistant dean of the Colle_l!e of Business 
Administration, said the new program was created with the needs of 
non-traditional students in mind. . · 
"We are dealing with the business community, asking them what 
they want _and scheduling classes that people can take after hou,s 
and on weekends," he said. · . 
